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PART 0 N.~ 
Additional measures to assist the German and Belgian 
coal mining industries in 
1 9 7 2 
/ 
• 
• 
:L{t 
INTRODUCTIOl~ 
1. In the "Supplementary Report on Financial Measures by Member States 
to Assist the "Coal Mining ~ndustry in 1972" (Do9. No. SEC(73)2272 
final version on 19; June 1973) the.additional measures to assist the 
coal mining_ indus"fjry anno'l.'I};'JOOd by the Gennan, Belgian and French go-
vernments_ for 1972 were presented and examined b~r the Commission. 
2. The Commission was informed 
- by the Belgian Government in a letter of 11 July 1973 
- by the Federal German Government in a letter of 5 June 1973 
that the additional measures planned for 1972 were not sufficient 
to solve the problems experienced in the coal mining industries 
of the two countries. In bpth .co.untries it was necessary once again 
to increase the aids provided for under Art. 9 of Decision No. 3/71. 
3. · In the following te:x:t these aid increases are presente~~-and. examined, 
reference being made in each case to the relevant....-se-ctions and figures 
in the "Suppleme:t:J-tary Report on, Financial fl(Ga.sures by Member States to 
Assist the Coal Mining Industr.y in 1972fi. 
4• To convert national currencies into ~its of account, tha following 
exchange rates have again been veed : 
l u.a. = 50.00 Bfrs 
= 3.66 ma 
.f!' 
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I. Measures additional to those pl~ed for 1972 to cssist the German 
coal mining ingust;cy 
A. Measures nroposed 
5. As stated on pp. 4-5 of the Supplementar,y Report (Doc. No. 
SEC (73) 2272 final version) the Federa.l.German Gover:nment 
had tru~en a number of measures to assist the biggest German 
coal .. mining concern- the Ruhrkohle AG (RAG). One of these 
measures involved a debt register claim of one thousand million 
DM to the R..ll.G. 
:.· ......... ,. 
6. The granting of the·d~bt register claim was intended to improve 
the liquidity of t'h~· undertaking. On the basis of this claim the 
R.t1G was able to obtain a.ddi tional credits from banks. 
1· According to the 1971 and 1972 annual reports published by the 
R'lG, 
• 
- in 1971 178 million DM in operating losses were not 
made good by 'public funds but were ca:rried over t_o the tl 
financial_yea.r 1972; 
-in 1972 there-were further operating losses of 567 mi+-
lion DM. 
Thus at the end of 1972 the RAG's accumulated operating losses 
st'o~d 'at .745 milli~n :Drt . . 
8. In order not to jeopardise the existence of the RAG, the Federal 
Rerman G~~ernment allowed the RAG to uso 650 million DM of the 
thousand million DM claim mentioned above tocover part of its 
accumulated operating losses for 1971/72. After this financial 
measure, the RAG's cutstanding operating losses at the end of 
1972 amounted to 95.million DM, which was carried over to the 
financial year 1973. 
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9. The measure adopted oy the Federal German Government shows that tho 
register claim was used not only to improve liquidity but also to 
cover operating losses. 
Bo Qompatibility of the G~~pn meas~~es with the provisions of 4rts. 6-9 
of Decision No. j1 
10. The RliG*s accumulated.operating losses of 745 million DM-up_to the~-------
--~~-----~? . 
end of 19'72 exceed the capital stock of' 500 m~llion DM by almost 
150%. With as little as 50% capital loss it would no longer have bean 
possibla to continue operations. 
11. In general, the Federal State of North Rhine-Westphalia, in which the 
RAG chiefly operates, is at present in a very good economic ru1d social 
position, despite the problems that may ari·se in certain sectors 
chiefly associated with coal mining (l);,. It·is1 however, clear that 
this situation would change immeuiatiy if the R~G were to cease ope-
rations and had to lay cff within a :r.elatively .. short period 170.000 
workers whose jobs it currently provides. These.facts show that 
coverage of operating losses is consistent with the provisions of 
Art. 9, § 1, Sub-pare .• 1, since the aid serves.to prevent a drop in 
the level of market demand., which would cause" serious economic and 
sooial disturbancos in a region where there are not sufficient 
short-term opportunities for reemployment for .such h.?.la:r{;e ;,ntimbe,:r.,·· of 
workers. 
12. As for the apportionment of aid. according to the difference bett<~een 
production cats and r~venue, it must be stated that aid covers only 
, ... 
87% of the accumulated operating losses for the f'inancial years 
1971/72, wh~ch _were incurred almost exclusively in mining operations. 
(1) See the Commission Decision of 17 February 1971 relating to 
investment premiums in German coaLJ;ields (Official Journal 
No. L 57, 10.3.1971, P• 19). 
·: '. :.:": 
. . 
- - ________ _____]__ 
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This means that the aid is also consistent with the provisions of 
Art. 9, § 2 of Decision No. 3/71. 
13 .. Aid is being paid for two preceding financial years (1971 and 1972). 
Further aids granted to the undertaking from public funds in these two 
financial years and presented and examined in the relevant Commission 
~.:Memoranda were counted as extraordinary profits in the e.ssessment of 
·losses. Tho back payment of aidis thus i11 accordance with Art. 9, 
§ 5 of Decision ~To. 3/11• · · ; · 
14. From the facts sot out above it can be concluded that the partial co-
vering of Rf.,G_ production losses from public fiinds for the financial 
years· 197l.and 1972 is consistent with the proVisions of Art. 9 of 
Decision No• '-3/71~ 
c. Compatibility of the German measures with the proper.r:fm:ctioning of the 
Con1mon Market 
;:.{. 
15. In order to exam:l.ne whether the aid to cover.. RAG operatin,~ losses is li' 
c.ompatible with the proper functioning of the Common N.tarket (Art. 3, 
·' . 
§ l of DQcision l~o. 3/71), amounts per tonne of production must be 
.worlced out. To achieve this, the total amo\l):;tt of 650 million. Dl[ must 
:.-be divided prop~rtionally between the financial years 1971 ~-nd ~972 
and added to the amount of aid already approved by the Commission for 
1971/72. 
''.· 
·The .aid cover~ B7~;s of ~\G operating lpsses. I! this percent~ge is 
applied t?quall;r to bojth. f~~ancial years, 155 million DM of the 650 
t,n,illipn Dr\~ total relates to._l971 and .495 million m~ to 1972 (42.3 
million u.a. and 135.2 million u.a. respectively). 
'' t 
,. 
, 
'_jL_~~__:_ __ __:_~_~>-__ L·_~: --~:___:_ 
• 
\. ---- -~----- _.__ ___ , _____,_· ____ ·---- --·- -------
,, ., . . ·:- ,,• 
-------- - - - -----· --
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16. With regard to the Federal Republic•s coal mining indust~J as a 
whole, the following amounts of aid for 1971 end.l972 emerge : 
-~otal amounts including indirect aids) 
1211 12.12_ 
million u.a.(l) 210.'1 T .. (2) Original amounts 261.1 
Additional amounts million u.a • 42.3 135.2 
.. 
Total million ·u. .. a.. 252.4. 396.3 
===== ====== 
; 
Per tonne produced u .. a. 2.16 3. 65 
====== ====;== 
(1) see Dec.· J:.To. SEC (72) 2272 ~final version, Table A 
{2) Figure •altered owing to ai.d for coking coal 
17. Compared with 1971, the total amount of German aid in 1972 was 
higher by 143.9 million u.a. (= + 57%); the increase per tonne 
produced being 69:,:~. 
As a result of the sharp rise, the amounts of Germ~n aid - which 
in previous years' t'ITere far lower than' ii'l other .Ccmmuriity c:.:ountries -
came much nearer the levels o.f aid granted in the lTetherlands and ____ _ .. 
France. 
As far as can be ascertained from the completed list of overall 
external trade figures, this state of a.ffairs ha not had any 
adverse effects on intr~-Community trade in coal. The increase in 
imports of coal by the Fede~l Republic from· other Community coun-
tries is the result or·a: temporary increase of .. 200,000 tonnes in 
< .. :". 
imports from the ~Tethei'lands.'· For 1973 a sharrf decrease in these 
; - ... •· . ! ' . ' . 
imports is e::::pected; in 197 4 they should stop altogether as coal 
"''·' • 'f I production in the Netherlands· i·s being halted. 
1970 
1971 
1972 
Imports of coal by the Federal 
Republic from other Community 
countries 
1,161 
1,125 
1,461 
1,000 tonnes 
Exports of'coa.l to other 
Commuri±t;v countries by 
Federal Republic 
14,4o8 
13,194 
11,964 
""' :·· 1 • t": •' C. ; '.-' '.~--:r-.r { 
-- ---- --- - ·-~:...- ---- -- - - ---- --~ _! ·-·•----~----_!____ ___ --~ --------'---~· _' ........______:____:_:_";_;_:~·· _. 
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The drop in German coal e:xports to other Community countries is the result 
of a weakening of the steel market in 1971/72. 
"18. Although the granting of aid to cover RJ.1G losses resulted in a considerable 
narrowing of the gap.between subsi~ levels in the Federal Republic and 
other Community countries it also led, since it benefitted only one unde~ 
~ 
taking, to differences in subsidy levels for 1972 between t.he RAG and the 
other German concerns. 
If the 495 million DM in aid is related to production (82. 7 million tonncs), 
the RAG reoeived about 6 DM per tonne to cover losses. The other German 
,~o1=1.l.. mitting concerns received no such aid, as they either suffered no 
operating losses, or the losses were so slight or the attende.nt circum-
stances. so ,different that the Federal German Gove~ent regarded aid as 
not' being urgently necessary. At this point~ th~,r~ader is expressly re-
ferred to the basic princi:t:-les lai9- down in Cha.pter.,II of Part Two of 
this document (Points 38, 45 and 46}. 
~ ~ ..... 1" ~ ,! 
In view of this fact and the increase in the practice of price·aligning 
' 
in 1972 (see Table 11 in the Appendix to .Part Two of this doc~ent), the tt 
Commission cavried out a survey of the present state of ··market competition. 
This revealed that, although the individual German coal' m1ning concerns 
compete with the Rf.l.G in certain branches of their production' there were 
no definite signs that distortions of competition in the Community coal 
market had; been l?rought about by the granting of aid to the· RAG to cover 
i.ts losses. However, -the quantity sold under- condi tionti. of price alignment 
was 300,000 tonnes higher in 1972 than in 1971~ ·These transactions were 
-· c.e.;rried out exclusively by undertakings not forming par ·of the R.'lG, and 
:1,~ many casE;Js. prices were aligned with Rl'l.G prices. These ii1stances of 
price aligment are, however, not th~ result of•ithe ·special· aid received 
_ , PY, ~he Ril.G 1 but an ind.i:r.o~·t. result of competition between: German coal 
as a w:holcr cu1.0. coal imported from third ·coun-tries; and between 1Qerma,I11.;. ~,.:·: 
a.-ood- .and o-lrher ali;ema.tive 
.. . . . . '~ 
' 
• 
• 
._··-,. > 
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sources of energy. All the German undertakings- are defending them-
selves against this competition. The RAG's price structure does not 
indicate that the R..'\..G is undercutting w~th its own prices those of 
imported alternative sources of energy. 
Thus, in view of the situation obtaining in 1972 1 the Commission has 
no doubt as regards the proper functioning of the coal market. It would 
like, however, to draw the attention of the Federal German Government 
to the limits which could be imposed on further differentiation in 
amounts of aid between the individual German underta1:::ings e.nd which 
must be adhered to in order to guarantee the proper functioning of 
the market. 
It should be p~inted out here that the application of a differentie.ted 
aid policy to different coal mining undertakings in the,same country 
can result in other sectors of industry being affected; in thi-s ca~e, 
for example, the steel industry, which owns a considerable proportion 
of the pit installations. Even if competition in the coal s~ctor is 
. . .... , . ·,, .. 
not disturbed by differing levels of aid, it can affect competition 
in the steel industry which,--like coal, fs also·cubjcct to the ECSC 
Treaty. 
19. Further criteria for~ examining the proper·functioning of the coal 
market are : 
- The prices charged. :bj the &\G, for coking and steam coal do not 
result in the indirect e.iding-of industrial·coal·consumers; 
-·The shutting down O·f fiv-e ll.-'1produeti-ve .. R.:1G pits··· ( toto.l production capa .. ·· 
city about 5 ·million·1ones pa)in 1972 has ·led. to rationalization and 
. . . ' . ' . .. . ' .. ~: .~ ..... •' . ': ·~ . 
a further concentration of productio~ qn pits where productivity 
,is highest. 
. ~- ... ' .......... ~·· ... -··~· .... ··~. ... .. ....... ,_., ........ '. .... ... ..... . . ' 
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20. Thus we can conclude by stating t~at the 650 million DM bond issued to 
cover accumulated Rl' ... G operating losses for 1971/72 is compatible with 
the pl'q)er functioning of -&he Common Market. 
D. Summary 
21. The . following table shows the financial measures plarmed to assist 
the German coal mining industry for 1972. 
1. Direct aids 
total per t produced 
~ml-. J..,...,. J ~l..;::;ch j. m1. J.J.:. on 
Rol.evant !.lr~ 
ticle of De Measure 
cisi~~ No. 
3171 
1\..kt i onsgenleinschaft 
.Art. 6 
m~ u.a. 
DM u" e:.::.:!""':_._-J...-_.~-+------1 93~0 25.4 I o.86 0.23 
Drainage costs 
t~rt. 7 § 1 Investment aid 
Art·.'. 7 § 3 M'ine:r's premium 
Payment of·redemption instal-
ments 
Covering &\G losses 
'fu~al Ar.ts. 6-9 of 
Decision No.· 3t71 
Aid to coking coal m1der 
... De.cis.i·on No.;.'70/l 
2. Ihdirect aids 
.. 
I 
! Aids for power.' station coal I 
I 
Summar;z 
. ' 
. . .. • .. ····· : 
25·5 7.0 0.24 0.07 
160.0 
53·7 
495.0 
.· ~24.2 
.. 
33'2.0::, 
43·7 
244.3 
90.7 
1.47 
I 2;,07 
; 
! 3.06 
I 
I 
0.17 
0.13 
1.25 i 
2.25 •r 
0.84 
j 
I 
Total amount's~ . '· ,· . :.l,.45·'0.4 396.3 113.37 3.65 
==;===============·===-============~·· ========= ====;;::=====:;========= ========-
j In U.S. dollars 
1 (Central 'rate ~ 1 = 3.22 DM) ·' ~ 452.8 million 
• 
\ 
• 
;_;;._ .... ,i·" \ 
• 
• 
• 
\ _, . ; .... 
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II .. - Measures additional tg_'_:th.Q~~E;i_pjanned ~r ___ 1972 to assist the Belgian 
coal mini~nq,l.!~t..n 
A. Measures proposed 
22. !s stated on page 16 of the Supplementar,y Report (Doc. Wo. 
SEC (73) 2272 fin~ version), the BelgianGovernment had ap-
plied under the provisions of Art. 9 of Decision No. 3/71 for 
aid amounting to 4,808.5 million Bfrs to cover operating losses. 
In a letter of 11 July 1973, the Belgian Government applied for 
the aid to cover operating losses to be increc.sed by 428.7 million 
Bfrs - i.e. by about 9';h .... to 5,237. 2 million Bfrs. The total amour,·,; 
is spread over the coalfields in the following proportions : 
Cam pine South Belgian Total 
Coalfield 
Original amounts 1,731.5 3,077.0 4,808.5 
.. ~ddi ti <;mal amounts 401.5 27.2 428.7 
Total 2,133.0 3;104.2 5,237.2 
======= ======== ======= 
Increa~e + 23~.2% .. + ·0 .. 9/o + 8.9% 
.The Belgian Government further informed the Commission that the 
aid for pumping costs to drain ground -v;rater, originally 50 million 
Bfrs, had been reduced by 17.6 million Bfrs to 32.4 million Bfrs, 
and aid for training personnel, originally 12.9 million Bfrs, by 
8.1 million. Bfr~ -t·o 4.8 million Bfrs • 
. Thus, in relation to the total aid granted to the Belgian coal 
.! . :. . 
mining industry, the net increase for 1972 is 403.0 million Bf~se 
-----I - ---------------- ----- --~ ---- ,_:_ ____ _ 
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B. Compatibilitx of the Belgian measures with the provisions of ~rt. 9 
of Decision No. 3/71 · 
23. The increa.sc in Belgian aid affects not so much the South Belgian 
Coalfield but almost exclusively the Campine coalfield. Thus for ,• 
the South Belgian Coalfield - for which the aid increase is only 
0.9% - the statements on PP• 15-23 of Doc. No. SEC (73) 2272 final 
version remain valid. 
In thE? case of the Campine Coalfield, a. subsequent increase in aid 
of 23% was necessar.y, because th~ original a~d estimates would only 
have been sufficient to cover 55% of operating losses. As a ~esult 
of the increase in aid, these losses are 'now'covered to the extent 
of 66%. so that the.only producing concern in.the Campine Coalfield 
(Kempense Steenkolenmijnen) is able to meet its current liabilities. 
24 .. Whereas the level of direct aid originally ple.nned for the Campine 
Coalfield was 323 Bfrs/t (= 6.46 u.a.}, the amount is now 369 Bfrs/t 
(:; 7.38 u.a.) 
• This ;increase of about 1 u.a./t .does not necessitate any fundamental 
changes in the criteria for eEemining aids as laid down in Doc. SEC 
{73) 2272 final version. The· r~fgional-:and social problems in this 
coalfield continue unchanged. The aid only Pa~tially covers the dif-
ference between oats and revenue. 
25. Theso facts. show. that the increase in aid requested by the Belgian 
Government to cover operating losses for 1972 does not conflict 
.with ·the provisions of .l'..rt. )9 o·£ 'Decision No .• 3/71. 
(1) See Doc. No. SEC (73) 2272 final version, page 24. 
• 
··,··) i'"" 
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c. Q_ompatibili·ty of the incr0a~e~.l[la."l aid with ·thNe :pr..£.Eer functioning 
• · of the CommoJ..:! ... }~arket 
. 26. Hi th the increase i11 Belgian a.id to the coal industry, the gap between 
Belgium and the other Community countries has widened further. To examine 
whether this has e:1.n advers0 effect on the proper functi on:i.ng of tho Com-
mon Market, the Commi9si.on oarri0d out a11 i11ves·tiga:~ion vri th particular 
re:'erence to the house coal market~ Genran undertald.ngs situated near 
·&he border wi·th Belgium pointed o· •. d; th;;:_i; Belgian house coe.l pri oes were 
. ' 
very. low ('I'l!.is bo:in{'; tho ::.•eason for ·~h~ increai3e in Delgitwr aiel) ancl that 
tho Ge:t"::lmn ttt:lder·tak~.ngs, wD.ich by compar:i. son recei vo co:n.sidEn:•ably less 
aid, were forced to makG price r-1acrif:i.ccs which were "barely tolerab~u=~ 
in viet--r of' the overull financial situation of these un•~.c r~ald.ngs. 
The investiga .. ticn c~rrie.d out by tho Commission revealed that ·the price 
level of Belgian house coal is largo ly ... 1.eteintined by tho prices of 
Russian anthraci to licht fuel oil pricc:o 7 by contr<J.zt, plnyinr: a; no;·li';... 
r;:i.1)lo part trJi·hh tho lov0J. fo:-c 011ldnt~ oonl be:i.n:~~ r:.r:i.milt:.rly d.ctorminbcl by 
0orrcspondi nc; US _!n:1co:::; .. ~:(tlSGi:!?~n O.nthl'::'l.ei·hc :i.s c:t prico-dete:rrrd.ning factor C!. 
the:) nv".rkets in Ho:· ... tb.c~en · Jr~·c:.:r.co 1 ::JoJ.gi:um · nnd ·tho Hothm:I:'lnds and the qu2 .. nti-· 
tie.;1. sold j.h' ·t, 1 , ... t" , . , . ., . · d annually 1n ·!) 113 3-rea arc · i1e rosu ·c; or L!.O coa ..... 1.mpornng pO.J..1C 1ep pursu:e 
by the governments concerned. Tho att.endant p1. .. obJ.ern~:1 nre ·~hus nn aspect 
of the o·ro:ra:1.1 policy on r-me:cgy n.nfl coaJ. and m1;.s·~ "be deal·~ with in this 
co:t1ce:rii. ~\s long as th0 Belgian Gcvernm'ln·(; allmm impo:rtB of cheap 
Russian ~.rrth:rao:i·~o a..nrl lol"r-pr5.ou .1m:r-'vralian and t ... r,Jericnh cckin{; coe.:t, 
the Belg:i.o.n pl"'Ocluce:rs i-Jili. "be for..;() d. ·l;o align pr-'.ces 9 .wi -~h all the con-
sequences thin entails for prices nnd aid. 'l"he f::J.ot tha.t German coal· 
mining tmdertak::i.ngs have j~o gma.r themselves ·r.o -theset prices is net 
a dir0ct consequenne of ·!;he Belgian Gov~rnment to aid policy, but a re-
sult of ·hhe pric0s for imported coal .. The Commission fou;.1d no evidonce . 
C7 
. ·.• 
,,.,; 
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·. . ····~· . .. •· f
. :;.h~~l::~?1J:·. ') ~: :~ ....... ..::::_ •• : ...... .:. •• '·: •• ,·' .... d ... ., .. '.' _, ..... 
. · that impo~ ))rices were being undercut .· b7 Belgi·an: proiuoera. Thi.s sta~ r 
tement· •ppli·e.t'at leaat to the «eneral aituation. .tn· · ~~inatien ef th• ! . 
Relevant 
Article of 
Deci~ion 
No. 3/71. 
• ·, f ·~ •• 
..... , .., .. _.. .·.:·:· > .......... _.··.····\r:·.' ~ ·.. ;': · .. ·', ... ·I ~ ·_;. . .:· • .-_ ·.'..... •.· •. •·. ';'_ .• ·.. ~· . • ... : ·• ~ 
/; ,prioe ··poli(jies beip~. ·pursued by the Belgi~ coal. trade with .respect to 
... ' ..... ::-~··:." . -~·iF.· ... -.:.~· . .-.:-... · ... ··!.·· .~·,~: .. ;· .... ·· .... ~.::;-~.·. · ':_· ! .. .- . ..._. :" . . . . . ~::triclividual. ·ou.stomers ~~.mot t'a11 wi\hin the scope· of the Commiss:j.en's 
·' tn~~1ii.~. · :. · : .. :.\! ·• .. '· · · .. · ·· · · · 
··'.i'h~ref'ore th~· (if>ftimta~:ien is· ·~t: the. opinion that the planned. increase in 
aid. to'· ·the Bel ~!:ian o~ai ·mining industry ·to . cover lo·sses .. tor. ·1972 oaa.n 
.. be c~nsidereet o.s oOnlpati'bl., with the :Prctpe:r runotioning ot t.he c·emmon 
·. ' . .. ' ':. . .... . 
Market. 
• •• ' ,1 • 
:27•'~Th~· tollo,wing table shows the· W:re~t and ~bci.~:reot aids planned to assist 
.. · :;:i;;.tbe ·~elgial'). ooal.·,mini·ng.·indus~ry· rorl972• ~· 
.1. Direct ·aids 
-
Measures 
',;~ :·.··· ( :'. 
~------....~·--...:---··---
Art. 6 Payment of pwnping .costs . . : . . '·',. 
...... 
·~~~rt~7~~~I.~~t~.~t~i7d~.---------r:.~:·.f:ro], 19 
.LA. • . nves men a . .·... · . 
··----- · ~_3. Vocati.ona.l trainin 4. 3' .'. · · 1. 
Art. 9 Depreciation aid . . .. .... 79,9 11. 
,Ori~nal .aid to cover 'losses · 1731,5 · 237 
32,4 
. 74,0 
· .. 0. 
37., 
30.77,0 
.. 
. . 
32,4 3 
--212,S 20 
_4,~· 0 
117 J 7 11 
. ·4808, 5 458 
+55' . ' + 27~'2. 
. 
+. 9.'·: +428, 7 +41 
.., ·t 
·,··;. 
" ~Aid· to cok~i~n~· ....:· e~o;,;:=a~~-..__...+---· 
..... ~; ~otal direct aids 
.· . ... · ... 2.: Jndireet J~i.<!! . > ·;, • •. • .'; .. ... .• • : .. :~ ... ·:. .. . · 
',. ' : : : ·.··• .· ·,,J ·: •. · • . : • ., ,· ·..' ... ~.. ..,-• ..... ' .... '·•''. •. • -0 . - ·.• 
· Figures trop1 DocJ' .,.~;·:.Qic(73) :2360~·tiul. Y•rai.$11 ..... · 
~ .. ' .. .. 
Fi~SUres i~·.Btrs ; ., . ... . · · · 6145,8 585 
~!::!!:: i! ~,.~ (central rate ;t * 44~8 lltrs) "' ... :. ~~~'}J\~. 
t 
j··· 
l 
f, 
l 
I 
·I: 
. : f 
1 
I 
'-· .. ~ . '. ~\ •. 
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III. Final rem~ 
28 .. The increase in aid t.othe coal mining industries of the Federal Re-
public of Germany and B(j_lgium affects the overall pattern of aids for 
1971 and 1972. The following table shows that the total nmount of aid 
for 1971 is ·9.4;~0 higfier 'and the amcunt per tonne 13.250 higher than in 
1970. For 1972 the total amount is 32.3% higher and!. the ~ount per ton:n·:: 
is 43.6% nigher than th~ corresponding 1971 figures. ~1e upward trend 
in aid, op,served since 1965, has thus continued at an increased rate • 
. To'tal ... ein()unts of direct ani indirect aid 
(tnfuole Community; in million u.a.) 
-( 1969· (1) 1970(1) 1971 (1): 197~ 1965 ; 
1. Direct measures I 
under Dec .. No. 81.7 427.7 332.4 414.3 I 558.5 
3/65 and 3/71 · I I 
2. Aid to coking coal 
-
74.2 87.4 45·5 71.4 
3. Indirect measures I 45o3 98.4 84.3 91.9 ioo.o 
600.3 504.1 ! Totals 127.0 s51. 1 1 129.9 
========= ·======;::==" :======== F':::;===========;::::=====:: 
Compared with pre-
- LlC0 -16.0/o + 9 .r I +32 3<1 vious yee.t •• o 1) o ;O l 
t 
I 3.40 2.96 3.35 I 4.81 Aid per t produced 0.57 l 
I j J 
.(1) Lctual payments 
Of the total amount of 558.5 million u.a. direct aid planned for 1972, 
432.1 million u.a. (= 77.4%) relates to aids provided for under Art. 9 
of Decision No. 3/71 and 126.4 million u.a. (= 22.6%) to aids for 
positive and negative rationalization (Lrts. 6 and 7 of Decision 
No. 3/71. 
-~~~_!__~- ---~----' ---· -- ·-·------- --------- ---- ------ --~---- --------"------- ---- --~ ___: -~---- ____ __:'__ ____ --~ _ _..____:__ ____ ~-
. ,, . ·~ 
. ....... ,. .... 
•I• ' 
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' . 
. . ·~ 
in million u~a.. · ' 
. ..:'l.ids under Aids under Total Ju-ts .. 6 and 7 Art. 9 
Federal Republic of. 94·4 149-9 244.3 Germany 
Belgi wn 5.0 107 .l 112.1 
France ' 26.1 161.3 187.4 
Netherlands 0.9 13.8 14.7 
~ 
~----Community " 126.4 432.1 558.5 
. ·• 
:pet ai-led. figti.r.es- -~elatin~- _t~ -:~ids and production are contained in the 
followi.ng ta"Qles .. 1, B and C • 
\ . 
·_.·tr•· •• • " 
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Ta.sle A 
Summary of the direct and indirect measures to assist the coal mining indust;y (1) 
---·u·--------..-
, • I~-·· Aids ~mder Deci-siOn. 
. -i:o. 3/71 · 
(Fxcess ;;c;unt, Art. 4) 
··Article 6 
Article 7 
Ar'liiole 8. 
Article 9 
·Total Arts. 6-9 
per matr.ton. prod. 
B. .tid·. to coking_ coal 
·'under Dec.- No. 70/l 
Totals 
per metr.ton 
milliOl'J t'!.. a. 
million· ,,_.a. -: 
million uca. - ~ .'. -
million u.!i. . - · - - · -~ ~ -mill~~ _u.f..c : 64,2....:.·. ·15 7 1~:-L+-~~.._...~~ 
million 11-J.!.· · JB :r. 6_· ~ llJ__ lt1-.L_.~. -::x.::.";!;~--+-~~ 
. 6-"'lll II 1'' . . t: Q\7" ....-~1!.!...!· ! . 9 ~~ -r .;, . ..;· .!..L· 
. . . "'. 
!; :;: • 
-~~ p~r met~ •. ~on _ pi."od. · · u.~~--- 0 · . d... ~ . .:.~· 31 _ . (?,, _1.2 _ - . ·, 0 6 J--92.66~1 
·l ~~t:~~ E!!!~un~s ( C + iri- _ · • _ ~ . 
~!~~~ measu.re.s . . .. - ... : . ." · . ,_ . 
1c~a1s .. '; ,_ 
per ;ne"tr.-. ten prod. 
~--(i)1971 : actu~l payr,:ents 
i972 : nlanned aids 
million;· u .• a 
Ue&• 
£,5-21 4 39_6 3 · - 12.L.Lo.. 1/~1_,_--~--=~::::::--t...._ 
. 2,16 \. · · 3s65 · 7, 25 ),07 
(2,33}_(3,(:8) ··- --
(3) I . ill 1 -----~'""'--'-~ 
. -~ ..... -· ·• 
(2) IT.~l. aids for miners' vocational training p> 1:1:~·1. 'the stun l:hich exceeds Art. 4 of _Decision No. 3/71 . 
.-1) L'lcl". cid for the r-eduction of inte.rcst :paya'ble ·by Charbonn~es de France 
... 
• 
l 
l 
i 
., ... , ... _, .... ._ ............ ·r= 
••• --~.., • """~-:-~ .. ¥ ----:-~,~-~- . ---- .. ~ ·I-~ ---~-· -------..-.-... ............ • r •• .-~...,.. tMe ._,, ,...,....t..., .• _..,._ . ...___...__ b 6rie ., - 1 • .......... ~:-.:.:~--~:;:-·• ·.c(.·,._~.,_~,--r_. _......... :--_-...;....-""'--~·~t..........,., ~., ... ~ • ...,_. • " -~~""""'-·'" ~--.-.c-~- ··- • -···-
.. 
• 
.. 
., 
Jrable B.·· 
Pattern in aids granted by member states under the provisi'ons of Arts. 3 ·- 5 of 
Decision No~ 3/65 and Arts. 6 - 9 of Decision No. 3/71 (1) 
J 
· ·A~ds under .Arts.-3 - 5. of ~cision_ No.3/65 Deoislon "No. 37ff l•!ember States Articles 6 - 9. 
-
1966 1967 19£8 1969_ 1970 1971 (1} 
GEPJ.Ifl.1IT (FR l 
million DM 141,9 413,7 1 458.7 . ' 297,5. 271,4 495,0 
million u.a.. 35,47 103,42 114,65 74,37 74,15 135,2 
u.a./t 0,27 · o,89 o,98 . o,64 0,63 1,16 
FP..P..NCE 
-million F? ' 329,8 .. 598,6 . 1059,9 1278,9 ' 975,0 ' l.o81,6 
million u.a.. 66.80 121,25, 214,60 259;00 175,54. 194,8. 
· u.a./t 1,33 ·. 2,551 5,13 6,38 . 4,69 5,90 
-
:BELGIOX: ' . 
~- · m5.llion Bfrs 272,51 ).607~ 1 3873.9 . 3.. 832,0 3.293,53 3·430,0 
millio:n'u.a. ~. 54,50 72,15 ' 11 J 48_ ' ·, 1£, 60 65,87 I £8,6 
u.a./t 3,11 4,40 . 5,24 . 5,80 . ... 78 6,24 ), 
-
NETHE1UANDS 
. , 
. 56,8 · million :f1 22,8 40,7 . 64,9 64,1 :60,95 
million u.a. 6,30 11,20 17,90 . 17' 69 .. 16,84 . 15,7 .. 
u.a../t 0,61 1,35 2,59. 3,07 . 3,74 . 4,13 ·.· 
CO!Ifb1t1Nlft .· ··1 .. . . 
u .. a. · 163,07 · . 308,02 424,63 4~7;66 332,40' ·-1' .. 414,2. 
___ ':.a./t_ ---- ---~- .. o,~!-J ___ _ !• ~~ 2,35 t 2,43j' . 1,95 2, 51 ~--- --------'--- -------~-_.._____..:___ ______ ~---
(1_) Actual p~ents. 
(2) Planned aida 
(~-· 
...... 
-
..1. 1972(2) 
I 
' 894,2 
244,3 
. 2,25 . 
1•041,0~~- . 
·187,4 
6,29 .· 
f ·5.604,9 ... · . 
1 . 112,1 · 
. 10,68 . 
. 53 2 
. ' 
··. _14,7. 
-5,07 
5.58,5 . 
3,6S ' 
·. 
.. Change;· in 1972 
comnared.with 1971 
ab~2~e t %. 
-
-
. 
+ 399,2 + .· .. ao,s,· .. 
+ 109,1 +' ·. 80,6 .. 
+ 1,09 · ... ·+ . 94,0 ' 
-
40,6 ~. 3,8 
7,3 . ... - :. 3,8 -
+ 0,39 +. 6 6. 
. j 
.. . . ' ·.· .. : .. 
+2.174,9 . + 63;4 . : 
'+ 43,5 . + .· 63,'4 
+ 4 ti.4. " +. 71,2 , . u. 
.. 
., 
.- .. 6;3 . -. 3,6 
. - .. _ 1.o - . 6 3 . / ' . ',. f .. 
+ •'. 0,94 .. ·, + . 22,8 : 
' ' 
•' 
.. 
+ 144,3 . + . 34,8 
. + . 1,17. 
.. + .: 46,6 ' 
' ~------- .. ~-- --- .. ·. 
~~-
... .. 
-:. -·. 
• • 
.'I'a."ble C 
Development of Production (1) 
r-------------. 1967~- _19~ J-~19~ 1970 1971 1972 
-- ---
__ ....._. __ . ..,..__. 
, ~rman:r.(2) 116,5 117,1 116,9 116,8 116,9 1o8,5 I France (2) 47,6 41,9 40,6 37,3 33:0 29,8 
:Belg.i.:wn 16, 4 14,8 13,2 11,4 11;0 10,5 
• Netherl~ds 8,3 6,9 5,8 4,5 3,8 2,9 
__....._. 
. c OIDliRllli ty 151,7 
• l 
·mi/381/1/73 
in million t (t • t) 
j Change· ·in ~272 com!._~red wi'th 1~11 J 
.bso.lute . _, 1 
(I 1• 
- u,tt 
- 3t2 
0,5 
- 0,9 
~ .3.3,0 
- 7,~ . 
- 9,7 
4,5 
-23,7 
. - 7,9 I ·.~~,81 180,1 i 176,5 l110,o l164, 1 I 
. .. ~------
{1) Pfficia1 statistics; not·· inc1udint; Italy. 
· (2) _ H&t iileludint small pita 
: . 
• 
:~·· ............ 
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PLRT TWO 
f.Temorandum on the Financial Measures by Member State 
to .. 'l..ssist the Ccr;l r.~ini:ng Industry 
in 1973 
.. 
•,. 
. ·, 
·, ). 
1 . . •' 
. :······". 
• -'-J 
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1. Part Two- of the· present report deals with firiuncial measures r-lE.;,;'ID.e.d.-. -~ 
,: . 
by the :Member ·states the assist to coal.mining industry in 1973 • 
2. At the beb~nning of 1973 Denmark, the United Kingdom and Ireland 
joined ihe Europea,n Community. This has given rise to changes and 
. -~lso to n~w· problems regarding subsidies, to which particular refe-
rence is made in the following text • 
. This statement does not refer to Denmark and Irela:aclo No coal i3 pro-· 
duced in Denma:rk. In.l9'f2 r'reland produc~d about 70,000 tonnes of coa1~ 
a ·quantity. e'quai to the production of one small pit. The Irish Goverr.i.•c" 
ment has not L'lformed the Commission of any aids to this sector. TheT'"·"'··· 
·fore the foliow~ng t~rl d~\:~s no:t me'ution 'these tuo countries in dealL:tg· 
with state aid to the coal lilining"industry • 
·.~ . _, On. t.h<;3 <?~.her h~d, th~ accession of the Unite~_ Kint~::1.om to the European. 
'1} 
·Community mear;ts a consic~eral)le expansion in the Ccmmon Market in coal. o 
In ~973 Britain .. will .produce.an estimated 140 million tonnes of coaL 
As the production of the Six in 1973 will also be in the region of 
l4q mi~.lion tonnes 1. this means a doubling of outl_)Ut by.: the enlarged 
.· _Communit-y .. ,·However, this fun~_amentalchange in.quantity does not ne .... 
cessa:r-i.ly .lead to nevv problems .of competition and subsidies 7 particu--· 
lar~y, if it is,bornein mind that trade .in coal between. Britain and 
the continental Community countries has been small in. relation to 
( ' . .. . . 
production. ln 1972 Britain imported 0.6 millie~ tonnes of coal from 
the Community an,~ exported 1o7 million.tg,nnes to the Community • 
' .• ;. ' l .. , . 
The fact tht}t the Brii;ish coal _ro:i,n~ng ,industry also needs aid is of 
vita~ importanpe. in thi.s cont~xt •.. This . report must therefore also 
. ..... -...: ..... .., ..... 
·• ' '. ; ·t . ,. ' - • ' .. • ' . .' !~ . 
-- ---- --- ~-~~~- ~---- ---~-----'---~~~--~---~-~--__L__ 
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deal, on the 1;asis of Decision :No. 3/71, with the system of aid applied 
by the British Government since its introduction in 1973 and examine 
its effect on competition between British and continental coal. ~ 
Such P.n analysis proves to' be. ver; diff:l.cu'it riot oriiy~ because attention 
must be paid to subsidy problems under these special conditions ~f 
comp~ti ti on, but also because account must be talten of other insti tut ;i,.mJ.8.1 
factors in Britain which have nothing to do with. subsidies a:nd which af·~· 
feet the pits• production costs and revenue and hence the position as 
regards competition. However, no.documentary materia.l for comparison on 
this subject is yet available to the Commission. 
3. The following report has been adapted as follows to telte account of 
· th~ ·new situation exi~ting sin.ce' 1973 
- in order to ensure that the figures for the whole Community can be 
. compared properly 1-1i th those· of prev'ious yea:rs, the. 'figures for the 
Community of the Six, Britain and the enlarged Community have been 
1 listed separately :l.n the statistical ·tables. ~ 
- Th~ layout of the report is the same as in· previous years, as it has 
always proved satisfactory forpractical purposes •. However, in order 
t·o keep to a minimum the increase in volume as a result of Britain's 
entry, th.'e long-standing measures· adopted by the Six have been 
described more briefly. On the other hand, Eritish measures have been 
presented. and assessed in detail to give a. close insight into con-
ditions in the ·Br:ltish coal mining industry, (See ·also Chapter I. ) • 
. ..,.-A few special problems encountered in recent years in the practical 
'applicat'ion of aid· in:·some Member States are dealt With in a 
separate chapter (see Chapter II)~ 
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4. It is regrettable that the present report can only be submitted to the 
Council at this very late date. There are two main reasons for this : 
- In 1973 Britain introduced a system of aid to the coejl mining industry 
wHich necessitated time-consuming parliamentary and administrative 
procedures before a clear decision could be made on the actual measur0e 
to be adopted. In addition, there are also difficulties involved in tJ:.:.o 
practical application of the Community system of aid as laid down in 
Decision No. 3/71. This resulted in the British Government's report 
not reaching the Commission until mid-October 1973. Knowledge of the 
facts contcdned in it was essential to the preparation of a report on 
the enlarged Community. 
- It was not until July 1973 ~hat the Commission was able to issue 
Decision No. 73/287 /ECSC · _(1) "concerning coal C:U'J.d coke for the iron 
and steel in(!.ustry in the Community", Article 9 of i'lhioh states that 
·· , ·.~ .. · . r · · :·· .. 
aid to coking coal must be taken into account wben examining the prop8::: 
functioning of the Common llarket •. Understandably, the governments of 
the Member .::States ditil. not.: take any 'decisions on the payment of aid to 
· .. ; ' . 
·coking coa+ until Decisio:Q: lTo. 73/287 was published. Even when this 
report was being compiled, the information on this supplied by some 
Member States was incomplete; so· that -the presen.t report is also in-
complete in .this· respect. TlTe Commission, however, feels it can accept 
this disadvantage in order to avoid further delay. 
. ~ . . 
5· Them is one more,·aspect .. in which this 1973 report must be considered. 
incomplete. The Federal German Government has planned special measures 
.i 
(1) Official Journal of the European Communities, Volume 17 No. L 259 
of 15 September 1973'; page 36 ff.. · · · 
'\ 
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to assist the coal mining industry as part of a new energy programme. 
At the time of writing this rpport, the Co~mission had not yet received 
details fl.bou.t this for 1973,. It is to be expected that there will be 
: . . . 
changes in the a~d figures for the Federal Republic in this report. 
(e.g, settlement of older liabilities). 
The incomplete data on aid to co~ing oo~l and on the Germru~ me~sures 
't-rill 9ossi bly have to be su~plemeni;ed by p.n addi tiona1 report for 1973 .. 
6. In accordance with the pr,ovisions of Art. 2, § 1 of Decision NQ. 3/71, 
the Commission has received data on the financial measqres planned 
for 1973 from the governments of the following Member States : 
- the German Government 
L~tters of 10 November 1972 
9 January 1973 
·1 March · 1973 
, 2EF SeJ?terriber 1973 
.... the Delgien Gove:rnment, :> .· 
Letters of ,22 J,\fovem'ber.-1972' · 
~7 Fe!)ruary ;1.973 
25·-July 1973 · 
-the Franoh.Government 
Letter of .1~ December _1972 . 
- the Dutch Government 
Letters of·3 November 1972 
18 Jqnuacy . 1973 
- the Italian Government 
Letter of 13 november 1972 
· .... the Luxembourg Government ·· · · · 
Letter of 5. D~c~mber 1972 
• the Dru1ish Government 
Letter of 26 January 1973 
~ the British Government 
Letter of 4 Octob~r 1973 
• I';'",'"' 
1. 
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The Commission ret,Tets that for .1973 it again prove~ .impossible to 
keep to the time limits proposed in Decision 1\fo. 3/71. It draws the 
attention of the governments of the Member States to the fact that 
the whole aim and purpose of this Decision fails to be achieved if 
the Commission is informed too. late of the measures adopted b;>r the 
individual :Member Stt~tes and 'ce:n only examine and e.ssess them after 
some delay. 
In cases where econo~ic information supplied to the Commission by 
the governments of the Member States is covered 1Jy the obligation 
of professionnal secrecy as under Art. 47 of the ECSC Treaty, it has 
not been i~cludod in this report. 
r ... · 
8. As in previous years, calculation of undertakings' standard level· 
of social insurance. charge~ - u:p.rler. J ... rt. 4 of Decision No. 3/71 -
. . ;. . . 
... ._ ... : . ,: .. ' ·. .· '' 
has not been included in the statistical.appendix~> The figures in 
• ' ·. : ·. . . . • i " ' ~ .. . :... . . 't . .: ·'· ' • . .... ' • 
Che1pter IV show only the calcule,tions rel(3-ting to state subsidizing 
, .· . ; r. . .) ::- . . .. 
of social benefit schemes in the 009-l mining. industryo The complicated 
. :, f -~- .• . . ' ·. ::· .j . . ~-- '.. . . .. · -·~ : ... . . '" .. . -~~ .. ~ ··. ' .. :. ~~ ' ; . i . ; ,. ol< / .. : .. 
ahcl" extensive calcu~at:i,on~ of th~ ,standard cP.a:rge as describe.d in .Lttt ,• 
.' .. :· .:~ . . .,_' 
4 of Decisi~~- 1~~~- 3/71. are ~eing kept fer roference b~ the responsik: :;:. 
Commission department and may be inspecte4 on requ~st. 
The baE"is for calculating the aid p~r tcnne produced for 1973 was 
the production estimates su~mi t:ted bY,. the government~ of the Member 
st. art ~S; (s~e '' Al;pend.ix, .>re\blo 15). 
('. '•. . •' ,·;, .·. ·.. . '· 
) . ·.. .. '• . .,. 
'10. In order to compare the a.mounts of aid and the amounts per tonne 
expressed in national currencies, .it is necessary in the international 
context to COnvert them ~nt~ ~ sip~~e currency or::t1·CC01Jl1ting unit • 
In previous years the conversion was made into US dollars or 
European uni·ts of account. Until 1971 this did not give rise to any 
significant problems becouse the exchange rates between the inclivid'1:tal 
national currencies and between them and the US dollar were fixed. 
,. r. 
~~~ ------ ..L~ 
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From 1972 onwards the i:r;rt.ernational monetary si tua.tion became more 
fluid, with- fixed pari tie·s constantly being cha:ngec: or even abandoned 
altogether ~ the change to floating. In the Memorandum on aids to the ~ 
coal mining industry in 1972, the amounts of aid expressed in national 
currencies 1rrere converted into units of account, on the basis of the 
old·rates (those of 1971), despit the changef;:; that had occurredin the 
actual exchange rates, as it was impossible to do otherwise. 
However, 1973 saw such great changes in international relative mone;t·Sl'Y 
values that it is ne·cossary to adapt the figures presented in this repo:t~t 
in such a way th~.t the national figures can be compared and validly 
interpreted. Special attention must be given .to the difficulties in-
volved to prevent the amounts of aid pertonne being wrongly interpreted 
in an international comparison • 
. . : .~ 
For'the countries-dealt with in -this report, the situation for 1973 
- i-s that tlie Germant French, Belgian and Dutch currencies are fixed 
in relation .to e~.ch other and Call· only· flUCtuate within a margin Of • 
± ·2. 25%. Yet ·all these currencies .arEf subject to daily; fluctuation in-' 
relation to the US dollar·. (biock floaiing):.· · · 
On the other he.nd, the British pound sterling..:i's floating not only 
against the US doll~.r but also against all currencies, including. those .. · 
· ·''of· the other Community countries. This ratses the question of how to 
1 .•. 
· find a conve-rsion key for the currencies of the Member State~ which 
will provide values· that at least come near to supplying valid infO.I'-'" 
mation and l'rhich will thus be representative of 1973 as a whole. 
In a preliminar.y doci.:unent the Commission has set out and submitted 
t6- the Council relative values of tho nation~l curre,ncies against the 
. .. ' ~· . 
. :. : 
• 
· .. 
. r . ~ . , ' . 
• ~ ' .' ~ Y' ' 
. ·.· 
...... ·.::: 
;.'·;: ',. 
' ( .. :~' 
I 
':"' IIt7 -
unit of account but no decision has yet been talmn •. T.he exchange rates 
contained in this document - which in any case have more practical 
value for 1973 than tho old 1972 rates - are the provisional, basis on 
which Calculations have been made and are aS follONS : 
1 u.ao = : .. 3~22 DM 
49 .. 00 Bfrs 
5 .. 554 FF' 
3.52 fl (1) 
±, o. 5000' 
(i) ·:uot taking into account the 5% ·revaluation of ·~he guilder in 1973. 
These values reflect_only approximately the real exchange rates between 
the currencies cf the Membe-r States.. In partio~1ar it must be taken into 
account ti1at :obal· transactions' b•3t~·roGn British ro1cl ether Community 
countries may be based on exchnngo rates current at the time but 
possibly varying coris.iderably from the above value so Thus it is advistt.ble 
not to ::~.se~ any' detailed examination of problems invclving competitimJ.J 
subsidies or,..prfccs on the above exchange rates, but to use the actual 
rates at tvhich 'the coal transaction was carried out o 
Apert from the conversion of national currencies into units of aocou11t., 
the total amounts·of,.direct-aid shoWn in Chapter IV for each country 
have been expressea ·in' US dollars •. :This is to f,.rive the reader an idea 
of the relation betw·een ::airect aitls and 'prices pf .imported US coe,l • 
The exchcmge rates~· here: are:: .. tho:se .obtaini.ng in .bummer 1973 and are 
! 
. : ··~· 
·1 Uoa. 
·!.'.: 
... \' '•, 
. . , .. -~· ~· f 
' -~. 
·i··:· 
2o45 m1 
j'5o00 Bfr~ 
J 
I 
· 4.15 .FJ:l, · 
2. 65 fl 
b 0'. 39' ; ; ·j 
;;\ ··t···y·.: 
) ,; ·:.: .' ; .• :. ~-. 
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CH.l'..PTER I 
!h~L]!'i ti sh coal mining industry within . the context of the enlareed 
Common Market·in coal 
11 ... \s already men1;ioned in the introductibn1 the ac·ce'ssion of the 
. United Kingdom in 1973 has .. involved a consi derabl~ enlargement of 
the Common Market in coal in terms of the quantities of coal p:roducod.. 
In 1973 production ib expected to grow from approxima.tely 
140 million tonnes for the Community of the Six to over 280 million 
tonnes for the enlarged Community. 
12. This report is not· concerned with the new supply problems resulting 
from this enlargement, either within the Common raarket in coal or in 
relation to the overa JJ. energy policy of the enlarged Community. 'Ih·s 
' ~ . 
Commission has alreadyproclu~ed other dOcuments in this connection 
• .. 
dealing with coal balances and· ~)stimates t'or 1973. 
.. r. 
13. Th~ Commission considers it essential :o the. prop~r underst~ding ft 
of this Memorandum that the reader should be ac.quainted with the 
economic and financial basis of the Briti~h coai· industry, and should 
know how this basis compares with that of th~ coa~ m~ning industry 
of the former Community of the Si%. 
The following account is therefore gi ~en. without reference to ~ubsi­
dies, and has be€m d~liberately limited to gene~a·l remarks, as it is 
intended purely e,s bt\ckground in'ronnation. A thorough investigation, 
· and in pc;t,rticu1~r.,~n inves'tigation·: ot <the si tuatio~ as regards cats 
and revenues, is not as yet possible as no pr~ci~ely comparable do-
cumentation on this topic-~~ available for the British coal mining 
industry-at present. The figures given below, which are largely 
derived froni th~ last annual report of the National Coal Board (NCB) 
fer tho fina..nct.al: year 1972/73 do, however, provide a useful indica .... 
tion of possible distorsions of competition in th? enlarged coal 
market. Such problems differ fundementally from t~ose posed by the 
situation obtaining up to 1972 in the Community of the Si~. 
• 
f.t· {'· 
.•· ·:· f. 
., ...... , 
• • : ~ ... • : i ,J 
? . 
.... ··':" 
.-l-
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14. The British coa.l mining industry was nationalized in 1946o As a 
result of nationalization a single undertaking - the National Coal 
Board - was established and;·is now responsible for 99% of all produc-
.tion in the country. For admi~istrative purposes, the production of 
the NCB is divided ~ong 18 coal fields •. 
In its annual reports the NCB issues figures not for the calendar 
year but for the financial year of the coal industry, which runs frtm 
the beginning of Lpril to the end of Marcho 
15. Besides the NCB, there are collieries holding production liqences, 
which are responsible for 1~ of tctB.l production in the country. 
16. Total :;3r~ t.is.h p~oduct~on for the financial year 1972/73 is shown in 
. , ; tne follqwin.g table. :-
•·.• ,,1 
Unde·rground mines 
·· ; . O'pen~ast. ·1nirno SL: " . , 
TOTAii·· 
Licensed collieries 
/ 
' I ' ' ' ~ ' 
131,833 
.~i ~0., 278' ,. 
142,;111, 
1,422 
143,533 
======== 
~ . 
1,000 to~~es; t = t 
17. Coal production in Great Britain is to ¥- certain e~tent concentrated 
in the .Midlands coalfield • 
. ·. ·~ ; 
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These are seven adjacent fie~ (1), which have v~ry low production 
cats, are conveniently situated for exporting coal end which produced 
68 milli6'n tonnes i~ the financial year 1.912/73· 
-18. At the end of March 1973 · tpe NCB owned 281 pits • .lumual production per 
pit is a ba;re 0.5 million tonnes, while in the Community of the Si:x: 
1972 production r'rozn only 135 pits was 151.8 million tonnes - the equi-
vnlel'lt of 1.1 million tonr!es year per pit. The corresponding figure 
for the Federal Republic of Germany is 1.7 million tonnes per year. 
There are about 200 lioensecl :pits in the Unitud Kingdom. Some are 
one-man pits, each producing only 600-700 ·tonnes of· coal per year. 
19 •. The main type of coal mi.ned in the United Kingdo~ is steam coal. About 
20% of total British production is used in coking plants, and 50% is 
burnt in power ste:t;ions, whereas in the Community of the Si:x: the mining 
, ,· ',1 .. · : . '·! ·, :· :. ".· . ; . 
of coking coal predominates and ;o ~o of t'otal production is used to make 
coke, while 30/b is consumed in power stations. 
Thia difference in' the >type of coal pro·du.ced or in the structure of the 
coal market is one of a·number of factors which explain the lower pro-
fits per tonne achieved: in the British· pits as compared with the Commu~·· 
nity. 
20. The NCB has fewer··'fa¢ili ties :fo.r processing coal in its own works 
(e.g. by the production of briquettes, coke and electricity), than is 
normal in the c·ommuni ty of the Six. 'or·· the total 'turnover of the NCB, 
which amounted to ~ 1,000 million in 1972/13~ 82;,.5)S was accounted for 
(1) The fields in qtiestion ~ro ·;North :Yorkshire '· · 
Don past er. , 
Barns ley 
South Yorl<:shire 
North Derbyshire , 
North Nottinghamshire 
.South Nottingharnshire 
,\,. 
·~ 
• 
;•'i.. 
. ' ·~, . .. . . 
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by coal, and only 17.5% by briquettes, coke, electricity and other 
~- . 
products, whereas Ruhrkohle J.\G had a turnover of 6, 700 milli'on DM 
of which 54•4% was accounted-for by coal. The 1972 turnover of the 
Charbonnages de France was 5,100 million FF, of which only 35.8% 
resulted from the sale of coal. 
If one considers that financial losses in the coal mining industry 
~ ,.· are maj_nly incurred in the pits, while coal up-grading is profitable,_ 
it Js clear that the NCB is at a disadvantage compared with other 
undertakings in the Community. 
21. 1972 production per shift in underground mines was as follows : 
United Kingdom 
Community of the Six 
Federal Republic of Germany 
3.460 kg 
3, 661 kg; 
4,249 kg 
These figures show that proclv,ctivity ''in the British coal industry 
.,. ·. 
is slightly lower than on the1·Co'ntin·ent,. The gs.p between the British 
a.nct German coal industries is gre~ter and productivity is some 20%1 
' ' 
higher in the Fed.e.ral; Republic of derma.ny. 
• ·~ ~ • • t • ; t : .~ 
... ; .. ;, . ' !. . -~ 
.. ; .. 
'•; 
The lower rate of-productivity-per ;n~..;..~:q.ift ~n>~he British coal 
_indu~try is, however, compensated for if annual productivity (i.e. 
the amount of coal produced per·man/year) is taken into consideration, 
. .- : :, J ,\ .-~; r ·. . .. 
as the British miner works more shifts per year·· thari 'his counterpart 
in the Community of the Si:z. A.nnual_productivity in.the British coal 
mining i~dustry is thus 'roughly compe.rable with that in the Community 
of .. ~he . Six at about 700 tonnes pe·r man/year. 
22 • .At the end of 1972 the NCB empl9yed_~ a total of 330,000 men, of whom 
190,000 were working in undergr9und mines. 
f.' . .., 
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The corresponding figures .f~r. the c·ommuni ty of the Six a.1"e 365,000 m~ 
and 207,000 men. 
23~ In the :fi:muicial yea;rs 1~/73 wages and ~alaries pe;\ eU'\;:tt ~ i~e-. wages 
e~pluding social cha~ges and concessionary boa.l -amounted to It 7,70 
for the British coal mining industry. '• ! ,. 
'· For purposes of comparison with the Community of the Six, the British 
rate of pay per shift must be converted into other Community currencies. 
For this conversion the exchange rates obtaining in the summer of 1973 
were used. These were : 
ib = 5.83 DM 
88.00 Bfrs 
. 10.00 FF 
If, the British rate per shift of It 7. 70 is converted at these exchange 
~a~es it is the ~quivalent o'r. 
,~ ~ . . • ~ -'"' t .•• ' 
'· ' 
,,: / 
"........ \ 
·: 45 DM 
.67~. Brrs 
. 11 'FF ~· ' . ,, : ~· ' f . 
The 1972 rates on the Continent were as follows : 
. •: ... 
in the Oerman coal mining industry 
in: the Belgian coal .. mining industry J 
in the Freno~ coal mining industry 
. 
. 
. 
• 
·:·. ·L . •. 
65 D}!l 
950 Bfrs 
. 100 FF 
. . ~ ,, 
;, · While the, comparison of._ wage costs .. may no~ be s:tatistically accurate in 
·individual cases, it, is nonetheless clear from the above scales the.t 
BritiiDwa~es, when converted at the exchange rates obtaining in the 
summer of 197;3 (1) are 25-3CG;0 lower tl;l~ ~.~ the three most important 
. ,, . . ~ 
coal-producing countries in the Community of the Six. This difference 
has .e. oonsidera.ble ~ffect on q¢mpe1;i tion and relC~,vive prices, as labour 
. ',.,.. ' ·.. .. . ·.. . .. ·, .. ..·. 
costs rep~esont a l_atg~ proporti<?n of· the toyal coats of production. 
• \,,"'' : . I· • .. ·•... • 
. ·,' ~ 
(1) For the purposes of wage comparison the rates of e~change do not 
re:flect the re1S.tiva purchasing power of·the pound· and other curren-
cies .. 
;, .... 
'• t 
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24. In addition to differencesin wage costs as such, there are further 
disparities in the statutory social charges borne by undertakings. 
In the coal mining industry of the Community of the ~ix, social char-
ges amount to 80 - 90 % of simple wage costs. The equivalent figure 
for' Great Britain is only 30 - 35)t 
The discrepancy in these social cherges can be explained in terms of 
the social security systems applying to the mining i:nclustry. In the 
Community of the Six there is a special social secu:::-i ty system for 
mining, which rcsul ts in heavy costs, as miners re~~d.ve large pensions and 
the financial burdens cannot entirely be brought :into line with the 
general system of industrial social security., In G.reat Britain mining 
is completely integrated in the general social secu!'ity system, miners 
pensions are the same as elsewhere in industry and abnormal insurance 
COStS entailed in.mining are spread equally .over all branCh€S of in-
dustry within the general industrial pensions system .. 
25. According to the annual report of the NCB for 1972/73, total production 
costs, including doprociation and interest payments -to the Minister of 
Power, were as follows : (expressed as costs per tonne) 
Unclercround mines 
Open-cast mines . 
Total 
,.·-,. ... 
1 80 
5~41 
======= 
In the seven low-cost coalfields in the Midlands1 which produced 68 
million tonn.es in. 1972/7.3~ ·totel costs were *' :6~63 per tonne • 
. ' 
Labour costs account for 50 .... 557~ of av"'rall costs in Great Brito-in. 
This figure is thus sc:>mewhat lower than in the Community of the Six 
(57C:~). 
,. .~ 
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If.B:ritish production cost~ ar~ converted into other Community currencies 
at the rates obtaining in s~er 1973, ·the following sets of figures 
emerge ; 
British coal production costs per tonne for the financial 
year 1972/73 were : 
Underground mi:r.es 
Open-cast mines 
NCB total 
of this : · 
j • for the seven. Midlands 
coalfields 
in. German 
currency 
45 .. 47 m~ 
31.54 DM 
44.48 DM 
38.65 DM 
in Belgian in French 
currency curren~y 
686 Bfrs 78.00 FF 
476 Bfrs 54.10 FF 
671 Bfrs 76;30 FF 
583 Bfrs 66.30 FF 
By comparisor1, production costs of the following coal mining industries 
for 19Y2' t-TerE~ ( 1) 
German 
Belgian 
French 
approx. 
approx. 
approx. 
84 DM/t 
1, 600 Bfrs/t 
150 FF/t 
!Jlly comparison of these costs should e.llow for a reduction of 5% in the 
German, Belgian and French costs, as the comparability of deprecia,tion 
and service of capital is uncertain. But even if the above production 
costs fo~ '•thE~· countries of ·th~ Six ar~ r~duced by 5;.0, there is still a 
considerable difference betweeh them and the converted British figUres. 
In some oase::1 British production costs are not even half those of the 
Six. The cosi:s of the least profitable British coalfield, Kent (t 11.94/t 
· = 'appro:x:. 70 DM), are . still lower than those of the best, coalfield of the 
Six. 
(1) Because c~f the obligati¢n of professional secrecy only round national 
averages have been given. 
• 
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26. It is very important to note tbat the differences in costs between 
the British coal mining industry and the Six only arose in 1973 and 
were'the result of alterations in exchange rates. Recently the exche~ge 
rate for the British pound has been continually worsening whilst other 
Community. currencies, e.g. the German mark, have been upv~lued. In 
September 1971 the exchange rate of the pound sterling and t.he German 
mark was still 1 : 8.78 : in summer 1973 the I, was worth only 5.83 DM. 
This represents a change of 34%, which has accordingly worsened the 
competitive position of the German coal mining industry and improved 
that of the British coal mining industry. 
Therecan be no doubt that the British coal mining indu?try is - on the 
basis of the new exch~~ge rates - a powerful competitor in the Common 
Market in coal. The new competitive situation will chiefly make itself 
.felt in the' .steam c.oal mat-ket and not -i:n: the, coking, cop,l market. 
27. Many factors, but more e.specie.lly pric~s, will determine '!rJ'hether British 
coal -will lead to intense competitj_.qn .on t.he Crqmmon _r.~rket in steam 
coal in future. For .1973- it. can be .e.xpec,ted that deliveries of steam 
coal will increase to a ce.rtain,extent .. Total NCB revenue from all 
. - . . .. . ,. ·.-~ ---
~...£!....£2Ed. in the financial year 1972/7:3 is·:. (-p_er tonne) 
• ; .f"' 
Underground mines _ 
Open-cast mines 
Total 
. 1:, 9.87 
1:, 7.21 
,*' 6.89 
===::== 
In the seven Midlands coalfields revenue amounted to ~ 6.11 • 
.J!1]hen these amounts are _ co;tvertE. d into, the currencies of other Community 
oo-qnt::r,iE1s.at the ab?vo-menti~ned rates, the ':foflowi!lg values per tonne 
are obtained : 
·.'.: 
' .·~.· 
',':J ~ •. ....._ • '~ < ;·;. 
- - -~--- -- --·- ~_:.'_ __ ----- _ ____:_·_:__,__:____·:__ ___ ~ 
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in DM in Bf'·rs in F:B' 
Total NCB revenue 40.1 606 68. 
Total revenue of tho 
seven Midlands coalfields 35.62 538 61.10 
These values are. 30-5~ lower than the corresponding revenue fib~res 
in the bountries of the Six. 
·When considering whether this difference mi5ht have some effect on the 
steam coal producers of other Community countries from 1974/75 onwards, 
the following points must·be borne in mind: 
- Quanti ties available· will determine 't-Jhether more British steam coal 
can be exported to other Community cou.'l'ltries., 
: ·., 
-·Tlie· oompetiti-V'eness of British coal.Ldepends. on future movements in 
exchange rates • 
. .''' 
- The·a,tovl';)-mentionea· di-fference in revenue. between British coal end 
that of other Conu:nuni ty coimtries will decrease in the second half 
·of 1973t as British coal' p:rices have been raised by 7.5% with effect 
from 1• 7 .1973 • 
. .... The above-mentioned diffe·rence in revenue is further reduced by the 
fact that :Sritish steam coal has an average calorific value of only 
6·,ooo kcal/kg, while top grade coal - at least in the Federal Republic -
has a calorific value of about 61800 kcal/kg. This makes a difference 
of 13-15;&. 
- If British coal is to be exported to buyers on the Continent, the price 
diffe.ref:l.Ce will be increasingly eate~ up by trahsport costs. The British 
coal ind~strywill certainly seek to concentrate its sales efforts on 
those areas on the Continent which are most ·ee.sily a~cessible by sea 
• XVII/381/1/T!J 
(coastal areas and places 'Situated on inland waterways) and where the 
.... ... ~·- ' . ~ 
highest prices are paid for steam coal. Transport costs would, however, 
limit any further penetr$.tion of the Continental coal market. 
- At present it is impossible to assess accurately .. t<Thether other coal pro-
ducers will in future exp0rience repercussions as a result of increased 
sal<?s of' Br:~tish steam coal on the Continent endt if so, what form these 
repercussions vrill take. In the power stations situated in coastal areas 
of the north Sea and the Atlantic, theJ:'e is in an;v .ca~e little coal 
burned which is mined in the Community coalfiel~s. ~he ever-increasing 
demand for fuel by power stations also raises the.qucstion whether 
British steam coal will oust other Community producers from their 
traditional positions or_ whether it will help to check the increasing 
use of fuel oil in new power stations. The fluctuating price of fuel 
oi 1 makes any e.ssossment of future developments .. impossible. Besides, 
it must be assum~d that British coal on the C_ontin,.ent will also be 
in competi ticn with s·ceam coal from Third Countries, especially ·from 
Poland and South Africa. 
28. These facts show that it is hc.rdly possible to ma~~e n:ny reason::lbly s1:fe 
predictions ret:,·arding the cou:r:se of developments, _ev;en, for the immediate 
future up to 1974/75• It can only be stated that, judging by the competi-
tive situc>-tion as it was in 1972/73, contAti01fS _(io ~ist -v;rhich might pos-
sibly: lead :tp more intense competition in the Cgmmon Mal:'ket in steam 
coal. Should more intense competition in f.a<?.t ~~i.s9, it~1is would mean 
the l:eginni11g of a new trend, since st~~ ,.coa .. ~: p.~s, hitherto pa,yed hardly 
any part a:t all in the intra-comm:uni.ty -~coal tz:.a,_de. of the Six. 
1_ ... f 
,/,:-. 
'; 
I 
·' ,·. 
~· .. . : 
. ~~ 
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.CHAPTER li 
Gen.era.l Problems in Granting Aid 
29·. The granting .of aids to ·the Community coal industry by the Commission 
from 1965 to 1973 had its legal basis in Decisions Nos. 3/65 and 3/71. 
Decision }To. 3/71 will remain .in force until the end of 1975. 
30. As regard.s the practice in granting subsidies in past years, it may 
be observed - at least up to 1970 - that the a,id measures adopted 't'.rere 
not continually altered but were carried on from year to year, though 
with changes in the amounts of aid granted each time. This has made 
the Commission's work easier. 
Analysis of the ¢ompetition among the Community coal producers reveals 
a certain lC~.ck of cohesion 'in the Common Market in Coal during the 
:last few years. As production declined, the coal producers withdrew 
from the geob~aphical fringe of their marketing area, because in the 
fringe zones the competition is normally more intense than at the point 
'of production and because the producers in the fringe areas of the f 
market can obtain only very low net profits from a mine. 
· .. A reduction in the geographical range of market oulets necessarily 
eDtai1ed a lessening of competition among Community producers, so that 
at least no af'\firavating problems .. as regards competition and. the proper 
functioning .of .the Common Market in cb~.1 have arisen from the fact 
· · of the great di.f.ferences· in the amounts of .aid per tonne. 
31. In spite of these trends it is quite obvious that the diffe~ences 
in the aids granted between the individual Member States increased 
considerably between 1965 and 1972 a11d that the risks tc tho :::>rorer 
• 
' 
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functioning of the Common ~~arket have the:eby become greater, 
' ,, . 
especially since the acc~s~fon of the United Kingdom. Some figures 
' , , > ·,'',-'I .. 
for 1965 and 1972will show the growing differences between the amounts 
of aid : 
Fi~anci.ai measures to assist~ 
Community coal mining industr;y 
. j 
(All direct _and indirect. ,a;ids, b'4t not including 
,.. .. . . ' ' . 
state subsidies to the social insurance systems 
for the mining indus~ries) 
u.a./t 
12§.2 
Federal Rapublic of Germany 0.38 
Belgium 1.15 
France 01'98 
Netherlands -(1) 
---
Community of Si:x: Oo57 
saleable output 
1972 
3 .. 65 
11 .. 71 
6.58 
5.07 
4 .. 81 
(1) Aid amounting.to 0.61 u.a./t was given to the .Dutch coal mining 
industry for the first time in 1966 .. · ·• '., 
32. l.~.part from the t'endency towards increasing difference it may be observ•aJ., 
: ·, 
a~ regards the last few years (1970-3), that measures were increasin,~~:.::.~ 
adopted which,were certainly accompanied by economic advantages for 
tJ:le undertakings. 6onc~!rned but :which. ei:ther could not be included W'i ~.h.:n 
the frame1r~ork of .Decision No .... 3/71 or the::fficsc· Treaty or which, in so fa.c 
a.o _th~y could be identified''a~ measures, could not be. qUantified. 
33. The Commission takes this development as a ground'·'for making some fun-
damental obseryations,. on. th~·one hand, ori the meaning and purpose of 
of Decision No~ ,3/71 and,. on the other~ on the practices of the gove~C",.-rr .. ~ 
ments of Member States in grc:mting subsidies in the past. The follotv~.r::::; 
statements are intended to emphasize to the governments of Member 
States that, in adopting a new form of aid, they should not only proceed. 
from considerations of national expediency but must also take into 
account the principle of clarity and the measuraOlity of the aid. 
.;i 
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. .,. 
Aid is certainly allocated in the nation~l sphe~e, but it also has 
. . .. .. .... · .... ··,. r::,; .·· . . . . 
repercussions in the Co~uni ~Y _spllere and thereby _inevitably a.ffe·cts 
,·;" '•f 
Community interests. 
This state of affairs is connected not o~ly,with the que~tion of the 
: -~ ~' l .. 
proper functioning ... of 'the ·common· Market. in coal but also vri th the fact 
that the c'~mmfssion 1 s: t~sl'C,.:. which 'ls 'in' itself already a difficult one, 
is becoming more diffic.ult·. ·If the aid measures are adopted in a form 
which leads to 11't'rindow-drossing11 and to tho undermining of the legal 
basis of Decision No·. 3/71, this jeopardizes the clarity of the whole 
common system~ This must necessarily result in disturbances which 
not only affect the Common Market in coal but are also contrary to 
the interests and obligations of th'e Member States. The Member States 
have une~imously given their assent to tho principles of Decision 
No. 3/71 and have thereby set up fer themselves a binding framework 
for thei~ s'lib_~idy policies. 
34. Even if the p:rinci ple of cla.ri ty and measurability of the aids wore 
strictiy observed..by~ll the governmdntsof tho ~amber Statos, we havo 
to consider that eJ:act international compn.rabili ty of the subsidies 
pe_r.~.tqnne covere~ by Decision No, 3/71 can in any case· never be achieved, 
_because the national energy policies of the individual Member States. 
hav:e not yet be~n co-ordinated. Decision !ITo. 3/71 covers only subsidies 
~d ~uroly pr~te~tionist measuresj such as taxes on competitive forms 
of energy,_ coa~ ~mport quotas and d.uties on imp?rls from third countries. 
' .. . . .'· .. 
Memper S·ta~-~s _which. gi V[) thei~ coal mining industries strong protection 
from co~p~ting ~nergy indust~~~s th~ough the above~entioned protection-
ist, measures (the disadv~tage of this is that it raises energy price 
l~ve;.s· o~. t~e lio~e marke·t). ~an make. the subsi.di~s correspondinely lower 
: . . ' . . . ~- -{ . ' ' . . '. . . ., •. . . . . . . : 
in comparison with Member States which give their aid to the coal mining 
. . . : . , . ·, ·. r . :. 
indu.stry e:x:clu.si vely in the form .or,' subsidi~s· and consequently have to 
. !,' . 
accept a higp. charge on the national budg0t. Only ~ ge11eral CG€>rdinc.tion 
. ~~ 
,; 
• 
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of coal.policy within the framewo:rk of Community energy policy 
could help.to produce a better assessment of subsidy amounts 
granted. 
'. \ ' ·' '/ .. -. !' . 
35. The principles of Decision No. ~/71 are simply and clearly formulated • 
. , 
The financial problems of the social·insurance systems in the coal-
mining industries - as d~inguished from the actual aids - are covered 
in_ a special article (Article 4),. According to this, the insurer's 
financial deficits may be covered, within certain limits, by state 
subsidies. 
As regards the actual, i,e. direct aids, ce~ain"costs can be reim-
bursed to unprofitable undertakings in the coal mining industry and 
operating losses can be made good outof public funds. This reimburse-
ment refers to costs such as closure costs, investment costs, trai-
ning costs and the costs of holding stocks. Coverage of operating 
losses is limited to the difference between costs and revenue. Aid 
measures based on these criteria can be recorded, calculated and thus 
verified. 
In addi ti~m to these principles for the granting of direct aids to 
undertakings; .it is laid down in . .l'*rt. 5, § 2 of Decision No. 3/71 
that all other forms.of aid, i.e. mainly indirect measures, which 
. come within the scope of the treaties (the ECSC Treaty and the EEC 
.. Treaty) are to" be' examined by the Commission in accordance with the 
·.rules and procedurt=is h"id ·aown in the Troe.tH:~s a.nd1 if necessary, 
authorized. ~:1oasures c.f· this kind gener~lly ensure comprehensibility 
". . :. '. :· 
and verifiability of course, but thfs does no~ exclude the possibility 
that difficulties may arise in 'the .di~t~cibuti9n of an aid amoun-b to 
individual undertakings in a country (and consequently of the amount 
per tonne of coal prod~c~d). 
36. The comprehensibility and verifiability of aid are important criteria 
and not only from the above-mentioned point of view of the internatio~:1s.l 
comparability of national data concerning the subsidy amount. It shou.JJ1 
~·-- ~-~--~-- -· 
·. . . ~ . ~ 
.,~ 
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be. borne in mind .that. ~omprehe.nsibility must also be ensured in 
cases where subsidies cause distortions in t~e conditions of competi-
tion which necessitate interventions by the Commission. Such inter-
ventions must be based on accurate calcule.tion, in order to ascertain 
'. 
the influence of the different national subcidies on pricing. In ccl-
culation,s of t}?.i~ kind, aggravating problems arise from the mere fact 
that ~,he national subsidy systems.are different. If. incomprehensible 
or unverifiable .amounts of' aid are embodieq: in the national subsidy 
systems, any attempt to make calculations of this kind and to eliminate 
distorsions to competition on this basis is d~omed to failure. 
37. The aims of all measures taken under Decisio~ Uo. 3/71 are as follow.'* 
- To :pedu:ce th~ cost~ incurred by undertakings thrcrugh ·a cut-back 
in production, 
- .To avoi.d regional. and :?,pci~l problems arising through cver-has"W-
pit clos;ures, 
- To a:void· temporEJ,ry difficulties in co:al supplies. 
38. The general character of Decision No. 3/71 follON'S· from thnse aims. • 
In so far as the Decision is based on Art. 95, § l of the ECSC Treaty, 
it constitutes an ~xoepticnal·provinion, by which an important rule 
in the·EC.SC T,reaty.(the ban on subsidies, inao.oord.anoe with Article 
4o) we.s invalidatedo However, this does not me·an that the Treaty was 
altered •. The fa.ot:;that an exception was made by Decision No. 3/71 means 
that the excepti-on can be of only tem;r:>Opary c1,!!r:ation _Fnd the,t the fi-
nancial ex12endi ture connec~ed with i.:t..m.11st be kept· to a minim'!!!!• Other···· 
. wise -the e;.cception is indefensible. Though it is difficult to lay down 
definite eri teria for i.t, this principle has cpnsequences as regards 
the practice in granting subsidies. Subsidies, :cannot be increased to 
an_ unl:i,m~ ted extent and cannot be granted for ;I.:ong periods in o:rder 
to ste.bilize production. If these principles are depart<;d from in the 
• 
• 
--.---.:--~ 
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subsidy measures taken by the Member States, the Treaty must be alter0d 
in order to .legalize such measures. 
39. A precondition for the authorization of. aids by the Commission-besides 
the above-mentioned legal criteria for the forms and purposes of the 
aid- is that1the conditions of competition and thereby the proper 
functioning ·of the • Comm,on f.larket in coal will not be disturbed. 
: This principle focusses on the repercussions of the aid and not on 
the aid as such. The amounts of aid per tonne of coal may present large 
differences from country to country or coalfield to coalfield and mey 
nevertheless be authorized by the Commission, if. no obstacles to the 
proper functioning of the· Common rliarket in coal· are to _'be expected from 
these differences. Consequently, no claim for higher aid amounts can 
be made by producers wh'O receive lower subsidies, solely en account 
of thB differences in the subsidies. It is impossible to deduce from 
Decision No .• · 3/71 that the governments of :Member States have any obli-
gation to standardize the amounts of aid at a high level. Moreover, 
such a principle would be·. economically ·absurd. 
· 40• The Commission would stress at this point that .some simplification is 
essential when verifying that differing amount's of aid do not interfere 
with equal conditions of. competition. 
J·f'we postulate the clarity of market price,s, this situation already 
exists fo~ large areas· of the Common market in coal. In 1971, approxima·-
tely 99.5% of the coal produced in the Community of Six was sold under 
con~itions in which competition among the Community coal producers at 
- J_ -
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least played no recognizable part. (1) 
It should be expr~ssly f6inted. ·out the.t only· conrpeti tion among th~ 
Community coal producers in market sales must be taken into conside-
ration Jtere a.ncl indeed only in coal, as Decision No. 3/71 refers 
explicitly to collie:des ·only and not to coal ~p-gre.nding concerns. 
·This principle has been embodied in Decision No,; 3/71, in order to 
avoid the'transfer of the aid to other economic activitie~, 
Competition ·frcm·substitute forms of energy il':l very intense, though 
Community coal receives exten~ive support throuf7h protectionist measu-
res and subsidies. There is also large-scale t~ading at aligned prices 
in this connection. But here it is rather a question of an area of 
competition·being ·superimpose¢!. on the normal competition among Community 
producers in the; coal sphere. This supe:rimposi tion unfortunately makes 
" analysis of the proper·: functioning of the Common r.!e.rket in coal extra-
ordi~arily difficult. In comparison with the problems created by com-
petition· from other forms Df energy, ~.s regards the Community1 s overall 
coal proeuction, the problems posed by competition among the Communi-
ty's coal producers are very ·slight. • 
In 1972, only 0, 6~ of the tote.l output·'(LO million tortnes of coal) 
was sold a;t aligned prices-e.c~ord.ing 'to information received by the 
Commission from the ··undertakings ..;. in cases Of price alignments on 
competitive tenders from other Community producers. In these trans-
. ' . '• I ' .. . 
'actions; the pr:fce compe·l;i tion among the coal' producers is obvious; 
it is expressed ·in discounts on tho prices, mainly in t'he market tor 
"'"'· ·' .· 
(1) Price ali~nments for coking coal made under Decision No. 70/1 
are not included. 
\ 
• 
. , .. · .• · •,. J~. ·.~·' 
• 
·,.. < 
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house and steam coal. If the undertakings involved in these transactions 
were granted different subsidy amounts it would theo~etically have to 
be assumed (C}llll grana salis) that this would create differont competit:.~­
ve conditions and consequently distortions. '!'he greater the differences 
in the subsidies, the gre~ater the distorsions would be. :SU.t even this 
asswnption can only be made. theoretically and applied ·only with ref;ler·-
vations to the present practical problems. 
In practice, it may be observed that in 1964, when there was no subsidy 
system at all in· the Community·coal mining industry; 7~9 million tonne3 
of coal ( 3,4% of the total output) were sold at aligned prices in 
competition among the producers in the Community. Even without aid, 
a certain amount of competition existed and still exists, based on 
natural conditions ard leading to price alignments. It would therefore 
be illogical to infer that in 1972 with a sale of 1.0 million tonnes 
·(= O·. 67b of the total output) there was competition which was distortGd 
to this erlent by different subsidies; here also natural differences 
:in competition still play a part. However, it is generally impossible 
to specify to what extent this is the case. Here the ·specific situation 
·must be fl!lalysed on a case"':"by,-ca,se basis. In view of the insignificance 
·of 'the quanti ties ccnoerned ·hr.:::t;o, the Commission is in any case depen-
dent on the co-operation and tho reports··of the undertakings ooncerned1 
for in an ove~all analysis of tb.e whole Common Market, exceptional oaseu 
of local clistortion·in the conditions of competition will not come to 
light. 
Even if distortions are taken us grounds for special investigations 
it remains unce~tain, considering the above-mentioned multifarious 
factors involved in competition, whether it will be possible to single 
out and quantify in isolation the individual m<?tives and reasons, 
leading to transactions at aligned prices. The Commission is aware 
of t·he problems latent here, but it realizes that a perfeyt subsidy 
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system guaranteed to exclude every distortion, however slight, is 
impossible in practice. 
Clear distortions of the conditions of competition through subsidies 
would be taken by the Commission as reasons for intervention, in order 
to mitigate or elimine.te the effects ori the market. From 'this point of 
view the Commission has also, in its analysis of the conditions of com-
petition in 1972-3 in the first and second parts of this memorandum 
considered the problems of the closely grouped coalfields in the Aachen, 
Limburg and southern Belgium zone a.ncl in the Saa::.'-Lorraine zone. Tr~ns­
actions at aligned pri'ces (;l.re conccntratecL in these zones and are of · 
much greater impcrta~ce for· the undertru~ings active there than is appa-
rent from the Community framework as a whole. Documents available show 
that the total amOl1nt of coal sold at aligned prices ·has increased, 
especially in the second half of 1972 e..nd e.lso in 1973. In viel'r of the 
chan.ges in exchange rates vrhich took place in 1972-3.,:. these transactions 
also have a greater effect on prices. These circumstances induced the 
Commission to investigate in detail the position of these undertakings. 
41. The above explanations have.; in the main, dealt with the fundamental 
problems of a gene~~l· bh~P~(}t¢r connected with Decision l'Ip. 3/71. In 
addition, there a;±-e.the: speoi~l problems which have'resuli;ed from the 
practical mea~ures .. takem by M0mber States between 1965 and 1973. 
They also are imported and· are therefore described in the following 
pages, in which reference is made to the practical measures ta~en in 
each case. 
42• As regards the. Belgian measu~es 1 it may bo observed that the Belgian 
Government· has c:onsistel'ltly adhered to the' principles behind the forms 
of aid; ·nevertheless one important aim in t:tle granting of aid has 
not yet been achieved. In its aid measures, .:tho Belgian Government 
restricts i:tself almost exclusively to meeti·ng tho operatin£; losses 
of the undertaking, in order to prevent regional and social problems 
arising. It follows from the character of Decision No. 3/71 that aid 
of this kind to the coal mining industry must be supplemented by 
,{ 
• 
. ' ': ~·, .. 
• 
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measures for the improvement of the economic structure of the coalfields~ 
The greater tmoperating losses and consequently the amounts of aid, 
the greater the need to restructure tha coalfields, so that subsidies 
can be reduced or their growth at least checked. If we consider from 
this point of view the development which has taken place in the Southern 
Belgian Coalfield, doubts arise as to whether the Government acted in 
accordance with this principle. Between 1970 and 1973, subsidies per 
tonne in this coalfield almost doubled and reached the exorbitant level 
of over 20 u.a./t, while at the same time the annual decrease in the 
number of jobs in the coal mining industry in this district slowed 
down remarkedly in comparison with the period 1965-70. 
It shouldCe pointed out, as a positive feature of the Belgian subsidy 
policy that the form of aid chosen by the BelgiBn Government (loss-
covering) is completely straight forward. This form of aid results, 
of course, in heavy burdens on the national budget. 
43 •. In the Netherlands, aids granted to the .E!_~el_;r. owned pits is in 
kcer;:-ing with the provisio~s and aims of D~~~si?n -~o.· 3/71. As the 
Dutch Government wished to avoid granting aid to the State-qwned pits 
: . ~ . . ___. .... ~.·-~----
(and thus b~rdening the national budget), these companies were inte-
:. ,· ' 
grated into a big Dutch natione.lized energy combine. The nationalized 
pits constitute a small, lo::3s-making part of a J.~rge and very profi-· 
tabl~ combine. Tl-:.e ,r9sult of this is thr.:.t the f.OYering of .the losses 
. in,c;urred ty these nits ccm no lancer be .includ.cd.U11der Decision No. 
• ,,, • •' .,. . • • ~·, ' •' ' •/ •. ' I', ..._ 
. 3/TJ.. lt is· .a., matter of a.n internal profi t-a:nd-loss adjustment and 
··' ,; ' ...... ·;. '. . 
., is no longer connected 'ltd th the granting of aid from public funds. 
. ' .'' ,·· ,. 
]:~Tevertheless, it is not impossible that pits of this kind may 
pursue a low-price policy which may disturb the proper functioning 
f· ' 
·-
----.. .. 
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of the Common Ma:rket. 
The related problems will not be considered any further here~ as 
there is only one solita~y case and in 1974-5 coal production in the 
Netherlands will cease. 
44• The· Governments of the Fede:ral Gennan Republic, France and the 
United ~ngdom gave their coal mining industries a large part of 
their aid in a form which ~:qs~red olari ty and comprehensibility, 
thus fulfilling one of the basic condj.ticns of Decision No. 3/71. 
However, this was no longer the oase with ~orne of the measures trucen, 
' . 
particularly hom 1970-1 onwards, as the followin£;.1ist sl).ows: 
-The Federal Ge~~ Government,~ook a series of measures in the 
form of guar~te~Ft liquidity impnc~anents and interest reliefs~ 
- At the end of l97+, the French Government increased the interest~ 
free capital res9urces o~ Ph~rbonnages de France by 769 million FF 
( = + 80;~); these rescurc~s h&d been drastically l'€lduced by the ;· 
writing-off of~ l0sscs (after subsidy) in the preceding 3"ears. !~ore­
over,· at'the sar.i·time·a sum of 1,350 million FF was ~raived from 
the. long-term ·debts ·o~ed ·by Charbonnages 1 a.o France to the State, 
which vm's 'equJ. Va:le:n:t to reducing tho total amount Of bor:cOt\Ted capital 
by 26%. ·This CD.l1Cellation Wt\S necessary, as 'charbormages de France 
was no l.onger in a po·sition, owing to the coh.stant reductions in 
'' -~ .~ 
capacity, t·o pay interest on these load3 or to repay them. 
/ i 
. '. 
·,, , - Under the c·oal Industry Act of 1973,. the Bri ti.sh Government had 
a revaluation of the fixed assets inserted in tho balance sheet 
of the national Coal Board (NCB}, p.s at the end of March 1973, 
with the ~sult that the value pf the plant used in its mi~ing 
i . 
oper~tiorts w~s redu~ed by·~ 275 million, i.e. by 43%. This proved 
to b~ neces.sary, as, in yi~l"T ?f the declining cpmp~ti ifiveness of 
Bri ti.~h coal~ the value of: the :plap.t shown in the books was too 
high a..11d an' adjuatment had to be made tp the new economic condi-
tions which had come about since 1971. Likewise, in accordance t-vi th 
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the provisions of the Coal· Industry Act of 1973, the ~TCB was 
allowed to write off its accumulated operating losses up to 
~972•3 which were approximately 115 million. ::It was out of the 
question that the lo~se~ would ever be redovered from profits. 
T.h~s. the indebtedness of the NCB to the National Loans Fund 
was reduced by a sum of 450 million, which is ·equivalent to a 
52% reduction of the NCB's total indebtedness. 
It is clear-that undertakings which receive subsidies as measures 
of support and have to make constant reductions in capacity must 
reflect these events in their· accounts.. (1) For reasons of budget 
policy, the governments of Member States have recourse t·o guarantees, 
liquidity im:t=·rovements and debt cancellations, as these measures 
place no direct burden on the national budget, as is the case 
with a direct subsio~, for example. But it must be made clear that 
such,measures also lead to reductions in production costs and in 
'the last analysis have the sdme effect as a subsidy. Reduction 
of the value of the plant, for example, leads to reductions in 
depreciation; after debt cancellation, interest burdens are smalle!'~ 
No one, not even the Commission, is in a position to assess the 
cost of tnese CGnsequenc~s .. However, it is certain that competition 
among the coal };it'oducers, i.e. pricing policy' (even if it is dic-
tated only partly by movements in costs), (2) is influenced by 
these effects. Owing to their lack of clarity, it is difficult 
(1) ~n 1970, the different st~el ia.nderta.kings in the Federal 
. German R~·public were induced, as joint owners of Ruhrkohle AG 
.. (Rl'~G), to· abandon: 790 million DM of their collection claimso 
This is only mentioned in passing. ·It was a step taken by 
private owners for the benefit of an associated company. 
(2) Only in the United Kingdom and the Federal Getman Republic do 
the net profits of the coal mining industry still bear a cer-
tain relation to the production costs,. They cover about 85-9~S 
of these costs. In France and Belgium, the net profits in 1972 
were only sufficient to cover 66% : nd 57% of the production 
costs respectively. 
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to include these measures under Decision No. 3/71. The German 
measures, such as guarantees and liquidity imptrOVementst which were 
mainly taken to assist a private und~rta.king (the R.\G), can certainly 
be taken within the framewo~k of Decision No. 3/71 but have the draw-
. . . ~ . . ' . . 
back that the economic advantage which accrues to the undertakings 
cannot be calculated. · 
Here it may be pointed out quite generally that the undertakings in 
the Community coal mining industr.y are varyingly placed with regard 
. to the possibilities, ~f.,ad.apting their capital structure to changed 
economie facts. Practical experience shows that relatively speaking, 
nationalized undertakings can more easily secure from their government 
a cancellation of debt.a or an increase in capital resources tha.nJ. ea.n 
p.civate undertakings from their ovmers. 
45. Here we may enter,pl,'l,~· ftl~~h~r qU~stion, which has a certain connection 
·(·~ ~ ... ··.::~· .:. i. ·~.; !~, .:.;.:. ''i r 
with ownership;. pt<:>'pl~rnsn~J!J.g.~ ~s especially irnportant e.s regards the po-
sition in the irid~~i~tt~~;· ~~m~er countries. 
In France ~d ~1i~· bh~tb<l·'~n~dom, the coal mining industry is nationaf 
lized. Even if:~he ~~d.ivli.-~ual Fre10h coalfields receive different 
subsidy amounts, this creates no problems as regards competition among 
the ~oalfi~lds, as sales and pr~ces are co-ordinated centrally. In 
G~eat J?ritain, the "areasn are in any case only administra·Uve units 
In B-elgium, the coal mining industry has prbrate undertaldngs. Even 
if the two coalfields, Ca.mpine. and South-, are granted different amounts 
·:of aid, ~his· Wi.l1 be of hardly any 'impo-rtance as regards competition 
between the ·two. Those two coalfields operate on different markets; \ 
in the Ca.mpine -..... i11 which only one undertaking remains - only coking 
•:,--"'_·-·;. 
• 
;c "'1_-__ • 
. .. ,-.. . ...... ...;. 
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c9al ~s produced and in the South Belgian Coalfield only steam coal 
ani house coal. The individual undertakings in the South Belgian Coal-
field sell their steam coal to the power stations at uniform prices, 
determ~ned on the basis of calorific values and fixed by the Belgian 
energy pool. 
In the Netherlands there is only one coalfield and one private and 
one state undertaking are active in it. The state ··undertaking: 
is part of n.n energy combine. It is impossible to determinG whether 
competition problems arise· here, since only. the privn.te undertaking 
which receives subsidies; the state-owned· 'coal producer maldng a profit·-
and-loss adjustment 't'rl.thin tho coml)ine 
There remains the Federal German RepUblic, whoso mininc industry is 
. in c,l1 excE!ptiono..l position. There is one state undertaking (the 
.Saarbergw~~ke) ·w~rking one coalfield. In addition, there are five 
-.. • . . 
p~_vate. undertakings. In the Aachen coalfield there are the Eschweiler-
Be~gw~rksverein (EBV), 'which is owned by ARBED,· the Luxembourg steel 
concern, and the firm Sophia-Jacoba which is a subsidiary of a Dutch 
holding company. Sophia-a~coba t~duces only house coal. In the Lower 
Saxony coalfield, there is only the Preussische Bergwerks ... und RUtten ..... 
Aktiengesellschaft (J?reussag). 1Tinety....rthree per cent of the coal prO·· 
duced in the Ruhr coalfield i.s mined by Ruhrkohle _AG (R..Il.G) t 3. 37~ 
by the.Auguste-Victoria mining uniqn, which is owned by Badische 
.Ani lin- und Sodafabrik AG ( BASF), and 3 .. 7 % by two EBV pits. If 
different subsidies per tonnQ are granted to the German coalfields 
or undertakings, difficult problems will_; appear in an c~alysis of the 
competitive position. This applies especially to the Ruhr coalfield, 
in which three unde·rtakings are active so--.- that their marketing areas 
are very closely connected. These fact~ show that here we have funda-
mentally different conditions from those fo~d in an international 
comparison of subsidies and conditions of competition among the coal,.,.. 
fields or undertakings within the frameworl.<: of the whole Community. 
This has been referred to in detail in Part I of this Memorandum, 
which deals with German aids given to the BAG in 1972. A state of 
affairs like this~ which is rooted in the conditions of ownership 
•· 
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and the structure of the-undertakings in the Federal German Republic, 
requires special care on the part of the Federal Government which 
gr~ts the subsidies, in order to avoid trouble among the undertakings. 
46. Finally, we may consider the problem of proportioning the subsidy 
amount to the amount of the financial losses incu:rred by the undertaking~ 
On the one hand, it must be observed that undertakings ~uoh as Charbon-
nages de France, the NCB or the RAG have several mines with diffel'ent 
profit capacities. In the overall results from all the pits in an undez-. ... 
taking," the profits of the productive pits are used to offset or reduce 
the losses of the relatively less productive pits. The remaining overal). 
loss sustained by the undertaking.is conseqp.ently less than the total 
loss made by the unproductive pit. On the other hand, many undertakings 
make profits on coal processing and other activities which may no longer 
have anything "to d.o with coal. If these profits are set off against the 
total losses on the mini:q~·;~p~rat~ons, the overall loss made by the 
undertaking is· ag<?-iU les~ ~~~ Jh.~~· on the mining operations alone. 
Thus' in relati~~ tJ 'op~'f..~il~bn~r(' efficiency t thrwe lavels of loss dete:r~-.-
: ,} .•·. . . . ~. i .· ·' .!\'' '} 
mination arise· t,Ol' ·~aeh lir~rla.king in the coal mining industry : 
.. . . ~,: .. . 
,:, ___ ·,. ,;.,·! h ' . 
- Wfie ).of3·e.~:s. 6!'1:~ the unprofitable pits 
- ThE/·io~s~:~ ~~ all pits 
- The losses made by the 'undertaking 
The actual level of the subsidies which the undertakings receive to 
oover theiX: operating losse_s therefore depends on the following two 
criteria : 
- On ~he one hand, whether . the undertaking centro ls profitable pits 
or u~grades coa~ .. From the latte:r viewpoint, the actual conditions 
differ very much. I~tea~ured ·against total turnover, the ];lt'Oportion 
~ ,. I, 
of the net profits from the aale of coal in 1972 amounted to the 
following percentages : 
• 
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National Coal Board 82. 5:7; 
Ruhrkohle AG 54.4% 
Charbonnages de France 35~8;;s 
Eschweiler-Borgwerksverein Approx .. 30. ~~ { ostime'-tod) 
Saarbergwerke {combine) 28. rY;0 
~ 0~ the other hand, which evaluation basis the governments use to 
determine the amount of aid. 
Practice in Belgium, Frrmce, the United Kingdom and tho Netherlands 
to d.ate has sho~·m .that the governmo~t~ take the ~.ort:~lung 1 f! lc~D'.:. s 
as a measure in cssessing the level of aid and even on this basis the 
lcsses hc.ve been covered.only to the. extent. of 80-9o% by the aid. The 
amount of los8 not covered represented a capital loss which the under·· .. 
takjngs themselves h9.d to bear. The gover:t1Jnents of these countries 
therefore insist that the undertakings .shall use the prcf.i ts from 
the remunerative parts of their operations to cover the losses on 
the mining operati.ons, _before stato assistance is give:.1 a.Yl.d tho resi-
dual losses are partially compensated. 
In the Federal German Republic, only operating losses in the RAG 
havo so far boen covered. The other German undertakings( whose balance 
sheets in many casas shoved profits, at least in 1971, since the losse,s:.n:,'l 
their mining operations were more thon compensated for by the profits 
t' . 
on othor parts of their businesses, were not grant.eci any aid to cover 
' . . : . . .· 
the losses on t'b.eir mining operations lll'lder Art. 9 of DE;;cision Uo • .3/7L 
These undertakings ... like the IL'iG - only receive aid given under 
Arts. 6-7 o£ Decision No. 3/71 or on the basis of the regulations on 
power s1;,p.~-~on coul .and coking coc,l. Aid of this kind is not orientateCJL 
towards the undertaking's results; undertakings which diltribute profitr:-:J 
for example, 'from c"oa1 up-grading or other activities also receive it, 
Thus, the governments of the ·member countrie~·have hitherto proceeded 
in a uniform ma.nner, as <iO:bcerrffassessment of the aidanount on the 
basis of Art. 9 of Decision No. 3/11; they have ta.ken the undertaking's 
results as their basis. 
\ -1' 
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The Commis~ion has not raised any objection to this practice, as in 
each case the aid was less than ~Ee losses on the mining operations. 
The legc~l principle laid. dc;m in Article 9 1~ould make possible the 
grc:;nting of t;.id up to a. maximum of the difference between the average 
cost of coal production and tht: ~age:. net revenue obtainable, if 
the survival of the undertaking is endangered and if it is shown that 
the cessation of its operations "would cause serious disturbances in 
econt;'}mic an.d social cond.i tions in any region whore sufficient opportuni-
ties for re-omploym;:;nt do not yet e::dst", This means that within an 
u:1dertaking th3 lossus of the unprofitable pits cannot be covered by 
aid hut that the profits from remunerative pits must if possible be 
used to cover losses. As regard> the governments' practice in granting 
subsidies, this is a discretionary cl~uso. The governments a~e not 
actually obliged by Decision No. 3/71 to give aid and, if they do 
so on regional and social ground·s, thuy may if they wish. keep it below 
the maximUm permitted limit. In so far as this results in differences 
in the aid granted bet"t-reen the indi viclual undertcJdngs of· one ~..:nd 
the same country thediversity, as such, is irrelevant to the problems 
arising from Deci'sion Uo •. :3/71. Only if di~tortions in the conditions 
of ccmpoti tion· an:>ng the undertakings result from the differences in • 
aid - which is by no means inevitable -must the Commission inter-
vene in accordance with Decision No. 3/71. 
47. It·follows inevitab~y.~rom the restriction of. aicls to pits, in accor-
danCe with .:\rticlc 91 ~hat any losses on coal up-grading or ether eco-
nomic act'i vi:tics of the undertcldngs cannot be covered by aid under 
Decision No. 3/71. 
48. I11 conclusion, reference should be made to the following points : 
The profitability of the German coal mining undertakings in gener~l 
deteriorated from 1972-3 om-1ards. Not only l:as the RAG shown losses 
which wero covered by aid, put the other Gorman mining companies 
.belongin~ to other ~dertakings also reached the loss thres~old 
or actually made losses. In accordance with .t.he principles stated 
. . ··~ 
) i' 
.. · 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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in Point 46, the Federal German Government has :t?.Ot taken ihi s as 
a reason for granting those mining companies aid to cover their 
losses, for many of those companies form parts of combines which, 
as a whole, operate at a profit~ As mentioned above, differences 
in 'subsidies do not necessanly lead to-distortions in the conditions 
of competition on the Common Markr;t in coal, but it must be realized 
that such differences have consec,.-uencas for the owners of the pits 
e..ncl that therefore possible effects in other economic spheres cannot 
be e~wluded·. This is of :i;mportance, for example, for the Community 
·, steel industry, which also comes under the ECSC Treaty. 
The resulting problems will not be further investigated at this 
juncture, as Decision No. 3/71 relates exclusively to ooal mining. 
It is important to remember thct the effects of differentiated aids 
to cover losses may extend beyond the sphere of coal mining • 
. : .. 
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CHAPTER III 
Consistency of the t·onne.g·e forecasts with 
regard to the Commpnity'e overall supply 
of coal and coke 
A. General remarks 
49· In accordance with the regulation in Art. 3, § 1 of Decision 
' .. . ". ' . 
No. ·3/71, the Commission is required to examine the consistency 
. of tonnage forecasts with regard to the Community's overall supply 
of coal and coke. All the Community countries are concerned here, 
not only those which have coal mining indust~ies and grant them aid • 
Ll.t.Xem~)ct~.r·:;• Italy and Denmark: have also info:tmed the Commission of 
their ideas as to the future_trend in their coal requirements. No 
corresponding info~ation for Ireland has been received however, 
in view of the low Irish coal consumption (about 0.7-0.8 million 
tonnes annually), this does not involve any appreciable difficulties 
as regards evaluation of the Community's overall supply position. 
In tables 1-8 in the Appendix, the Commission has inserted for 
• 
Ireland fie,tUres be.sed on the datn. given in the annual coal balances. • 
50. In ru1alysing the figures for the co~l trade in Tables 1-8 one has 
to bear in mind, with regard to the Community's overall energy sup-
ply posi tiont that the government estimates w~re prepared in the 
autumn of 1972 or at the beb~nning of 1973 and therefore do not 
take into account in any way the oritical situation in oil supplies 
which arose in the autumn of 1973. Up to the time of writing, the 
Commission has had no opportunity to discuss with the governments 
of the ~iembeX' States what conclusions must be drawn, both as regards 
the Community's coal production ~d as regards the importation of 
coal from third countries, in order to mitigate the consequences of 
the oil crisis for the Community. 
• 
;' ;'·i· . 
• ~ ,., • • -1:, 
· ... 
~- i" ' 
., 
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r. r 1:: '·· 
In view of these factors, it must be ass~e~ ~~at. the figures for 
coal supplies in Tables 1-8 clo not reflect the latest position in 
the thinking of th;e governments of Memb.e.r States _ns ,rrompted by the 
oil crisis. 
51. The figures in .f.I'nbJ:os 1-8 in the Appendix are, ste,tistically speaking, 
"national" figures re_ported by .the Member. States; they have not been 
converted to a comparable basis ancl cannot in all cases be compared 
with the figures published by the Community Statistial Office for 1971 
and 1972. In no. far as the Membe-r States. gave maximum and minimum va-
lues in their adv&~ce estim~tes1 mean valuoohave been inserted in the 
· tables, in order to enable the reade::r to calculate the sum totals for 
tho Community. 
:~· Consistency of the forecasts for Ccmmru~ity supplies of coal ru~d coke 
52. The forecasts of the Community's coal m1pplies are presented in the 
Appendix, 'l'o.,bles 1-4· A .genere,l survey shO.t'-lS thnt, leaving aside the 
oil crisis, no sho'rtage of coal will arise in the Community before 
1975 or 1977. 
From the information availqb~e· for 1973, it appears that coal produc~ 
tion will probo.,bly decrease further. In 1977, it is calculated that 
75.5 million tonnes will be produced.in the Federal German Republic. 
This fig11re is below the production·level of 63 million tonnos mentionGcl 
in the energy programme drawn up 'by the Federal German Govornmmnt. At 
'the time of writing, the en~rgy ;programme was not yet available. 
,·'·.:·\ 
This -production d.e6reas'e is connected with the solutic·n of regional 
problems and is not based on the energy supply situation as it existed 
at the end of 1973, in which distorsicns are to be expected, necessi-
tating counter-measures which will probably have effects on coal also* 
:· .' 
.. ' ... '·'· 
53~ 
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These new oonditio~s ·will not be reflected in the production estimates 
fer 197.3 but wi 11 perhaps be como . apparent in the estimates for subse=· 
.. '., ... . 
quent years. · ·· 
If we' consider the 'groWth of supply and demand in the individual C01.r\'J:<•• 
tl'ies, suppl,y surpluses of some 6-10 million to:nnes are to 'be expo:: .. ··· 
ted in the Federal German Republic and the United Kingdom for 197 4-·.'-1 ~ 
This will be ma:nife.sted in an increase in stocks ·held. In view of 
the oil crisis, tho stocks may be regarded as an important factor 
' in increasing the flexibility of the coal supplies. 
In intra-Community trade, the estimates for imports generally coin-
cide with.the estimates for exports. On the other·hM.d, it is not 
·impossible that the United Kingd~m ~ill in futuro.supply certain 
quanti ties of coal in intro-communi ty trade. 
" 54· v!ith regard tc the Community's supplies of coke, Table 5 in the 
Appendix shows. tha,t the Community's 'eoke production ·will remain 
const~.nl: in the long term. ~Tithin this overall trend, a strong f 
expansion of coke production in the steelworks coking plants is to 
be expected, while prcductio11 from colliery coking plants is deelin:ing. 
Figures for coke supplies to the individual member countries show 
·th~t· in the nerl few years certain· supply surpluses of the order 
'of- 2-3 million tchnes may also arise. The Federal:~_, 
German Republic and the United Kingdom would be pa:rticularly affec-
ted by this. The future ·'e·c'on<nnic situation in steel production and 
also the difficulti~s in oil supplies will ~hiofly decide whether 
these estimates prove to be c<;!l:"mct. From the figures it may be assumet2. 
• / .~L· . • I . . : • '• 
that ':futuro coke supplies will· rtot be subject to &l.Y shortages • 
. ~ ' 
• 
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The figure$ on :tl:le str:ucture o:r the .. C.s·f!Ununi ty t s coke requirements 
indicate a .t~ond towardf3 a f:t;tr~her inc::rease in the needs of. the 
steel industry, while consumption of ooke for other heating purposes 
shows a declining trend. 
In intra-community tre,de in coket there is good agreement between 
importers1 ·wishos and export plans for the Community as a whole. 
55. The e~bove observations reveal that in general the consistency of 
coal and coke supplies in the Community's ovornll supply position 
(cf .... 1rt. 3, § 1, Sub-para~~ 1, of Decision No. 3/71) is assured, 
'\ 
·· taking into ccnsider9.t:;i.on the intra-Community trade and the fact 
·that the situation was not fully clear at tho time when this report 
was written • 
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C!L\PTER IV 
~l.Ption and authorization of the financial measures 
connected with social security 
56. In accordance with Art. 4 of Decision No. 3/71, state measures to 
finance welfare benefits are to be considered compatible with the 
Common ~!arket in so f,'ar as their effect is to bring 'the ratio between 
the charges per actf'vely employed mineworker and the benefits per 
recipient in the unde:rtakings of the coal mining indl,l.:::;t:ry down to 
· · ·the level of the corresponding ratio in other industries. 
The relevant calculations-have not been included in the Appendix. 
The documents are available at the appropriate office ¢f the Commission 
(Di.rectorate-Genere~l for Social llf'fairs) and may be inspected on re-
quest. 
In the following pages, therefore, reference will only be made to 
the total amoun~s of the financial measures in the field of social 
welfare benefits and, where appropriate, to oases where the limits • 
set in Art. 4 have been exceedod. 
A. GERMll.NY 
57. In the Federal German.Republic, a sum of 4,559 million DM has been 
earmarked for 1973 to cover the deficit in the widows'' and orphans' 
insurance fund for the mining industry as a whole; of this, approxi-
mately 8o% ( 3647 million DM) has been allotted to the coal mining 
industry. 
For 1973, the Commission's calculation~ of the planned state sub-
sidies to tho social welfare insurance fund - excluding unemployment 
insurance - yield an amount which is e.bout ,313 million m1 below the 
maximum limit permitted under Art. 4· This means that the actual, 
,statutory, social security charge on the undertakings is about 10.9% 
greater than the ftstandard charge" mentioned in Art. 4• The state sub-
sidies are therefore in conformity with the provisions of Art. 4• 
• 
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Summary 
Origin !.mount of st~:de 
subsi~ (in million DM) 
State 3,647 
Total 3, 647 
XVII/381/1/73 
Application 
Pension insurance fm: ·~ 
To cover d~t--~··; 
! _________ ,_..__ ________ """"""' ____ ......._ _________ .,~.~ 
B. BE!l} ITJM: 
58. n1e Belgian Gover1~ent estimates that for 1973 state expendit~re on 
tJhe mining industry for social secur~.t~ benefits -vrill be 12,553 
million Bfrs. The calculations made by the Commission regarding the 
'amount of aid. compatible w:i.th f ... rto 4 of Decision Uo. 3/71 show that 
the actuQl charGe on the undert~kings, after payment of the state sub-
sidies, is about 139 million Bfrs greater than the standard charg~. The 
ftnncial measures therefore do not exceed the limit laid down in Art.4~ 
,..._---------+----------------------------··· 
0 . . Amount cf state Application i t---r_l_g_ln ______ . ......,._..s;..u..,.b_s_i_d~y_,(_i_n.......,m_i_l_l!2n Bf~s) .. 1 
. StatG 
State .. 
Str.te 
State 
51 443·4 Old age and wj~lows' ~nd 1 
ornhtu.1.s 1 inS'li'a.!!-2~-fEnd 
0 
i 
470.2 
3,461.0 
Rcc.ulc.r stat·:;t(}:ry contri bni. ;_ ,!{) 
Old· ac;e anrl widows t and 
O:£]hans 7 ·in~~r"M~.f"Lilld · ·--
Contribution to cover cle:fic::. ,; 
Disablement insurance 
Disablement pens~ 
Occupational diseases 
5o;; of the expenditure on 
cases of silicosis among 
~----------------~----------------------~m~l~·n_e~wo~k~--e--r-~;-----------------
Total 12,553.0 
{1) .The coal mining industry contributes 100/S to the mining industrytfJ 
social welfare insurance fund • 
. ... .. C.. ?iUJ.NCE 
.. 
• I ·.!..: 
59· According to info~ation supplied by the French· Government, state 
expenditure on th.e coal mining industry for social welfare benefits 
I,, • ,, 
in 1973 will amount to 2762.5 million FF. 
. .., 
"';,· 
.... '{. 
- -- --------' -- ----- -.- ___:_" ------~- _:__:__ __ ·-~:-~~~-~___:_:_-=-~--~~ ,,~-;~-~/;' 
• 
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According to the Commission's calculations, the extra charge on 
Charbonnages de Fral'l:Ce·· compensable by a state subsidy will amount to 
370.5 million FF. The Fre:nch-·aovornment has reported that it will 
grant aid to the amount· of 370· ... 5 million FF, which covers the com .... 
pensabl~ extra charge exactly. State· expenditure ass.igncd in 1973 
~o th~ C?almin~ng indust~y_-.for socia1 welfare benefits therefore 
conforms to the criteria laid down in Art. 4• 
Summary 
I .Amount of expenditure - \ 
lt,Origin ( ) Application I i--------~ ...... i .,n .... m;;.;i;;.;;l;;.;:;l;.;;;i;..;.o.;.;n...;F;;..;l F;;..."'". ---t---r---...;.--""'"·------··--
State _. 896.0 pisablemen! and ole} age insure:> 
/aeneral 
rystem insurance 
General insurance 
system 
General insurance 
system 
State 
General insurance. 
system 
530~0' 
491.0 
295.0 
370.5 
180.0 
.::c;.:;::e ___ ......... __ ~--------···: .. 
Regular contribution of 22% of 
the contr_j,butory part of the 
wage and the balance paid by 
the state 
Di§ablemont a.ng old s.ge insu-
rance ..... 
Regular:con~ribution to pay 
part. of the. ''ru'lQmalous charf.n 
(amount fi:x:ed by decree) 
Insu~.against }ndustriat_ 
accident~ and occupational 
diseases 
Regular-compensation for the 
old charges 
Health ins".lrance 
Benefits for treatment 
~a.blem(:)nt and old age insu-
rance 
tt.f.iiOnialous charge" on the coal 
mining industry within t~e 
meanin·· of .!J.rt.4 of Decision 
No. 3/71 
§upplemente,ry system : workers 
old age i:t;tsurance 
1':"'-:--:-------+--~~-:::------+---------------·~-Total 2762.5 I 
60. Since coal production in the Netherlands is due to cease in 1974, 
the Netherlands Government was compelled to enact on 22 September 1972 
a law to continue the payment of social insurance benefits. As the ~ 
coal mining industry is becoming increasingly unable to contribute 
i 
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to total social insurance ~evenuc, provision had to be made to ensure 
that, when coal production c~ased, the social insurance funds would 
he in a position to pay the miners' retirement pensions. On account 
of the ne'ttJ' arrangements, a breakclown of the. state subsidies on the 
previous p~,ttern is no longer possible. 
For 1973, the following subsidies are to be granted 
- lin estimated subsidy of 18.5 million fl to the insurance compa-
nies resvonsible for the workers' and salaried employt!es'pensions 
insurm1ce; 
- A direct subsid~r of 22.0 million fl to undertaldngs in the Dutch 
coal mining industry (1), vrl1ich is intended to cover the cost 
of restructuring and redeploying the redundant 't"l'Orkforce and 
should consequently be included under·the provisions of ~lrt. 4 
Of Decision No. 3/71. 
The following summary shows .· the financial measures taken 
' . 
by the netherlands GcvernmEmt in the· social welfare sector in 1973 : 
~~ 
.Amount of subsidies 
.. \pplicc.tion !Origin (in million fl) 
·-
i 
State 18.5 old-age and 'tvi do'tvs •. and orphanst 
insurance 
State 22.0 Re struoturint_; and redeplo~ment 
of redundant work force 
Total 40.5 
.. 
A comparison beti-veen the anomalous charges on the Dutch coal mining 
industry and the financial measures taken by the Dutch Government 
in the r'ielcl of social welfare insurance shows that the two amounts 
are equal and therefore the limit fixed in .Llrt. 4 of Decision No.3/71 
is not exceeded. 
E. UNtTED KINGDOM 
61. Unlike -the other coal producing countries in the Community, the rlni-
ted Kingdom.has a general system of social welfare insurance against 
old age,; accidents and sickness, which covers all trades and industries, 
"["1) This is categorr;8d as· "objective e..id. Of the total anrount '(22.0 
million fl), 13~0 million fl are to be paicl to the privately owned 
mines and 9.0 million fl to the state-owned mines in 1973 (esti-
mated amounts). 
• 
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!Ecluding the cqal mining industr~. This is an in~egrated system, in _ 
which, on the one hand, all industrial establishments, including the 
coal mines• bear equ.a.l financial burdens a.nd, on :the other, all insure,fl 
persons, including the miners,·reoeive equal benefits. Hence, on the 
basis of this general system, calculations under ~rt. 4 of Decision 
No. 3/71 - which is based on the assumption of a ~eparate social insu-
rance sy.tem for the coal mining industry - are not required. 
However, alongsid0 the general system, there is another fund - indo-
pendant of· the UCB - from t>thich c:lo.-e..c;e ~;ensicns nrc pc.id to fermer 
miners i11 eclc1itio:1 to the benefits from the gonerel system. ,In the 
Coal Industry /l.ct of 1973, Secti,on 5, the British Government agreed 
to pay into this fm1d in the finnncial year 1973-4 a sum of t 6.5 
million, which wo~ld enable the old-age pensions of all miners who 
had paid contributions for more than 10 years to be increased. Conse-
quently, the benefits which former miners receive from the fund are 
gree.ter by !, 6.5. million than the charges borne by the NCB. The act1llaJ 
che.,rga which the NCB bears is therefore less _than the "standard chargc"t 
.referred to in "lrt. 4 of Decision Uo. Yfl. ~ 
This amount of ;,· 6.5 million, which exceeds the limit mentioned in 
Art. 4, must be considered against the background of the other financial 
meaeures taken by the British Government. According to Art. 68 of the 
ECSC Treaty, the manner in which the social security benefits are 
fixed is not e£fected by the Treaty if a chan~e _in the way in which 
the social welfare insuranca is financed has none of the effects men-
.. t~ohed in Art. 67, _§ 2 and ~. i.e. if such a change does not lead to 
a serious disturl>anc~ of the existing equilibrium. Under these condi-
tions, the sum of ;, 6. 5 million and its effects on the competitive posi,---
tion of British coal in the Community must be examined in the section 
of thisMemotandum which deals with the "compatibility of the British 
financial mee,surcs tvith the cri terie. for the proper functioning of the 
Common Th~rket" (see page II/91). Exomin~ticn.snowed that the British 
'" 
aid dit not disturb the proper functioning of the Common market in 
1973; the above-mentioned sum of ~ 6.5 million is qonsequently con-
sistent with Art. 67 of the ECSC Treaty. 
• 
;.;·;<. ,',, ,.! .-•· I 'I' 
• 
.... 
' Year 
1965 
1966 
.1967 .. 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
.... ,,. 
1972 
1973 
1973/72 
I as 7- : i 
• 
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F. ~ary of the fina..YJ.cial measures planned in connection with social 
security. 
62. Jl.s the following table sho't·rs, government measures in the field 
of social security insurance will cost the Communityof Six 
about 1,898,000 million u .. a •. in 1973. In comparison with 1972, 
there is thus an increase-pa:tely due to changes irr foreign-ex-
change rates - of. 21.756 ( 338.9 million- u. a. ) in :the state sub-
sidies given unde~ Art. 4 of Decision No. 3/71. 
!1s regards the Unite~ Kingdom, the subsidy of l, 6._; million 
given by the British Government falls outside the.scape of 
Art. 4 and is accordingly judged on the basis of Art. 67 of 
the ECSC Treaty. 
Data in millions of units of account 
Federal Belci"Llm France Nether- Community United Enlarged l Gorman lands ~· .. of Six Kingdom Communit3r 
f Ropt;blic 
-· 
.~~J 
579·4 110.2 249.2 9.8 898.6 t • • •• I 
568.1 270.8 ' 117.4 14.1 970.4 •• . . I 
642 .. 5 128.3 309.9 14.1 1094.8 I I I . . 0 • £83.6 131.1 326.3 15.4 1156.4 0 0 •• 
69L2 142.6 372.0 13.2 1219 .. 5 . . •• I b05.5. 162.5 33b.O 12.6 1318.6 •• . . 
-
D16.4 192.,_1 3b0.6 11.4 1400.7 •• • • 
91&.3 206.9 423.1 10.5 l55b.b • • •• 
'. 1132 .. 6 256.2 497·4 11.5 1897-7 - 1097·7 
+ 23.3 I + 23,8 + 17.6 + 9·5 + 21.7 I .;. .;. ! i 
·-· 
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C!lA.PTER V 
Indirect financial measures to assist the coai minin~ industry 
63. Indirect financial measures are considered to be all those which are 
notified by Member States in accordance with Art. 2, § 1, Sub-para. 1 
of De~ision No. 3/71, but do not ~a1ify as indirect measures as d~ 
fined in Arts. 6-9 of that Decision. The Commission is notified of 
indirect measures under ·Decision No. 3/71 and rules on them in accor-
dance with the provisions of the ECSC Treaty. 
A. Germ~Y.. 
1. Indirect measures 
For 1973 the.Federal Republic of Germany poposes the following 
measures : .. 
• 
... 
Law to promote the use of ··coal in power stations (1st 
Electricity-from-Coal Law). Expected amount to cover 
tax deficit:.·. · 50 million1)~1f 
- Law to guarantee sales of c9al .to the electricity 
sector (2nd Electricity-from-Coal Law); 
Expected ~id : 190 millio:n DM 
Aids gTanted under the lst Electricity-from-Coal Law are consi-
derably lower in 1973 (50 million DM) than in 1972 (200 millionDM). 
' ' 
This decrease is explained by the fac~ that some of the-~ax con-
cessions for capital expenditure. on power stations in 1996·1968 
have ended. 
64. In 1972 t'he Federal Government issued an administrative order designed 
to provide arrangements to continue after the partial ending of the 1st 
an 2nd Electricity-from-Coal Laws. Under these, power station operators 
are guaranteed financial advantages for an additional capacity of 6,000 Mw, 
on condition that this new capacity is obtained from coal~ No ·-·aid payments 
under these new arrangements are expected for the year 1973, 
• 
J-;,·-· 
• 
\"•.:; .',...--·· 
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2. Authorisation of indtrect measures to assist the German coal mining 
indust!X 
65. Measures under the 1st and 2nd Electricity-from-Coal Laws have been granted 
for a num1Jer of years now, The Commission has examined these measures and 
decided: that they in no Tf!ay infringe the ban on subsidies imposed under 
Art. 4 :of the ECSC Treaty. 
The Federal Gover:qmentts administrativ-e order regarding arrangements 
to continue after expiry of the Electricity•from~Coal Laws was similarly 
examined in 1972 by the Commission, which again found no infringement 
of Art~ 4 of the ECSC Treaty. 
3. Summary of a]) indirec.t GE;rman measv.res fo·r··1973 
l Total amounts Amount per tl lproduced 
~ To promote use of coal in 
I poiver stations 
1- To guarantee sales of coal i in the electricity sector 
million DM million Uoaa 
• •• 1 
I60 .. 0 
210 .. 0 
49\>69 
65.22. 
:DMr· u.a. I 
-----r 
0.49 0.15 1 
1.58 l 0.,4_9j 
! 2o07 ! Oo64 ; , Total 
B. Belg:ium 
1. Indirect measur~~-st the Belgian coal mining industry 
66. Financial measures for indirect assistance to the coal mining industry 
planned by the Belgian Governmmnt for 1973 are as follov.rs 
·, > / 
Expenditure for season tickets and cheap holidaytravel 
vouchers for miners, plus costs of treatment for pneumo-
cordosis (Art. 33 .. 09 in the 1973 Budget of the Ministry 
for Social Affairs) · 
- Additional payments to the lJe.tional Miners' Pension Fund 
to counterbalance new social charges arising out of the 
raising of miners' annual holiday money, the introduction 
of new sickness benefits and a ,longer. period ;o·f an:ritial 
leave (Art. 32.12, Art., 32.14 and .A.rt. 01 .. 04 in the 1973 
Budget of the Ministry for Economic Affairs) 
million Bfrs 
18.8 
234,9 
..... , ,·' . 
--- -·-----~------- -------~------ -----------
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2. Authorisation of ind~rect Belg~~.measures 
The above measures have been granted for a number of years now. The 
Commission has examined them and.established that there iS.:t:lO in-
fringement of Art. 4 of the ECSC lTeaty. 
3• Summary of all indirect Belgian measures 
Total amounts l Amount per t prodm:ed 
.mill. Dfrs mill u.a,.. Bfrs u.a~ 
- Cheap travel vouchers 18.,8 I 0.38 1.88· I 0,.04 
- National Miners! :Pension Fund, 
miners holiday pajl" 234 .. 9 4·79 23c.49 0.48 
Total l 253.7 
.. 
5~17 !25.37 0.52 . '• l ! 
C. France. 
67. In 197}, as in previous years, the French Government granted a government 
subsidy to the ros~arch programme of the 11Centre d' Etudes et de Recherchen 
·des·ch.arbonnages de, France" (CERCHAR). This totalled 16.0 million FF 
(=:··z~9 ·million u~a. or .0 .• 10 u.a. per ton p~oduced). 
, 
The 197 3 subsidy to CERCH.Cill was an indirect measure of a special 
nature which in no-- way affect·s the ~ompetitive position of French 
coal production. 
D. Netherlands 
68. No indirect financial m~asures to assist the coal mining industry were 
announcedw the Netherlands Government. 
69. No indirE.Jct financial measures to assist·the coal mining industry were 
. . 
announoed by the Britis4 Government. 
• 
-l 
• 
• 
;.:, 
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F. S~!Y of a,l!_,indirect mea.sures to assist the coal mining industry 
70. The following table illustrates the pattern of indirect measures to 
assist the coal min_ing ~ndustry in the various countries of the 
Community. The 1973 total for the Community of Six is 73.3 million u.a. 
This is 24 .. 4jb lo~1er than in 1972, due to the cut-back in German aids 
to coal used in power plants. 
Figures in million u.a. 
-Yearj F .. H. ! Nether;..! n 1 · 1 France Community United Enlarged ·- e gJ.um' 
• Germany I lands l of Si:x: Kingdom Community ___, 
1969 85.0 4:.3 I 2.6 
-
91.9 •• •• 
1970 76e3 3.6 2.3 
-
I 82.2 •• •• 
1971 83.2 4.6 2.3 
-
·- 90.1 •• • • 
1972 90.7 3.9 2.3 
-
96 .. 9 •• • • 
1973 ~5.2 I - 2.9 I ... 73 .. 3 .... 73.3 i' 
:21131 I l ! l +26.1 \ -24.4 j J.n /b 1-28.1 1 + 33. 3 I - ! I - •• I 
. 
) I 
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Direct fin2n~ial measures to assist the coal mining indust~ 
Under Decision No. 3/71 direct aids to _coal mining undertakings ·aro 
oomsidered as those defined in Arts. 6-9 of that Decision. 
A. GERM.A.NY 
1. Direct measures 
71. In 1973 the Federal Goverr1ment pvoposes tb grant the following direct 
aids to the German-coal mining industry: in million Dr! 
- .Aktionsgemt:Jinschaft Deutsche Steinkohlenreviere 
- Equalization of burdens subsidies 
- Closure premiums 
- Ai~ to cover drainage costs 
21.0 
75.0 
30.0 
- Miner's premium 
- Aid for capital expenditure 
11o .. o 
160.0 
- Payment Qf redemption instalments due from RAG on 
government-secured .collection claims held by the 
original companies 
These aids are a cont'J.nuation c;f·financi~l meaau~es. previously granted 
and paid in 1972. 
As regards the miner's premium, it should be noted that the amount 
paid for 1973 is 110 million DM, which is considerably higher than 
in 1972 (67 million DM). The increase is due to the Federal Govern-
ment's intention to double the miner's premium as from 1 April 1973. 
72. At this point it should be mentioned that the Federal Government 
will be paying 46.7 million DM to :B..£\.G (Ruhrkohl<!l AG) in 1973, as 
a partial repayment on the 1,000 million DM debt register claim 
granted to Rl~G in November 1971. This payment, which will be 
continued up to 1997 at a fixed annual rate of 46.7,million DJ:-.1, 
is not shown in the above table for the follovling reasons: up 
to 31 December 1972 RAG has already been obliged to write off 
950 million DM of the debt register claim as a loss. This loss 
has been dealt with 'in Part I of this document (see page I/2) 
• 
'' ... 
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as an aid for 1971/72 under Art. 9 of Decision No. 3/71. Available 
information suggests that the outstanding balance of 350 million DM 
· will also be required. in 1973 to cover the loss. A final decision l'lill 
not be reo.chcd until· 197 4 when the balance sheet is drawn up, and the 
Federal Government has thus not made any declaration on this to the 
Commission as yet, Statistics on direct German aids for 1973 are there-
fore incomplete. It is quite certa-in· that the· total .amount of .the debt 
register claim, 1,000 million DM, will, under Art·. 9 of Decision No. 
3/7l·be written off as a loss• Once the Federal Government has been 
informed., the matter will be examined in a suppU.ementary report • 
.An annual repayment instalment of 46.7 million DN on the lost debt 
register cla.im cannot be registered a second time as an aid under 
Decision No. 3/71.. This is simply the fulfilment of a pro~ise of pay-
ment by the Federal· Go~rernment vis-&-vis banks from wich the RAG has 
borrowed on the b~sis of its debt register claim. 
73. In 1973 the RAG enjoyed actva.ntageous interest terms as a .. result C'l the 
debt register claim granted to it - the outstanding balance of 350 
million m~, but it· is not possible to calculate the value of these. 
2. Consistency of German measures to assist the German coal minit.!tL!p.q?-str;V-;:.,. 
with the nrovisions of Art .. 6~9 bf n·ecision No. 3/71 
.. a) Aktionsgemeinsc~ft Deutsche Steinkohlenrevi.ere 
74~ The equalization of burdens aid. to.talling 21 million Dra r.equcsted 
in 1973 will be paid to the Equalization of Burdens Fund by the 
Government 1 with the effect of discharging the obligations mf col-
lieries which have closedo The amount of the aid is equal to the 
amount .. of the, costs no longer payable by the undertakings .. The, 
measure ,is thus in ac.cor(iance with the provisions· of p.rt. 6, § 1, 
· .. Sub~para. 1, Fi.gure e fo Decision No. 3/71. 
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A premium of 75 million DM is proposed in 1973 for closure within 
the Aktionsgemeinsehaft Deutsche Steinkohlenreviere. Th's pits of 
Dochum, J£mil-Fritz, Poertingsiepen, Carl Funke, Adolf und Camphausen, 
with a production ·eapacity of 5.6 million tonnes :Jer year, will be 
closed. 
75• The closure premiums paid by the Aktionsgemeihschaft Deutsche Stein-
kohlenreviere· to.coal mining·u,ndertakings for pft closures are paid at a 
flat rate of 15 DM per tonne produced~ This amount was assessed from 
the balance sheet of Ruhrkohle AG for 1971. ·This provides the follo-
wing picture of the future obligations of coal mining undertakings in 
respect of mining damage, pensions and concessionary coal. 
Continuing obligations in respect of mini~ damage and social 
charges in DM/t produce<! 
!W. 1970 1971 
Mining damage 10.58 12.16 13.29 
Pensions 5.62 5·54 6.47 
Gonc~:;;sionary coal 6.11 6.05 6.29 
- -Total 22.31 t3:.I~ 26.Q2 
===== ===-....... 
T~e above charges only are in excess of the 15/DM/t closure premiums 
p~id by the Federal Government. 
The flat-rate aid is thus not higher than the expenditure occasioned 
by the closure and meets the provisions of lu-t. 6, § 2 of Decision 
No. 3/71. ·' 
b) Aid for drai.Eage costs 
76. The ·sum' of 30 million DM applied fol;' as an aid.to cover :drainage costs 
is_ 'paid, under the inherited liabilities ag.L~eement between the Federal 
Government and the RAG, to the coal mining industry of the Ruhr which bears 
financial liabilities as a result of the closures made af-ter 31 December 
1966. The aid applied for is required, on the one hand, to cover part of 
. amounts payable to the water supply associations of the Ruhr coalfield 
andt on the other hand, to provide part of contributions payable to the 
• 
Pumpgemeinschaft Ruhr. 
• 
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The amount of the aid is based oil the actual additional expenditure 
incurred by undertakings for drainage work. 
The purpose and amount of the aid are thus consistent with the provi-
sions of Art. 6, § 1 of the Decision No., 3/71. 
c) Granting_£f_!E2 __ Ed.ner' s premium 
77• Since 22 January 1968 and up to 31 March 1973 both shift workers and 
piece workers have received a unit premium of 2.50 DM for every shift 
worked ~~~<2un9:_.. This premium is financed by reducing the miners t 
·liability to wages taxt i.e. government tax revenue is reduced and 
the net income of tho miners is raised accordingly • 
. The Federal Government proposes to double tb,is premium to 5 DM wi·lih 
effect from 1 April 1973. It points out that not only has there been 
a rise in expenditure by undertakings to 'ensure stability in the num-
bers of qualified personnel, but that an adjustment to the changed si-
tuation is also necesf;lary in view of the general rise in wages and 
cost·s, in order to maintain incentives for younger, quaJSfied mine 
workel"S to stay in the industry. 
The miner's premium helps the coal mining industry to maintain the 
stability in the numbers .of qualified. ·pers-<imnel which is absolutely 
essential if .productiyi~y is to increase. 
Undertakings incur .:.ligh costs as a result of their own measures to 
racrui t, appoint 1 train and adapt their personnel.. Total out lay~n: 
for this are approximately three ti!Jl~S the aid of 110 mi.llion DM 
request E. d for 197 3. 
TI1e purpose and amount of the miner's premium applied for show that 
the measure is Gonsistent with the provisions of Art .. 7, § 3 o·f De-
·cislon No. 3/71. 
d) Granting of investment aids 
78. The Federal Government proposes to give financial assistance to indi-
vidual investment projects under an investment programme totalling 
160 million DM. 
-- - - -·- --- ------- - _} - -- ; -:. ~ ,_ f. . -- .c~'~------ __ __:__:_ _:_ ___ L_ _:______·:....._ __ ~
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The aid may not be higher than 30% of total expen~iture on the invest-
ment projec-ts. The amount of the aid breaks down as follows among the 
various cmalfields or undertakings: ) (in million DM 
Ruhrkohle AG 
Saarbergwerke AG 
Eschweiler Bergwerksverein 
Auguste Vidoria 
Preussag AG 
Sophia Jacoba 
122 
15 
12 
4 
4 
3 
'160 
====== 
The aid is intended for capital expenditure.in collieries, .coking plants, 
briquette making plants and p-ithead power stations. 
-The purpose and amounts of the aid applied for show that it is .a; measure 
consistent with the provisions of l~t. 7t §-2 of Decision No. 3/71• 
e) ~ent of instalments due from the RAG on government-secured collection 
~s 
19. For 1973 the Government proposes t.o make payments totalling 56.9 million 
DM (instead of the RAG) as a redemption.instalment to former colliery 
owners holding a government-secured collection claim againat the RAG 9 
The P~Gmde a loss in 1972 and will again sustain considerable losses 
in 1973. Government agreement to pay the redemption instalments may be 
regarded ~ a measure designed to -prevent the RAG f:rom bankruptcy wla:tbh 
would endanger the jobs of some 160,000 people. 
The Federal Government's assumption of responsibility for paying re-
demption instalments on the secured collection claims is thus in lin~ 
with the provisions of Art. 9, § 1, Sub-para. 1 of Decision No. 3/71. 
80. If the .aid is assessed on the basis of the diffet'ence between production 
costs and revenue, it is found that the aid will cover only a fraction 
of the RAG's expected operating losses in 1973. 
• 
~~- ~ . ,.' 
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The aid is therefore consistent with the provisions of Art. 9, § 2 
of Decision N:o. 3/71. 
3. Co~etibilit~Y..2J_j~qerman aids '.vith the proper functioning of the 
Common :Mci.rket · 
---·· --
81 .. !!:xami:nation to establish that the G·erman aids are compatible with the 
proper functioning of the Common Market requires the summarization of 
all indirect and'direct measures to be taken to assist the coal mining 
i:::1d.ustry in 1973 (L.rt. 3, ~ 2 of the Decision No. 3/71). 
The relevant figures are shown in a summary table (see Appendix, Table 9). 
Using this calculation basis, the value of the proposed measures totals 
410.2 million u"'a. i.e" 4o04 u.a. per tonne produced. It is clear, even 
. from the incomplete figares, that the aid total is 3 ... 5~{) higher than in 
1972. The amount of aid paid per tonne has risen from 3.65 u.a. to 
4~04 u.a., i.e. by 10.7%. In comparison with Belgium, France &~d the 
Netherlands, aids received by th~ German coal mining industry (per tonne) 
are lower, although they are twice as high as those granted in Great Britain .. 
82w These observations on the pattern of German aids for 1973 in comparison 
with 1972 and in comparison to the aids granted in the other Community 
countries are based. on provisional and incomplete data for the German 
· coal mining industry .. The German c:.id totals indicated above do not include: 
The sum of several hundred million DM which the Government is expected 
to pay towards covering Ruhrkohle AG's 1973 deficit? 
-Any other measures u~der the Federal Government's new energy programme 
(partial repayment of older liabilities). 
I"t is quite possible that the 1973 aid total for the German coal mining 
industry - including aid amounts not yet known - may be more than 
5~00 u.a. per tonne. 
83. As.regards the compatibility of the German aid totals with the proper 
functioning of the Common Market,. the following points may be noted: 
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a.) Consistency with the tonnage forecasts drawn up for 1973,. with regard 
to the Community's overall supply position for coke and coal is guaran~ 
teed, as outlined on page II/37, and the requirements of ~t. 3, § 1, 
Sub-para. 1· of Decision No. 3/71 are thus met. 
b)·The pattern of intra-Community trade in co~l (see Appendix, Table 10) 
shows that Ge!'man oqa.l exports to other countries of the Community wilJ . 
. Probably be somewhat d9wn on those for 1972 (by 5%). fhis decline is 
. more OJ;' less the same in all Community COU-'1tries which import coal from 
Germany and confi:L-ms a t:re:"ld l'rhich has been discernable for a number 
of yea:r·s. Although produ0t~1Jn. and sales of h0me-pro¢1.uoed coal in the 
other Community countries is declining in 1973, German coal cannot 
take advantn,ge. of this now _room for manoeuvrG as it is unable to com-
, . ' 
pete, on the energy markets of the other Communi~y countries, with 
fuel oil~ natu:;."'al gas and imported. coal. Coal imports from third 
countries nre advancing in Belgium and the Nethc:r·le..nds by leaps and 
bounds. The minimal amount of cowpetition still existing among the 
.. 
hard coal producers of tl:.e Com.m"'...mity of Six is more than made up 
• 
for by competition with. impor·~od fo.cms of oner~J and natural gea. f 
84t Movements of coal bet~1een the Federal Republic and· Great Britain reveal 
that there has so far been virtuc.lly no markBt for O:~:r;nrm coal in Great 
Britain. The· small quantities of Germat'J, coal supplied· tq Great Britain are 
mainly coking coal which is used in British coking plants as a blendihg 
additive. Although the German aids are higher than the British ones, Germ~ 
coal is not likely to interfere with cales of Brit~.sh coal within Great 
Britain. The rep.son for tl' .. is is ·~hat production costs of Bl;'i tish coal are 
considerably lower than in the German· coc:.l mining :I.ndustry ( 1) ... 
85. Nor is it likely, bn tije coal market of the Federal. Republic, that the 
r.elati vely .higl1er German aj.ds w:U 1 interfere with .sales of .I3ri tish coal 
in 1973. Supplies of British coal to the German mar~et will be 
.( ~) '£he exact comparabil~ ty of _production costs is currently under 
discussion:'by the Hestern European Coal Produce:rs' Research Com .. 
mittee~ Final results are not yet available. 
• 
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considerably higner than in 1972 (see Appendix, Table 10). The position 
of British coal on the German markot::is difficult, not because the 
aids for German coal are relatively higher but because British coal 
at delive~prices has~ meet competition from imported coal from third 
countries and competition from fuel oil. The same adjustment has to 
be rriado by Germau."l coal.., 
In the light of the above circumstances it becomes- apparent that German 
aids granted in 1973 will not interfere with }he proper functioning 
/ 
of the Common Market in coal (Art. 3t § 1,,-Sub_;parac. 1 of Decision No. 
3/71) • 
. .. . 'c') As regards the pricing of German coai, the volume of transactions con-
cluded in 1972 at aligned prices_fose in comparison .. with 1~71 (see 
Appendix, Table 11)" The incre,i~-e ir1 transactions at ali~ed prices 
is particularly marked in ~lles of derman coal to Northern France, 
:Belgium and the Netherlan~s" frho reasons for this l'lill be carefully 
investigated when dealing with the aids for these countries • 
d) Und.er .l'i.rt. 37 § 1, Sub-para. 2 of Decision No. 3/71, examination must 
86. 
be mc:tde of the pricing of German coal. The two princip_al coal consumers ar\ 
coking plants and power stations. 
The list prices for coking coal - not taking into account supplements 
or red1-1.ctions fol"' quality - are as follows : 
. (in DM/t) 
from 1 Jano- 1971 on 1 Jan. 1212 om 1 Sept,:...l2]l_ 
Ruhrkohle AG 92.,00 96.00 101.50 
Saarberg1ilerke 96.00 100~.50 106.00 
Aachen 90.00 95.00 102.00 
In a communication of September 1972 to tho associations of the ECSC 
coal mining and iron and steel industries, the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities announced that the Community had in autumn 1972 im-
ported supplies of coking coal from countries with a free market eco-
nomy at a price of ~ 24.20 per tonne ( = 77.90 DM/t) cif ARA. Recent 
-- --~·--~------- _:_____~ ' .,._ (- .i . • • 
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details on the cif import price in US 8; are not officially available, 
as Community undertakings have ct~ed declaring their cif import prices 
now that Dec.ision No. 70/1 on coking coal has lapsed. It is likely 
however, to rise further to $ 26 per tonne by summer 1973. The floating 
of the DM and the US $ (2.45 DM = US $ l) will mean in any event that 
cif import prices expressed in DM will in 1973 be col1sl.derably lower 
than the list prices for coking coal produced. by the Gez·me.n coal mining 
industry. 
German list prices for steam ooa1 - not taking into account supplements 
or reductions for quality - are as follows : (in DM/t) 
Ruhrkohle ·Aa 
Saarbergwerke 
from 1 Jan., J~lli on 1 Jan.l972 
91.00 95.00 
94·50 98~50 '"' 
· on l Sept. 1973 
99.60 
103.70 
·These steam coal prices .ar(:J f;u• higher than the eqtdvelen:t·w.ice-:fo~ .. im-
ported.: coal or fuel oil. l.l c;.mmer 1973 the price c,f .fuel oil deli-
ver~d to the power r:.:·x~'~·swas approximately 75 ·· 30 m4/t ce. Appli-
cation of the two 11Elect:y-·iu:·. ty-from-Coal Laws~r proi·~·.:.~'~'=~ a legislative 
assurance that aids for o~.c:r.;;~_;ricity from coal.(210 r:d.U.ion DM, cf. 
page II/ 46) will not remJ.1.-t; in the deliveh.rl prices fc·r Community coal 
exceeding the equivalent l:;.~·icc for fuel oil. 
87. f.l.s a result of tha oil c:r:i .. ~:; :3 ivhich began in Octo bet' 1:773 and the 
subsequent raising of the ~;;:r.·1;;.,:_e oil price by the OPEC countries, the 
price ~;:>f heavy fuel oil Y:,~.r::: ?J so risen sharply. 1-l.. result of this could 
be a. :reduction in aids to otElD.m coal. It is unlikely that this aid 
will be cut completely in 1973 1 since the considerable gap existing in 
September 1973 between the p'r."oduction cost . of German steam coal1 W'l4 
fuel oil prices must .firs+, br~ closed_ before, the rele'Vant ai4s·,~an.:, 
be stoppod 
;•. 
• 
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88. The co:r ~·.usion prompted by ~hi ~ove details is that German coking coal 
and st·e~ coal prices will 'n~\ l:~ad to the indirect aiding of industr~al 
coal con13'umers in 1973 and ~a:r;e·r~~ consistent with the provisicbna of· 
l~t. 3, § 1, Sub-para 2 of De~isio~ No.· 3/71. 
~e) The clos~e of five unprofitable pits in the German coal mining in~ 
dustry rqpresents a rationalization measure in 1973 and a further 
concontr€\.tion of production on the most productive pits. In relati9~ 
to the other Con~unity countries also (see Appendix, Table 12) the 
production pattern in the Federal Republic is incree,singly leadii+g 
to the cqnoentratj_on of Community production on those coo,lfields With 
tho most productive pits (Art. 3, § 1, Rub-para 3 of Decision No. 3,/7~). 
:if) It may tnus be concluded that the German measures to ass::.st the coal 
rnit1ing i:p.dustry are compatible with the pro~er functioning of the 
Common rdJ?.rket. 
4. £ummary 
~~. Direct .aids requested for 197 3 to assist the German coal mining in-
dustry under Decision NP. 3/71 are shown in the table below • 
Relev,: 
Art. qf 
Decis:i,.or 
No.3/Vl 
Art. ~ 
'!" (', 
.Art. 7SJ 
. ..}· 
h.rt •. 7§. 
C': 
Art~ 9 
Aid amout·-~H 
Measure Total p .. t.,J?,roduced 
mill.DM mill u.a. DM u.a. 
-Aktionsgemeinschaft 96.0 29.8 0.95 0.29 
-Drainage costs 30.0 9.3 0.30 0.09 
Investment aid 160.0 49·7 1.58 o.49 
Miner's premium 110.0 34.2 L08 Oo~i$ 
Payment of redemption in .... 
-
atalmente 56.9 17.7 0.56 0.18 
Total .A.rts. 6-9 of Decision No. 3/71 452.9 140.7 4·47 1.39 
Figures in $ US I 
=l=~-~-~~~i=~ffi================~~~~~2============~==~~~&====== 
Pro memoria: 
Coking coal aids (1) 'U.Ii,d~+ Decision ~o. 73.287 
production aid 
sales Edd 
585 million DM 
73 milJLm DM 
658 milJT7)n DM = 
204o 2. ;nil lion u.a. 
========~~.:=.-:========= 
(1) Provisional figures 
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B. BEL'JIUM 
~. ) . 
1. Direct measures 
90. Direct aids to\the~coai· mining lndustry.envisaged by the :.Pelgian 
Government for 1913 are financi~ aids previously _provided_ in 1972, 
which are grarit.ed in accordance ~ith. the provisio~s set out in a 
. J 
HSpecificatiOn11 .. 
.... Costs of .pumping to remove ground 1111ater 
- Ai.ds for.min~rs' vocational training 
- Investment aicts 
- Coverage of outstanding operating losses 
.. ~ . 
million Dfrs 
50.0 
7.6 
218.1 
6,603.0 
2,. £2!2.sistenc of the direct- measures to·: assist the Dkl ,i!l-n coal mining 
industry with the provisions of Arts. ~9 of Decision No.·3Z71 
a) Costs of pumpin6 to remove ground water 
91. This aid, totalling 50.0 million Bfrs, is to he pe,id in 1973 to the 
undertaldng "Esperance et Bonne Fortune 91 in the Southern ·coalfield. 
This undertaldng is contel1ding with penetration by ground wate;r:- f:r.om 
tpe Gosson-ICessales No. 2 pit closed in .l.966 .... and .th€ Patience et 
Beauj.onc t 1Bure au:x: femmes 1: pit closed in 1969. The Be-lgian Government 
' ' 
comm~ication specifies that the aid will only be paid up to the amount 
I 
.of the cost incurred by ground water drainage· al"l'd' duly substantiated; 
' . ' 
.r:Esperance et Bonne Fortunet~ must submit statem?n~~ of expend.i ture 
on this to the Belgian Government. The aid is thus cons~stent with 
Art. 6, § l,.Sub-para• 2 'of Decision No. 3/71. 
b) Idds f-;,r minero' vocatiOl1al trainin&; 
92. For 1973 the Belgian Government proposes to refund to coal mining 
undertakings _.part __ of ~_he ?OS~s. ip.<?urrect py th_es~ .. f.-or the vocational 
training of mine workers. The Belgian coal mini~g industry expended 
some 40.million-Dfrs for this purpose in 1:971' "lith 474 mine workers 
receiving training. Expe~q~JH-:r'C. for 1973 will be about the same. Payment 
of aid totalling 7. 6 mill'i~;,··B~J:'S ~ii1 thus cover about 19 7~ of this 
expendi tur.e-
') ' ;,f 
• 
• 
• 
• 
~ I 
.. , ' 
:.:• 
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This aid is thus consistent with Art. 7, § 3 of Decision No. 3/71. 
c) Investment &.ids 
93. Investment aids -total envise,ged for 1973 : 218.1 million Bfrs-
will only be granted for pits and further processing plants which 
are .not intended for clo.sure in 1973. 'Ihe aid is paid for investment 
projects individually. 
Aid amounts payable to the ur1dertakings will cover all cr part of 
dc.pi tal cxpendi turG for the production ·or up...:.greding of coal. 
' ' 
The Belgian Governmen:t has announced the following investment projects 
l'..id 
'j• 
Ccmpine :. coalfi?ld : 
Loading e~uipment 
.ldcl 
amount 
million Bfrs 
roadway naulage~,_k_i.p_s ____ ~3~6_._o_··----
Crushing equipment, 
de-dusting flotation 
Total 157.0 
amount 
!!8-_llion Bfrs 
So~tJll;Belgian coalfield : 
Rai 1 wa3r fJ.aulage, 
working areas .16.6 
Crushing equipment,fil-
tering plants flotation 41.7 
Rescue·· Centre, ground 
water drainage 
Total 
2.8 
61.1 
No reduced-interest loans as defined 'in ~rt. 54 of the ECSC Treaty 
are t)eing applied for in respect of t'hese investment projects. 
account of the above criteria, the proposed investment aid is 
Taking/with the previsions of !J.rl. 7', § 2 of Decisr8R8W~ 9~J71. 
d) .Aids to cover operating .losses .· :.:,_ 
94. TC?:.king as .a basis the provisions of ·.;.\rt. 9 of Decision No. 3/71, 
authorization of the. aid to 'cover ,.o~~tatihg ·i6sses requires consider-
• ~ > ~ ~~ ' .•. "· • . ' 
ation of the following amounts envimiged for 1913 : (in million Bfrs) 
Campine South Tbtal 
Coalfield Coalfield 
Coverage of operating losses 6,603.0 
============================~==~====== 
.. ~ ,· 
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In 1972 the total for: both coalficl~s was 5,237.2 million Bfrs; the 
figure for 1973 is 26. i% highe;." The aid per t,onne of production comes 
to 482 Bfrs for the Campine Coalfield ~~~ 1,075 Bfrs for the South 
Belgian Coa.lfield. The Commission has already drawn attention to the 
unusuc:.lly high amount of aid sought for the Belgian coal mining indus- • 
try in its "Supplementary Report en Fina11cia1·')!easures by }~ember States 
to assist to Coal Ivli.ning ·Industry in 1972" ('see Doc• No.XVII/271/1/72). 
For 1973 the aid amounts per tonne for the two· coalfields show the 
following changes : 
~ds to oove~~es (Bfrs per t produce~ 
Campine Coalfield South Belgian Coalfield Total 
. 1972 
1973 
Change 
292 
482 
+ 65;:; 
970 
1,075 
+ 11~~ 
499 
660 
+ 32% 
It is clear from thic that the financie,l position has worsened, pax-ti-
oularly in the Campine Coalfield. Assuming the exchange rate of the 
US dollar against the Belgian franc to be 1:35, 1973 aids for the 
Crunpine Coalfield total ¢ .13.77 per tonne and~ 30.71 per tonne for 
the South Belgian Coalfiel'd. 
Under Art. 9 of Decision No. 3/71, aid amounts to cover losses must 
be examined--on the basis of the·f< llowing· c:ri-teria: 
t 
• Prevent.icn of serious economic e,nd social d:isttQ.\ba.nces in the regions 
where th.e coalfields al;'e 1oce.ted (Llrt. 9, § lt Sub-para~o 1), 
. ' . . 
·- The aid may ·at most CQver the difference be"f!·ween cos-ts and revenue 
(..ll..rt. 9, §. 2) • .. 
<1.} .: .. s regards prevention of serious ooor1~!rti-~~~~ s09,_!_~i .. di§.turl;>anoes 
95· . in the regions where the coalfields are located, it should be 
~entioned first c;md f¢~~ffl9{;lt that, without excep~ion the Belgian pits 
~uid not ·be via.bl~,:~ft~~~t ~ids to make good;. their·operatii.1g-losses. 
: )··}\'}. ;!):;-, 
In 1972, perfomance-~i~ile;;>fevenue amounted to only 63. 77; of the full 
costs of pits in the C~pi~~ Coalfield and only 43~;; in the South Belgian 
' ' ! ' ' I • i:·' • -~· .:· • 
Coalfield. 
···.;' 
~i t .. ~· :·.~· . . -· 
96. Secondly it has be~~ hot.~~-,th~t, manpower in 1972 fell from 15,900 to 
14,300 men in the ~~uth.B,~l~.J·· Coal:field (- 11.2%) and from 21,300 
;:~. -~\ : .. _l . ·,~; :r~ ~ _ 'I} ';!:· -~~ 
. 1{ ,. 
t • 
.,>• 
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to 20,000 me~ in ~he Campine ··Coalfield (-6.~0). Belgian coal pro-
duction declined from 11.0 million-tin 1971 to 10 .. 5 million tin 
1972. Procluction for 1973 is expcct.ed to be less than 10 million t. 
The Belgian Government has decided to close four pits in 1973 in the 
South Belgian Coal:Ci.el_d, so that· on~y twelve pits remain in production 
by the end of 1973. Th,e_se closures wi~l affect some 4,000 workers. In 
comparison to previous yeers, when manpower was reduced by 2,000 -
3,000 men por year, the South Belgian Coalfield closures plarmed for 
1973 will accelerate the pace of manpower cuts which, in view of the 
very high aids required by this coalfield, appears appropriate and 
necessary. 
As regards the Campine Co~lfiel_d, the Belgit".n Government pointed out 
t.hat. only five large pro'duction units are still operating in this 
coalfi~ldo:o Since it is not possible to close the pits gradually, 
workers are made redundant in large batches. In 1973 production is 
to be cut back by 0.5 million t, and some 2 7000 underground workers 
will be made redundant. l:.ccord.i11g to the Belgian Government a higher 
number of redundc'i.!lcies would not be justifiable as yet 1 since regional 
and sodal difficulties should be avoided at all cost.s·. 
97. In view of these social conditions in the Belcif'.l1 re;:,;ions Hherc the 
coalfields nre located, the aid requested fer 1973 to cover operating 
losses can be considered, purely formally speaking, a.s consistent with 
the provisions of .. l.rt. 9, § 1, Sub-para. 1 of Decision l'To. 3/71. 
Th~ Commis~~cn.emphasi.zes_ forcefully, howeve:r, that the Belgie.n 
Government must take en~rgetic and effective steps to make its coal-
field economically viable. ~~eduction must be increased, in view 
of the exorbitantly high aid gran~ed. As in 1972 the Commission thus 
repeats that the South Belgian Coalfield no longer has any hope of 
surviving and that production in this coalfield should be stopped 
as soon as possible. The sharp increase in the 1973 aids also gives 
the Carnpine Coalfield cause for seri.o.v.s ,conce:rr:t. Although this 
coalfield is an important producer of coking coal for coke supplies 
to the Belgian steel industry~ it would appear approprie.te to 
I 
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revise the production targets set .f'or 1975 in the "1970 Coal Programme" 
and intensify measures towards structu,ral :peorganization. Decision 
No. 3/71 offers no basis in law for the long-term maintenance of 
production. 
d2) The following criterion concerns ~valuation of the ampunt applied fo~ 
on the basis of the difference bet11>reen production costs and revenue. 
According to the Commission the Belgian coal mining industry's operating 
losses in 1973 will total some 8.600 million ]frs. 
I 
. Camp_ine South Belgian Total 
Coalfield 
million Bfrs/t iiiillion Bfrsjt million Bfrsft 
Bfrs Bfrs Bfrs 
Expected pit ope-
rating losses in ~4,500.0 
- 643 -4,100.0 -1,367 -8,600.0 -860 
1973 
Aid requested to 
3,377'•4 cover 1973 opera- 4~2 3,225.6 1,075 6,603.0 660 
iJ.lg losses 
\ 
Aid to coking . ~'· • • •• • • • f .. ' '· . ~ •• 
coal (1) . -.. 
· Release from cats 
. '· 
't" .. · 
.. 
as a re.sul t of aid 
under Art. 7 ~ 2 
-
.... 
- - ' - -
..!1rt. 7 3 6.7 1 0.9 0 7.6 1 
Total aid's 3,384.1 4&3 3,226.5 1,075 6, 61'0. 6 661 
Result after 
-1,115.9 I -160 - 873,51 - 291 - 1,989.~ -199 payment of aid ! I 
'·· (1) Figures not yet available 
The above figures· ·s:how that· aids applied for to cover operating losses 
in 1973 t-till be lower than the difference between the pits' full pro-
duction costs and revenue· and are thus consistent with Art. 9,§ 2 of 
Decision No. 3/71. 
· d ) It may be concluded from the above observaticns that the. aids to cover 3 
operating losses ap:plie\i ;tor by the Belf$ia.n ·Government for 1973 are 
consistent ·with th~ ~rovis:J.ons' of ,."..rt. 9 of Decision No 3/71. 
. . "\ . ~ •. ' 
;- : 
,. ' t . '1, ~' 
• 
• 
• 
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3. Compatibility of the Bel,gian measures with the proper functioning 
of the Common l~arket 
98. To decide whether the Belg-ian mee,sures. are compatible with the proper 
functioning of the Common Market (~rt. 3, § 1 of Decision No. 3/71), 
examination must be made not only of aids covered by.and applied for 
und~r Decision No. 3/71, but of all other measures to assist the coal 
mining industry (Art. 3, § 2 cf Decision No. 3/71). 
.. · 
Fc·r tlie ~ur::1cses of c0mpc-.. rison 1,ri th ot-hor Community cmmtries, the 
relevant figures are shown· in a summary table. (see f..:;pendix 7 Tc,blo 9). 
It is clear frcm tl1eso tl:at totD.l ~;::,ids requested fer the Jelgian coal 
mining industry in 1973 will be 145.5 million u.a. or 14.55 u.a. t; 
compared with 1972 they· have thus risen by 24.3 /a per tonne produced . (1), 
•rlJ.e amount of e.id reqnested for 1973 for. the Belgian coal mining indust1',J 
is the highest in the Community. 
99· .. 'l.s regards the compatibility Gf the Belgian aid total -vri th the proper 
functioning of the Common l1arket, the follO't'Jing points may be noted : 
a) Consistency with the totJnage forecasts drawn up for the individual 
Belgie~ coalfields and undertakings for 1973, with regard to the 
Communi tyts overc~ll supply position for coke and coal means that 
the requirements of lrto 3, § 1, Sub-p~ra. 1 of Decision Nco 3/71 
are met. 
b) The pattern of intra-community tracle in coal (see .A:?P031c1ix, Tc,ble 10) 
ohotv-s that Belt;ian ooal expol"ts to other countries of the Community 
will fall sharply in comparison . with 1972. Belgian coal imports 
from other Commuxli ty countries ~rill fall from 3.4 million tonnes in 
1972 ·to 3 .. 1 mfiii'6n- tonnes in 1973. The decline in Belgian exports 
is due to a drop in production, whilst the decrease in Belgian coal 
· irliports ·may bo attributed to. compcti tion from coal imported from 
:third countries,. which provides a steadily increasing proportion 
of Tielg'ian coal supplies •. t..s a result, there is not likely to be 
~y disruption of the pattern of the coal tonnaGes traded between 
Belf,'ium and the other Community countries in 1973 (:1-rt. 3, § 1, 
Sub-para .. 1 of Decision No. 3/71). 
(1) Excluding aids to coking coal. 
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c) Pricing for Belf,"i!ln coal in 197.2 did not include any price 
alignmonts on cheap supplies of Comnn.mi ty coal (see .ll.ppendix, 
Tabla 11). 
:+OO. ''rho feet that B0l~an aids. were so high prompted the Commission to 
make.a careful examination of the coal price problems on the Belgian 
market. A number of German undort~kings recciying considorably lower 
aids had protested, sayin~ that BelGian cca! ~rices wero very low so 
that the Germru1 p=oducers were forced to sel~ at greatly reduced 
prices in orcler to stay in the market. 
101. Investigation of the problem requires strict separation of cause 
.. 
and effect. Tac hibh Belgian subsidies are tho effect, not the cause 
of the low Belc;ian prices. The cause is the competition offered "\Jy 
alternative forms of energy such as coal and fuel oil imported from 
third CO'Ul'ltries. rt is shown under Point d below that the Belgian 
coal prices are not lower than the equivalent prices for imported 
energy and thus do not result in tho indirect aiding of industrial 
coal consumers in Belb~Um. For details of the market in house coal 
the reader if ~eferr~.to Part I of this Memorandum (see page I/11) • 
• 
d) under Art. 3, § 1 Sub-para. 2 of Decision No. 3/71 an ~xamination 
must be made to see whether or not the aids requested for 1973 will 
lead to the indirect aiding of industrial consumers. The two most 
important ndustriel consumers of coal are coking plants and 
I 
power stations. 
The basis to be taken in examininr; the C,Oki~g coal _pr~ces is the 
relatienship of Belgian to .~.'i.merica.n coal prices. 'l'he comparati ~ 
prices appear as followS ~n Bfrs/t an~ ignorin0 quality differen-
ces) 
?rice of US ·coking coal 
rrices 
on List p~L'ice Discount Het price cif .Llntwerp 
at pi~-head at pit-head 
1.6.71 1,,145 - 1,145 mid-71 1,250 
1 .. 1.72 1,145 
-
1,145 beginning of 72! 1,125 
1.1.73 1,145 
-
1,145 end of 1972. l 1,075 mid-l213 970 
- ~ • •:, ~- '•, ~- • ~ • ' I 
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102. According to Belgian :figt:{re:s, the· ci:f import price of US coking 
coal was·~ 24 .. 40/t at the end of'l972 1 i.e. about 1,075 Bfrs. More 
are .... : · ,. 
recent fie::urcs only unofficial. They show that doll.a.r p:rices for 
imported US cold11g· coal are t:ending slightly upwards. In 1973, 
however, Belgium also received its first supplies of cheap .l' .. ustralian 
coal. Deve,lue.tion of the US·~ means that the cif price for tJS coking 
coal in summer 197.3 -r.rorks out at about 970 Dfrs/t. The price express·:;C. 
in Belgia..."'l francs h:1.s thus fallen ( s·ee preceding table). 
;.\s the list prices for Belgian coking coal are consic~erably hiGher, 
the Belgian producers r:~a:nt price discounts, lr>rhich mes..n.s less revenue 
for the mines. In any event 1 Belgian pricing for coking coal does not 
infringe the provisions of Art. 3, § 1 of Decision 1-To. 3/71. 
103. List prices for Belgian steam coal appear as follows 
) 
Prices on nuts 2 5 ' 
' 
Hl.~h vpl~;tile. H1W~.Yolati1o. nulis 
Bfrs ' Index Bfrs Index 
.• ,...T 
l -~··i' .. 
1 June 1971 , 005. 100.0 1,095 100.0 I ... t ,/ I 
1 Jan. 197_2 1,095 100.0. 1,095 100.0 I 
l.Jb.n. 1973 1,095 100.0 l 1,095 100.0 I I 
-· -
... 
1 
Discounts en the list prices are given in the case of deliveries to 
povre:r ~:tations. Under ~he Belgian eners'Y price pool :fbr power station 
fuei supplie~, these discounts create a.uniform price per thermal unit 
for the various energy sources useda rPrice uniformity- based 
011 delivered. pr.~oes to. pov1er stations, including freight - is arri-
ved at r.nain::.r from ~he comparative prices for coal em.d fuel oil. The 
pattern in prices for hea~7 fuel oil has evolved as follows 
January 1972 
October 1972 
July1973 e.pprox" 
¢/t fuel oil ~e 
13.46 
10.96 
12.00 
~s ~. re~ult of he~~JP~~pluses, prices for heavy fuel oil dropped 
sharply in 1972, which meant that revenue from deliveries of Delcian 
power s·bation coal also went down. From 1973 onwards prices rose 
e.gain to some extent, but up to autumn the recovery was by no means 
as marked as the ecrlier decreases. 
~- ·. ,. --_-
L_ ___ ,"---·-·-
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· · Under the ::Sel&;ii:'.n .ene:rgy ,p~ice pool, the deliveredprices for Belf:;ian 
·power stat:i.o,n qoal.wel,'e'·l'?J.sed accord.incly. Prices can be expected 
to rise again. from. Octo:b~·r/Nqvember a,s fuel oil prices were increased .. 
abruptly as :a. resul-t. of thE}.. oil crisis. It is not possible at p~esent 
. to assess how fer th,is will penni t the. operating losses of the Belgian 
coal mining industpy and consequently the amount of aids t;X'a!fted to be 
cut .•. In any event the Belgian p;ric~s system, be.sed on the energy pool, 
means the,t B.elgian prices for pow~rstation coal arc constantly adapted 
to the fuel oil prico current at the time~ 
104. The above observations show tnat the. pricing system for Belgian steam 
' ,I ' ,· 
coal entails no infringe~$ntqf. the provisions of Art. 3, § 1 of Decision 
No. 3/71. 
:,Y\.l 
;:. ; : ~: •. :_ . ~~··· 
e) The rationalization and 'b9nbentration of production on the most 
productive pits irdll.ba- ensured in 1973 by the closure of four 
unprofitable pits in the· Southern· Coe.lfield. In .relation 1;o the 
other Community countries ·also· (see .. 1.ppendix Table: 12), the development 
of Belg~an coal production means that Community production 
singly concentrating. on countries with the most productive 
{:trt. 3, § 1·, Suh-+para. ~ of Decision ~To. 3/71). 
is increa-
pits 
f) The problem of proventingserious economic and social disturbances 
in the Belginn :r:ef,ions where_ the coalfields are loce.ted has already' 
been commented on earlier (see page_ II/62). 
•, 
g) It may be ste,ted in conelusion that the Bel£,"ie.n measures plann.ed· 
for 1973 ere competible with the pro.per functioning of tho Common 
Market. 
4· .§ummary 
105. Indirect aids to the Belbian coal mining industry requested for 1973 
under Decision No. 3./71 are summarized in the following table : 
i ', 
" ; :.,.•; 
• 
-• 
Relevant • 
- II/69 ~ 
.. 
Article . ! Cam pine 
of·Decision Measure 
No. 3/71 Total pert .. 
amounts produco~ed_ 
- million 
Bfrs Bfrs 
Art. 6 Payment of pumping costs 
-
-.· 
! 
Art 7 § 2 Investment aid 157.0 22.43. 
§3 Aid for miners' vocational 
training 6.7 ·n.96 
·. 
Art. 9 Coverage of losses 3377 .4· 482.49 
. 
~ . - . . . . . . . 
Tqta.l:Arts. 6.:..9_ofDecisl.on 
.. · 
lTo. 3/71 · · ·~ . . . 3541.1 ·505.88 
Total ~mounts··in u;a~ . 72.3 10.33 
Figures in·SUS " ) 
.. ( $1 = 35 Bfrs) 101.2 14.46 
Pro JPemoria: 
Aid to coking coal (~) 
(1) Figures not yet ava~lable. ., · .• ~ 
V' 
. -~ 
XVII/381/1/73 . 
•• 
S~uth.Belgian 
Coalfield · Total 
.'~ 
Total ·per t Total · per t 
am01L'>lts productea· ·. a.'nounts .. 
. 
million million 
Bfrs Bfrs Bfrs Bfrs 
. 
50.0 
-
16.67 50.0 5.00 
• 
61.1 20.37 . 218.1 21.81 
.. 
0.9 0.37 ·. 7.6 0~76 
' 
3225.6 1075-20 6603.0 660.30.' 
337.6 1112.54 6878.7 687 .87_·· . 
. ·. 
68.1 22.70 1401t5 14.04 
.. 
95·4 . 31.80 196.6 . 19.66 
-
~ 
c • 
·. ~·--
• 
• 
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C , FRANCE 
1o Direct measures 
106. The French Government· ·has applied for ~uthorisation to grant the following 
direct aids in 1973 : 
2. 
Aid to reduce the total interest payable by 
Charbonnages de France 
Aid to cover extraordinary structural 
reo~ganization costs 
Aidto.cover operating losses (1) 
- .. Additional aid· to cov~; ;~-~i.nil'lg or 
new financial losses 
34.6 million FF 
. 't 
155.0 million FF 
. ' . . . " ' . . . . . '.~.-- '" -~- .. , ·~ ... "'\ 
1,043.0 million FF 
. '.•' 
125.0 million FF 
All the above .measures ~e a continuation of aids previously gTanted and 
paid; in 1972 • 
Cons is~Uf, the direct i IJ}~sureLj;~~ist the, Frep.ch coal Illin,!.np; ind~~£'!. 
~!h_the, I-rovisions of Arts. 6-9 of Dcci~ion No .. 3/1.1 a 
. . ~ ~ 
... ..... -~•·"' . ' ~' .. ~ ... ,., .. 
107. The increase :from 16~9 million FF (19(2) to ,34.6 million Ff., (1973) in the 
aid to re•luce.· the tot'a1 interest peyabie by Charbpnnag~s ,q.e Erc\:·lC~ is 
occ~sioned by the payment of special premiums for loans.cantra:cted in 
. previous years which come to an end in 1973. 
The aid in question is the application of a general f110J:~~.~ to. assist 
''CharbolJnages de France" -~d should be assess·'eii or.i the bas~s, nbt 9f 
:Oecisic•n lToo 3/71, but .of A~: •. 67 of the' ECSC· Treaty, This "!lC2-~.'ure will 
then be consi-stent with the Treaty, provided it entails :t:J.one of t_h~ 
effects described in Art. >67 :paras.· 2 and 3~ ·If this is the case', the 
. ' ·_: 
measure must be examined .J·or, it~:r effe·cts on. the. c~mpeti-+;;ivo position of 
F:rencl:t c:::>al in the Community, in that part of the l•Iemoranlum 'tvhich deals 
(1) 'D.'~;<:~~~:;r;;·-:y~_ ~;tiTITon Fit, aid to reduce the price of powe~ s·t:at~o:n coal. 
rr·:tc-t·.~ vT;-·s rJ:>t indicated separately, being simply a point of accom.::ting 
procod' . .re. 
-'---- ~- - ,' '( J - .... -., " ·~- ._,.' ·J '~ . .:, -;_: --·-- --- - --- --··---- -~-- _:" __ :.:_ ___ ,_r- __ ...:.~ _____ --.:.:.·...:....... ___ _,__•_: __ .:..:;__~~ 
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with tl.~.e consistency of the French financial measures with the criteria 
set fo:r the proper functioning of the Common Market (sec page ./ ;i4 
hereafter) • 
. b) ·~.to cover extraordinary s.tructural reorganize.tion costs 
108. The proposed amount of 155.0 million FF will be j;)e-id directly to 
Charbonnages de J.i'rance as a slia..te.-owned undertaking working fo.r the 
French Government, in order to pet-mit more rational implementation of 
social programmes for redundant or prematurely retired mine workers. 
·· : P-robable expend.i ture by Charbortri~ges de France breaks down among the 
various coal· fields as fola>ows : (in million FF) 
1 • Extraordinary· 'expenditure 
for miners made redundant 
by; c~o~ure~ 
Nord/Pas..;. 
Calais 
26.8 
de..: Lo:r;-raine· 
.·. 
: 
6.8 
Centre- Total 
Midi 
20.4 54.0 
2. Premature retirement 48.7 5-5 14.8. 69.0 
' 3. Fuel oil payments to 
prematurely retired miners 0.5 0.2 )0. 3 1.0 
.. ,. ' 
.. ..,, ....... 
. . -.. 
"·-·4. · Ret if>e~~n~· ::a;dju,stment pay~· 1 
109 .. 
'.; 
.. .. , 
11 ~;o ···· ··· ... . .. '"'"'4~'5 ... 9'~5. . .. 31.0 
ments under the .O_'._A.]j[.. . ... 
system 
-------,~·._ ........ 
Total 
... .. ... 
' .. ,11M .. : 1"·,: .. :.. .......... 
93o0 1 17 .o 45.0 155.0 
Sirtce .th.~ aboV~ ... ~.ridiai mel:!.nures apply ·lio .!.persons ··no -longer connected with 
the .min~hg · ind1.h:rtry, e:xp0:1d.:i :_,::i.re incurted by Cher-uor.mat~-es de F1·ance for 
these is not regr.rde-1 as o:;;,e:"c-ting e~;·:pm:f .. i htre anr .. is not i'1cl''.ded with 
production costs.. On the cc: .. 1-t:.-:'::~ry, th3y are mec,sur'3s of a p1;rely social 
nat-.:.xe which .. recefve partial finr-;,ncing from the Commissi~n ·J.ridcr .Al!t.t.-56 
of the Treaty. The aid is des.i(~n8d to cO'iTer expenditure l·ihich is not 
i . 
directly conn.ecte~ with ;·oal prod~ct:ion and sales. 
j • • : 
The ab~ve details sho~ the ~~~Uz.esto be. 'consistent with the provisior.s of 
. Art. 6, . para •. 1 , s:ub· ... :para.. 1 ~f ;~ci's ion No.· 3/'71 · . 
. . 
. J 
':; 
• 
• 
.. 
... --~ 
', I·;·• '·-. ' ' ~ 
• 
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c) Aids to cover opera,t :i.ng losses 
.·" . . ~.. . .... . ... " .. . . . .,.. ··~· .. 
·;, 
110.. As in 1972 ~he J?rench Govez:_nmertt has e~v:isaged two forms of aid {or 1973 
~u cover colliery operating losses : 
- an aid paid to each coalfield individually and' calculatea on the basis 
of the current profits position of the varibus coalfields; 
1 .. 
2. 
- an aid paid exclusively to the central coalfields administration 
(Charbonnages de .France) and designed to cover ·any residuei1 losses 
__ paya'Qle by ~he .administra,t.~qn .. and to prevent financial losses from 
.. ·~ . . .. . ' . 
. in,cre9-s ing cis: a. result of .new ili:t;e.z;est lia'b.il it if;s on the new credits 
.'": ., ~ . ... : ;. . , ·: . ' . . . . . : ..... : :. . . .. • .. . ., .. ·'r ~ .. 
_taken up.. This aid, then., is not· paid t.o. the: :coalfields .. 
The following table shows the aid. amounts envisaged for 1973. ! ·. 
Nord/Pas- Lorraine i Centre- Total 
de-Calais 
r 
Midi 
Aids to cover coalfields' ( 1 ~ 
operating losses (million FF1 488 .. 0 270·4· 286.6 Jt043 .. 0 
·' ,. 
per t produced (FF) 42 .. 43 24 .. 36 54o00 37a38 
. . .. 
. . .. . 
Additional aid to c'over .. '( 
... 
.,. 
. ..... 
. ,, 
residual and new financial ·· : : .. .. <"; ';'' I '. ,· J' .. 
los~es incurred by the central 
....... ,., 
.. 
administration of Charbonnages j 
,. 
•·' '. •,,.. 
de France .. (million FF) ' 1~5 .. 0 ·:',\. . . 1: ~ ·. 
per t produced: (FF) 4-48 
.... 
' ... 
Total aids to cover losses : •' 
-· ... 
"' •.. .............. ... ~· .. 
...•.. , ......... 
(million FF-j ..... ,. 
.·• 
1,198.0 
per t produced (FF) I I 41.86 
' 
i 
111. Under Art. 9 of Decision No. 3/71 the aid amounts sho~m in the above 
table must be eJk~ined on the bgsis of the following criteria : 
- Preventicn of serious economic and social. disturbances in the coal 
mining ragio:tlBJ(Art. 9. para. 1, Sub-para. 1) 
- The aid may at most oover the difference between costs a~d revenue 
(Arto 9, para .. 2). 
(1) Including 74a0 million FF for power station coal. 
1 
k- ----~_[:_·· ~- - ______ ___!_ 
-" -\-
~s rega!jds l?,r.eveni; ion of serious economic· a@.. sgqial. 4~tttW"Sb$knoefi" i~ 
cer~aiq french regions where coalfields are located, ~t ~hould Qe mentioned 
first t~na .fo:r.emost -that y: o.:lmost" wi thou.-t; · exe.eptiop. ".,· thQ ·lPl'eriqh "pit~ '",t.fO~ld~ not 
• !'" .. 
l:>e ~v;~ple unless subsid.iZE,1d• <l~n 1973 ~verage performanc~-re~at~q 
revonuQ f.'or the French pits wil+l. proba,bly cover only some 60.to 65%~f 
• ~ '·' ' f 
total nroduotion costs. 
l'?. 
'12. """ Se·oop.d~y" i.t should ·be ·noted. that a 1977 product iop. target of 18 m~ll :\,on 
({I ' ' ' '• 
. torm,es ~h~s J;?.e.e~, ~et. In all probability thi~ mea:ns that total manpow,e:r in 
.".,·" .. the Fl .. ~[l9h coal mining industry 1-rill fall to"· about:·50,000· men•· ·:compared to 
the tota:J, l~bo~ force" of· some :.100,000 men :a.t the end. of 197-2 this means a.n 
'(. " " " 
annu.al,'feduction of some 10,000 men. Cutf:l in 1973 ~ill probably be 8,000 
to 9, OQO,-: men. " The pattern for past years mhows that manpowe:z:; has been redu~ed 
by about·10tOOQ men per ye~, 
·,,. 
The Frep9h Oovernm~nt has p~ovided the Commission with overall employm~nt 
: . ..,, ........ figure~: -~o~.:.j::\;a:· oe·~··"mining·· industry· .. ·-and ha~ also announced th¢ probabl,e 
i closu:i'EJ· ~n 1973. of six pit~:/ in the N9rd/Pa::i..;:de-calais ~d Centr,e..-Midi 
: I . ' • ' ~ '•.. • . : "'. ' • ~. • •' • • • 
: '· coa:J;fi~j.<;ls 1 affe ~tin~.: S,_o~~. ~.t ~99, )'r~~n."~ ~· .. __ ; 
"· ·••;) ..... ~.,.., .................... ~·-"'··~·\ ~-~ ... ' -~- ........... ,., . ·.. . . . . . . ., \ 
~ .............. . 
\ ·: 
. -~·- ............ -""·~~ .......... , .......... ···~······ ....... _..,.- .. ~·· . 
It is:~~~r to assume, in vi~w of the saa~~ of the propose4 ~edundancies, that 
acce.ler~ted cutE? in manpow~r may lead tQ difficulties of the·kind described in 
Art .. j ,··t ~ara., 1 ~ S'U.b-parC,\o I of Decision No. 3/71. The aids envisaged for 1973 
" i ' " 
are t~-q~"consistent with this Decision. 
. '-~ .. 
62.). .... ~Examina*ion. of -~he-·atn0Ul'lt ··&f· th~·· .. ·a.:i:d· .. requested. in· relation to· the 
.. differ.en~e between costs and revenue must· be based on the aids shown in 
;• •. ~ 
" ; 
)··. 
. .. , ...... ,. , . .,,, ....... ,.,,,., .......... ' 
. ') '· . '1,, """. . .. 
" 
• 
• 
• 
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-·· i 
Nord/Pas- Lorraine Centre-. Totg.l 
de Calais :Midi 
'· 
·- .1, 
Aid to reduce interest 6.6 17.,8 10 .. 2 34~>6 
Aid to cover losses 483.0 270o4 284c6 1 j043 .o 
Aid to coking coal 
- - - -
' 
Direct aid under Art .. 4 of 
Decision No .. 3/71 ( 1) 
to compensate for anomalies in 
... 
social charges 195.3 100.0 75.2 370.5 
Tot a~ aid '.'ho each coalfield 689.9 I 388.2 370.0 ' 1 ,L]lj.8.1 I I ,___, 
Additional aid to cover financial losses incurred 
by the central administration of Charbonnagee de France 125.0 
The above table shows all aid measttres relevant.~o the c~llieries• cost 
end profits positiono 
113. The French Government has li!ubmitted documents and vouchers to the 
Commis.s ion on the cost. and· profits posit ion of collieries in the various 
French coalfields. . TheEe show tpat· the French coal mining industry 
as ,e: Wh:Qle may be expected to sus~~ain financial losses of some 1, 700 
mill'iqn FF in 1973.. Operating losses for 1973 may be expected to be 
even higher as a result <:>f. the UC!S. dollar devaluation.. Di;rect aids 
will cover only some 85% of tot~l losses sustained by Charbonl"l.ages de 
France in 1973. The aid requested t.o cover operating losses is thus 
co~sistent with the provisions of ~· 9, para. 2 of Decision No. 3/71 
c3) It ffi§>X be q_onclu.ded tha~ th.e aiP.s t<? cover dperating losses applied for by 
t 1he French Gov~rnment, for 1973 are consistent with th:~ p~ovisions of Art. 9 
o;f' Decision 3/71 • · ;~ 
3. C,ompatib:ili'ty of the French measures with· the· proper ·functiOning of the Common 
Market .. ,r · . 
.. .:( 1 J Estimated bre~down per coalfield. 
·-----"-- .~ - --·- ·-- - --- --- -··-·--
'. ,_..,., ,.,,, -··' 
,• ,.>\•, • 
114. Under Art. 3 pal'a. 2 of Decision No. 3/71, examination of the aids to 
decide whether ~hey are comp~tible with. the proper functioning of the 
Co~non Market must cover both indirect and direct aids.· 
T'.ae sur~i!Ilar:ized figures are sho-wn in the Appendix, Table 9· For 1973 -
excluding aid to coking coal - the total amount is 247.3 million u.a.. 
or 8~87 u.a. t produced. Compared with 1972 the amotn:J.t per tonne 
produced has ri,l?~n by 34.8% 
Compared to the othe~ countries. of :the Community, French aids ·are lot~er than 
those granted. i:p Belgium but a good deal hi~her than in the other countries 
of the Community. 
115. As regards the compatibility of the French aid totals with the :r:ro:per 
functioning of the Co~on Market, the folle:wing points may be noted-:· 
a) Consistency with the tonr1age forecasts drawn up for the individual 
French coalfields for 1973, with:.F.egard to the Community's overall 
supply positio~ for coke and coal is gu~ranteed. The requirements 
of Art. 3 para. 1, Sub-para. 1 of Decision No. 3/71 are thus met. 
b) The pattern of· intra-community trade in coal (see Appendix, Table 
10) giV'es ~eason to suppose that French coal exports to'other 
countries of the Cow~unity will decline from 0.76 million 1onncs 
in 1972 to· 0.65 ·million tonnes 'in 1973. Fr€l1ch coe.l imports from 
oth~r Community countries are also likely to fall from 6.8 ~illion 
tom1es to. some 6.4 million tonnes in 1973• The decline 'in French 
coal exports to other Community countries is due to the 'fall in 
production. The fall in French imports of coal from other .. Community 
countries is due to a general decrease in coal consumption in France .• 
'"" . 
Fr$ch coal imports from third countries, .which dec~ined in 1972 
as a result of the unfavourable climate in the steel indus~ry, ate 
moving upwards again in 1973. 
It becomes cl~a.lt . f.'~om tll;~" abo.ve .. that .. the'ro is n<)t .;1_ ikely t·o ·be:, .. 
~1y disruption of tha pattern of trade in coal between France and·· 
... ~~ • ..oft>. 
the other Community countries in 1973 (Art.' . .3; para~· 1, Sub..:.para 1 
• 
... 
. - .. 
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of Decision No. 3/71). 
d) Price-aligned sales of French coal ·a.eclined. in 1972 in comparison with 1971 ( 
(see Appenclix, Table 11)., The s&.e trend may be expected for 1973. Despite 
this indication of less intense competition, the Commission has tr:Lecl to 
obtain greater clarification of the price situation in France, pa.:;."ticularly 
in view of the fact that the French aids are considerably higher than the ~ 
German and. British aids and that cb8tacles must not be put in the ,~y of 
these tl,ro low~cost producers.. This applies particul;s · ly ;to coal from the 
Saar exported to France .. Investigation has revealed.a parallel with the 
B~lgian coal market (see page II/66) in that the low prices for French coal 
may be a,ttributed to al ternc.\tiv~ forms of energy impo~j;ed from third. countries. 
It is shown under Point e) below that the French coal prices are not lower 
tha the e~~ivalent prices for imported energy and thus do not result in the 
ind.irect cdding of industrial coal consumers in Fr~~nce. For details of the 
market in house coal the reader is f'efe:rreO. to Part I of this ][emorat.dum 
(see page -I/II). 
. 'l 
·• e) Under Art. 3, para. 1, Sub-para. 2 of Decision No. 3/71 an examination must 
116. 
be made to see whether the aids requested for 197"3 will lead to the inq,irect·:·, ,, 
aiding of industrial consumers. 
The most ;important industrial consumers of coal are power stations and 
cok.ing. planfs .. 
List prices for F'rench steam coal are as. follows : 
·, 
: Jf,9rd/ras-de-Calais 
Hi@. Volatile . .!l+UtS'0.2 
nutn 5 
Lorraine 
On 1 Jan. 
197'2 
124.00 
117.50 
On 1 Jan. 
1973 .. 
124.00 
117 .. 50 
From 1 Sept. 
1973 
136'.;'00 
129.50 
125.00 125.00 High volatile nuts 2 125.00 
108.50 108.50' nuts 5 108.50 
Under the 1964 agreement between Electricite de France (EdF) and Charbonnages 
' . 
. ' . 
de France, EdE j>ower...stations undertook to pay," in'.'respect ·of steam coal. 
·supplied; by ·Ch.a,r;bo!lJ.1ages de Franc~, not the list price but a price higner 
·~ ~-
•,,· 
than the equivalent price fvr heavy fuel oil or imported steam coal. In 
e:x:change for this the French Government gave EdF the righ'c to cover its 
remaining fuel requirements with fuel oil or imported coal, as it deoms· 
fit. 
Even .allO'tdng f'or the fact that Charbonnages de France received a direct aid 
-of74 :million FF for steam coal in 1973 (abo~t 10.00 FF/t), the net prices 
:' 
pay. able by power stc .. t ions for French steam coal are higher- than the prices 
' .. ' .. . 
foz: heavy fuel oil ( about 90.00 FF/tce) oz: imported coal. The steam coal 
prices thus do not lead to the indirect aiding of industrial consumete and 
are consistent with the provisions of Art. 3, para. 1 Sub-para. 2 of Decision 
lifo. 3/71. 
The oil crisis which began in October 1973 has led_ to a sharp incr€ase- in 
fuel oil pricos, which the French coal mining industry may follow with its 
steam coa~ pr.ioes. It is not possible to know at present whether the' aids 
proposed for 1973 can be reduced as a result. 
117o List prices for French coking coal ~e as follows. 
(in FF/t~ without supplements or reductions for qu~lity) 
Nord/Pas-do-c~lais 
Lorraine 
on 1 Jan. 
1972 
140o00 
t28.oo 
On 1 Jan. 
1973 
140 .. 00 
136.00 
From 1 Sept. 
1~73 
143~00 
136,00 
Expressed in U;.S. Dollars ( J/1 ::::~ 5. 1.15 FF) the list prices valid on 
Pas 
1 January, 1973-lvere f,26.9Q/t (Lorraine) and jj27.37/t (Nord-de-calais). The 
average cif import price .±o-r U.S. coking coal, hmvever, was f/2.6.40/t un<le:r. 
,. . . ... 
the supply contracts current in ~ut~~ 1972. If one bears in mind ~hat _the 
quality of French ooking coah ... ;!,-s about 10 - 15% inferior to that of U.S. 
coking coal ~d that the parity of the U ~~s. dol'lar was about 4. 15 FF in summer· 
19T3 7 it will be found that the French coking coal prices do twt lead to the 
indirect aiding of coking. cqal consumers, so th:::vt the prov.isions of Art. 3, 
para. 1 Sub.:.para. 2 of Decisio11 l'To .. 3/11 are met. 
f) Six _p.its are scheduMld ;for _closure "in the French coal mining industry ir, 1~73o 
, I 
• 
• 
• 
.-
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Th~s measure will assist ra.tionalization ano. the concentration of :i:;:coduction 
on the most productive pits. In relation to the other Co~~unity countries 
(see Appendix, Table 12) the decline in coa1 production in France is increas-
~ngly leading to the concentration of Community production on those coalfields 
11ith the most productive pits (Art. 3, para 1t sub-para 3 of Decision No. 3/71). 
g) The questi<>n of preventing serious economic and social disturbances in the 
French coal mining regions has been outlined earlier (see page II/73 )o 
h) The details outlined under Point~ a) to g) lead to the conclusion that the 
proposed French aid measures for 1973 are compatible with'the proper 
functioning of the Co~~on Market. 
4· Su.mmsgy 
1JS.. Direct aids requested for 1973 to assist the French coal mining industry under 
Decision No. 3/71 are shmm in the table below : 
.
•. Relevant Article 
liiJ of Decision 
:Total amounts per .t produced 
-------~------------~------\---~~ I No. 3/71 
Art. 6 
Measure· 
To cover extraordinary 
structural reorganization 
costs I: 
... · ·iord/Pas-d.e-C.aJ~ais 
Lorraine 
Centre-Midi 
Total 
.· ~) 'fo c~ver coalfields ' 
operating losses (1) 
Nord/Pae-de-Oalais · · ·' 
Lorraine 
Centre~Iidi 
Total 
b) 'l'o ~c6ver financi-e,l 
losses incurred by the 
million 
FF 
··93~0. 
17 .. 0 
45oO 
488.0 
~~70o f2l 
284o6 
.. 1043o0 
" 
million 
FF 
-· '-· 
16.7 
3.1 
·,a~ 1 
'' 
27.9. 
'' 
,. 
~- 87 ·9 " 
48.7 
51o2 
1$\T~i8· 
". 
FF u .. a .. · 
[ 
I 
8.09 
.I. 
1 .. 45 
1 o53 I 0 .. 28 l 8e54 I 1 o54 
-· \ 
. 5.56 I :_1 .. OQ 
l 
'. ·! 
I 
7 .. 64 . 42 .. 43 i 
24o36 I 4o39 5.400 ! 9o72 
37o38 I 6 .. 73 
central administration of , · 
Charbo:nnages ·de France 125o0 22 .. 5 4.o48 0.81 
l 
'! 
i 
·\ 
~g~~~=g.~~~===============~=~g~g;~~'===~~b.==-~l~~~~~==b======~~~~~===::l=~z~~~=~;,=~~~~L ~~~~~~=~~=~~~~=~£11~~=~1~=~=~~22~2~~~1==~~==~==~1§~§=================ll~~~~== ,' a~£ti..~ -· .Aia to coking coal (2) W?-ae~J:lec~s:iron Noo 73/287 . ·· ... _ · 
T1}Inclu.ding 74 million Fl!' for power stations coal. (2) Figures not yet available 
- !If79 -
D. 
1. Direct Measures ;...;;;.;;,;;.o;;,;...;;;.;.;.;;;,;;;.,;-
119. ~he Netherlands Government has a~plied for the following direct measures to 
asslst tne coOl mining industry : 
..... 
- A "subjective" aid to privately owned pits; 
the 1973 budget allocation·ror this is 
- An "obj~:;ctive" aid to all coal mining under-
takings t ot.tll ing· 
• Payment of accrued interest totalling 
·- Coverage of closure costs for private pits 
totalling 
26•9 million f'l 
28"0 million f'l 
4.0 million fl 
.. 
Ti1e abov~ aids are all measur~s first taken in previ,ous years and cont.inued in 1973 .. 
120. It should be pointed out that measures to assist the Netherlands coal $inipg 
industry entered on a final phase in 1973, as hard coal production is to be 
discontinued in ·1974. At,the tune of compiling this report, however, it was not 
known·wheth~r·this 'plan mdlght· be revisea·as a result of the oil crisis. State• 
owned mines are to cease production at the end of 1973· 
2. Consistency of the direct measures to assist the Ncth.E;;:land.s coal mining industr:y 
with. the provisions of Arts. 6-2· of Decision No. 3{7.1 
a) Of the "objective" a~ totalling·2B tnillion fl, 0. millio:r. fl represent a back 
"'' .... ,, .· 
payment 1bo the state-owned pits for the' ye~ 1971. Thi~ amount had. previously 
been approved by __ the Commission· on the baais of .. the ~Iemorandum on. Fina.ricial 
Measures to assist the Coal Mining ·Industry in 1971 (~e.e ·nac. J1o, Y:V'II/191/1/71 
page 60). .. 
The re.mainder of the "~bjective aid total~t'ing 22 million .fi will be paid during 
1973 t-o tha state-owned and privately owned pits to pay for the restructuring 
... ' . 
and red.epl'oyment of the red.~dant ·work force~ .. %is mea.sl.tre must thus be assessed 
.on the basis, of ~t. 4-,of Deci~:i.on N~~- t/{1 ~ According to the facts outlined 
. on. page ri./ the '-s~ope of ~t •. 4 is :n,o1i· e:x:9eeded, a:o that an asses~ment under 
Arts. 6-9 o£ Deqision No. 'J/71 is not :reqiiired •. · .: ;· • 
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Of the total "objective" aid for 1973 a:ppro:x:imately 13.0 million fl have been 
allocated to the privately owned pits and 9.0 million fl to the ste.te-o\·.n~od 
pits. The amount for the privately ol'med pits will be paid in 1973, and that 
for the state-owned pits in 1975. 
b) It is clear from the documents submitted to the Commission that the aid of 
4.0 million fl to cover closure costs in the p~ivately owned pits is to be used 
to cover costs of that amount arising out of exceptional expend"iture by the 
companies where closures are taking pl.ace. 
The form and amount of the aid are thus in accordance with Art.· 6, para. 2 
of Decision 3/71. 
c) The '~ubj_ective' aid (l) amounting to 26.9 million fl and the I'.§1YE.~nt· of accrued 
interest amounting to 5.8 million fl cover operating losses and are to b~ 
considered under Art. 9 of Decision No, 3/71. 
Subjective aids are paid only to privately at·med pits. 
Payments of accrued interest - for aids ~o the. coal mi11i:hg industry promis~d in 
previous years by the Dutch f}overnment but ~ot. yet .. pa:ld. - ar~ divide~ ·~.s f~llows: 
,··!·.· ..... / .. , 
5.1 million' fl 'ke ailoca:ted. t'o 'the pri~~teiy own~a.' ~its and 
0. 7 million fl to: the·:; state-owned. pits:~~ · ' !,. ·• • ., 
,. I,. { J ~ •• l.J· . .~ ' -~ 
·,· '· 
The two aids to cover operating losses are- all.ocated as follot-ts between privately 
owned and state-owned pits; (in million fl) 
.••.. •:l .-· . . . . . . :it' '• . ; : 
state-aimed Brivately · mmed Total 
·''' •' 
;·;·:·' . .. i : 
Subjective aid; 
·,. .. · .. ' ' 
Accrued. interest 
Total ·, · 
;pits ,, 
• ,f •. :· 
. ~··· 
.. ' .' ~ l:. 
0.7 
;·i. ~:?::t~· 
·'; .. · · pits,· 
5.1 
-
'! ; :,32 .. 0 ·'' 
==== 
.i.. 
( 1) The "subjective" aid includes certain amounts paid to the private 
undertakings to cover their costs for recruitment and training of 
qualified personnel. 
,, 26o9 
5.8 
·32o 7 
====== 
··. 
: .. r:·-.. •.. _.._.· 
·-·---·-----~-:...-----~--~----~~_:._:~~--_______:__,____~· . 
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According to Art. 9 of Decision No~ 3/71 these ·aids must be examined in the 
light of the following criteria 
- Prevention of serious disturbances in economic and social conditions 
, i~ the coal mining ree;ion;:~ (Art. 9, para 1 , Sub para 1 ) • 
- The aid m~t not exceed the difference betWeen costs and revenue 
(Art • 9 para.. 2 ) • . 
c1) As ~e5f~ds prevention of serious disturbnaces in economic and social conditions 
in th$ Limburg are~, it should first of all be noted that the mines could not 
survive without ~id.s •. In 1972 pem'orma.nce-related revenue covered not more 
than 70% of total oosts. Secondly, according to the plans of the Dutch 
Government ·the labour force in the mines will be reduced as follows r 
mid-1972 
end of 1972 
end of 1973 
end:.of. 1974·. 
Numbers employed 
10,200 
8,600 
4,900. 
800 
The reduction of the labour force from 81600 to 4,900 ;in 1973 represents a 
drop o£ 43%. As mentioned above, the Dutch coal mining industry is now 
phasing out production.-' :In 'cori~equertce 'tf this ·develo~ent, the aids proposed 
to cover operating losses in 1973 will h~ip ·~prevent economic and social 
difficulties and are thus consistent with the provisions of Art. 9 para. 1 
Sub~ar~~ 1 of'I)ecis:lon 'No.') 3/71.:.-' .. r , . . -: . . - . 
c2) The: following .criterion is applied· for· the calculation of the amount of aid 
to 99ve~ t~e .. d~ff.ep:,•eJlOe between ... producti.on costs and revenue. The assessment 
of.. 1;be aids from this point of vie'W. is based as in previous years: .on the. sums ··. 
ao~ually 12aid over to the undertakip.gs in 1973 rather than the ;sums pledged •. 
Th~ following aid$-;' falling within thi~'' category are thus. to be allocated in 
1973 (in ~illion fl) 
. ••• • ......... " ' ' ..... ~.. • ' ... ..... ...... • ·-~<10 ... f ... ~ ............... 4 • .. ............ . 
'I . 
·:· ... ·:,; 
• 
"Subjective" aid 
Accrued interest 
"Objective" aid 
Aid to coking coal 
Aids under Art. 6 of 
Decision No. 3/71 
Total 
(1) Back payment for 1971 
- II/82 -
State-owned 
;Eits 
~ 
Oo7 
6.0 ( 1) 
6.7 
::;=::;=::; 
(2) Estimate .. 
XVII-381/1/73-E 
privately owned total 
;eits 
26.9 26.9 
5o 1 5o8 
13.,0 (2) 19oO 
41i·.O 4.0 
49o0 
====== =~~::1== 
The calculations of the Commission indicate that tho proposed.. aids to the 
.§j;ate-mmed pits (6.7 million fl) will be significantly less than the opettatirig 
losses of the mines, It is thus clear that the limits set in Art.9, para. 2 
of Decision No. 3/71 have been ~espected as regards the,state-owned pits. 
For the privately owned pits the anticipated operating losses for 1973 were 
estimated by the Dutch Government at a figure appro~imately equal, t? thE; amount 
of aid (4,~.0 million fl) .. 
In view of the special position of the Netherlands, .which has restriqted its 
• • • • < . ~. ; 
coal production to a small number of pits, and considering the uncertainties 
as regards costs and the problem posed !JJ' the ,inclus~on inthe :.calcu~atj,ons of 
the accrued interest and the closure or_ "objective". aiel, the· proposed aid to the 
privately owned pits can be,. r~,garded as· cq~fo~~i:qgtp th~ .prov~siq~~ .of Art. 9, 
para. 2 of the Decision. . .. , . ; 
c3) One may conclude that the aids to the state ... owned and privately owned pits 
proposed by the Dutch Government are in aecordance with Art. 9 of:. Decision Noo 3/71" 
3. Compatibility of the Dutch aids with the proper functioning of the Corn.m¢n ~larket: 
According to Art. 3 of Decision'· No~ 3/11 all·:proposed ·aids ··must ·b.e:tak~n- into 
account in determining whether the Dutch aids :are· compatible: wJ,-th the.: pi'oper ': 
functioning of the Common ].iarket • 
The relevant figures have been given in a summary table (of. Appendix, Table 9) 
in order to permit a comparison with other Community countries. This table 
shows that the Dutch Government has proposed aids of 10.3 million Uoao or 
. ' ~· 
' I 
I 
---- ------ --- ------ --------------·-- -~-~----~~-~--.:_-~----~-~---\~~~---:-,: __ ::~ 
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5~42 u.ao/t to be paid in 1973 under Arts. 6 and 9 of Decision No. 3/71. 
The rate ·of aid per tonne of coal lias increased by 6.9% over 1972. 
121. As regards the compatibility of the Dutch aids as a whole with the proper 
r. 
i · ... 
•• • t• 
,functioning of the Common ~ket, the following remarks are limited to a 
'r • • : 
; j ~ 
few general considerations, as Dutch production will amount in 1973 to no more 
than 1o9 million tonnes, or some 0.7% of the entire production of the enlarged 
Community. 
The following observations m~ be made : 
- E:lcports'of Dutch;coal :to other Community countries will fall 
significantly in 1973. 
'- The !!~mount of Community coal imported by the Netherlands is very small, 
a.S 1973 imports JSf coal from third countries are 5o% up on those of 
1972. 
- Price alignnwnt has been discontinued. 
- The aids to the coal mining ind~str;r connot.indirectly aid industrial 
consumers of coal, as production is virtually limited to house coal 
for ·Pr.ivate .us~,. As r~gards .the pri9es of coal for household consump-
tion, we refer ·to the remarks on.page I/II 1 which also apply to the 
Dutch coal market. · 
I:ti ~these resp.ects .the: aids proposed 'for 1973 are broadly· compatible with the 
propel' functioning of the Common M~et· • 
... 4 ~-. · Summa~. e .. . . . ·~ ~ ,_. .. .. ..... "' ~" .... ,... ... 
122,. 'i'he·: 1·97j direct aids proposed fer the Dutch 'Coal mining· induStry .under 
·;Decision Noo· 3/11 are· set out i'rl·th~ ·following table ·:·, ·• 
( .. 
·t; 
., .. :. 
'/. '. , •••. - .·< 
• XVII/381/7 3 
. :.-
- I I Relevant I Total arn.~r..mt,s 
Article of Measure L 'IIIJI:--
3/71 
i ! Decision No. ~million I 'million l .of fl of ua. 
c 
Art. 6 § 2 I Payments to cover closure costs I ! i I in privately owned pits 4.0 1.1 • 
!Art. 9 "subjectiven aids 26.9 . I ].6 
payment of accrued interest 5-8 I 1.6 ; 
I 
' . ......... l 
I 
Total I 36.1 I 10.3 I====== ======= 
per ton px-oduced i 19.32 I 5·42 I 
In US dollars ($1 = 2.65 fl) I us$ ' Total 13.8million 
I 
7.26 million per ton produced jUS$ 
f 
.. I 
t. 
,,. 
· .. : J, ·• 
\ ) 
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E. UNITED KINGDOM 
ll H, ,, ' ' : ···' , ' . . • f. ' l:~j. AJ.ds paid by the British Government to the British coal mining industry 
cover the · financial ;rear of the coal industry from the beginning of . 
April: i97 3 to· the end of ltlarch 197 4• Not only the financial year of the 
-.. ·NCB ·but ·also ·the government fiscal year refers to this period. All figures 
quoted below therefore ref~r to the financial year 1973/74 of the coal 
industry; it is not possible to produce figures for the calendar year 1973. 
1. Direct measures 
......... Ornt...:e.... . 
124. . .. The British Government intends to grant tho following direct aids to 
the coal mining industry for the financial year 1973/74: 
- Aid to cover expenditure on pensions 
- Ai4 to cover severance pay to miners made redundant or 
the cost of vocational training of personnel 
-'Aid to 'cover expenditure inc~red b~ the NCB through 
· · ·pr~mature retirement of'miners 
• Aid to cover expenditure incurred through the supply of 
concessionary coal to redundant miners between the ages 
of·55 and 65 
- Aid for the adaptation and stabilization of the work force 
- Aid for holding of stocks 
- Coverage of NCB's operating losses in the ·first quarter of 
1973 
- Coverage of NCB's expected operating losses for the 
financial year 1973/74 
- Aid for power station coal 
~n addition to the above di~eot aids whiqh are to be considered 
under Decision No. 3/71, the British Government will pay the coal 
mining industry coking coal aid of Lll million on the basis of 
Decis,ion No. 73/287/rosc. 
~ J.V1i1lion 
....... 
12.5 
10.0 
5·0 
0.3 
3.7 
5·2 
23·5 
56.0 
14.0 
125. All aids are paid to the NCB, which is responsible for 99% of 
British coal productian. Jil'.o. aids have been reported for the licensed 
oollierie$ which are responsible for 1% of British coal production. 
• 
-........____ __ 
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126. The legal basis for the aids is largely provided by the Coal Industry Act 
of 197.5. ·.Only a small number of measures are based on the Coal Industry 
Acts of 1965 and 1967; they were continued under the Coal I~u~~ry Act of 1973• 
The system of British Government aid to the coal mining industry is embodied 
in the Coal Industry Act of 1973. It is planned for a period of several years 
ahead - in the case of most of the above aids for three years with the possib-
ility of extension to five years - and sets out the forms and amounts of aid. 
Out of the total sum allocated for the entire period, a certain proportion 
is made available for payment every year, after consultation between the 
British Government an~ the NCB. The above sums thus represent the first instal-
ment made available for payment in the financial year 1973/74 under the three-
yea:!.' programme, 
2. Consistency .of the direct measures to assist the British 
!Edus~~Y with the provisions of Arts. 6- of Decision No. 
a). ~d to cover expenditure on pensions 
.~ . 
127. This aid dates from the Coal Industry Act of 1967. The Coal Industry Act of 
1973 continues the aid and makes provision for a maximum payment of ~ 60 million 
for the years from 1973/74 to 1975/6. If the measure, after prior approval by 
• ·; · Parliament 1 is continued till 1978, a m~imum of !:,100 million may be paid. 
•• 
For 1973/74 prov'ision has been made for a first instalment of i;,12.5 million • 
. This aid is granted to retired miners. The ·resulting expenditure incurred by 
the NCB is no longer related to coal production and is partially covered· by 
th~ aid. The NCB acts as the government 1s agent in paying the aid to -the 
pensioners. 
It ~s clear from the purpose and :f'orm of the aid. that it conforms-to the criteria 
of Article 6, § 1,. Sub-para.l. . ..... 
b) Aid to cover severanc~p~y to minw ma'!!...red-qndant· ·: 
or the QOSt of voca.tion_,?,;,l ;retraining of pers..QP._,_n_e.l 
128 •. This aid was introduced by the Co~l I~dustryA.ct of 1965. The ·coal Industry 
Act of 1973 continues the aid.and'makes provision for payment of a maximum 
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of L60 million for the years 1973/4 to 1975/6. If the 1 measure 1 afte;r prior 
approval by Parliament, is continued until 19781 a maximum of ~100 million 
may 1::>e paid. For 1973/4 provision has' b~en made for a. fi~st instalme~t of 
ltlO million. 
The aid is given to miners who feave the ind~stry ~s a result of. closures, 
and to those who are retrained and/or re-employed in the coal mining, industry. 
Not more than 50% of the expenditure thus incurred by the l~CB may be covered 
by the aid. 
129. It is clear from the purpose and form of the aid that it conforms to the criteria 
of Art. 6,§1, Sub-para, 1 and Art. 7, § 3 of necision No. 3/71• 
c) Aid to.cover expenditure incurred by the NCB throush premature 
retirement of miners 
130. This aid w-as introduced in tne Coal Industry Act of 1967. The Coal Industry 
Act of 1973 continues the aid and makes provision for the payment of. a maximum 
of L40 million in the years 1973/4 to 1975/6. For l973/4 provision has been 
made fo:r·a first instalment of ir5 million. 
The aid is given to miners retired Eefore the statutor;y; retirement a.ge. 
Such retirements became necessary in the period 1967/70 pecause of the reduced • 
production (as a result of.inad.equate demand).· The pension~ expenditure 
incurred by the NCB is no longer related to coal production and is fully covered 
by the aid. The NCB makes the payments, which are· fuliy reimbursed by the 
British Government.by means of the aid. 
It is cle,ar from the purpose and form of the aid that it conforms to the criteria 
of Art. 6, § 1, Sub-para. 1 of Decision No. 3/7+• c 
d) Aid to c'over gtc:eendi ture incurred bY the NC:l3 throup;h the suppl;z. of 
£9Jl..Q..eJ?._siona;r;y_coal · · · ·· · ~ · • . · 
131. Expenditure incurred by the NOB through the supply of concessidnary coal to 
• I 
miners between the ages of 55 and 60 made redundant during l973.is tully re~ 
imb~sed by the Government, while for redundant miners between the ages of 
• 
,. . ., .. _,~.·.· 
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60 and 65 the aid will cover 50% of the cost of concessionary coal. The 
proy-isiop. made f<>r aid in 1973/74 amounts to h0.3 million. The aid covers NCB 
expenditure which is no longer related to coal production. 
It is clear from the purpose and form of the aid that it conforms to the 
criteria of Art. 6, § l,Sub-para 1 of Decision No. 3/71• 
e) Aid for the C?-daptation and stabilization of the work force 
132. It is estimated that in 1973/74 the NOB will incur expenditure amounting to 
J:r7.5 million as a result of the necessary reorganization of personnel during 
rationalization of production. In order to maintain the stability of qualified 
personnel 1 miners affected by the reorganization must be compensated for the 
expenses involved. These expenses include: 
- Removal expenses 
- Resettlement expenses 
- Travelling expenses 
- Reimbursement of temporary loss of income. 
In order to meet·· these ·expenses the British Government will grant the NCB a 
subsidy of ~3.7 million iri 1973/74• 
a. !t i~ clear from the purpose and form of the aid that it conforms to the criteria 
. "i, 
of Art. 61§ l,Sub-para.l of Decision No. ?/7+• 
fr Ai_d forliolding of stocks 
.. . ' ~ . . . 
133• The · .. ·197·3· Coal· Industry Act (Section 7) provides that the British Government may 
grant a subsidy of not more than t:r40 million to the NCB in the period 
1973/74 - 1975/76 to help meet the cost of holding stocks. If the measure, 
after prior approval by· Parliament, is extended till 1978,· the ·ma;x:imum sum: 
payable may be increased to 1,7-0 million. · For 1973/74 provision has been made 
for a first instalment of L5.2 million. 
The British Government estimates that the stocks held by the NCB at the end of 
1-iarch 197 4 will be 17 ·5 million tor.a of coal and ·1.3 million tons of coke. 
Monthly st~t-istics so far available for 197 3 fully ~6nfi.rm this· trend. 
. . 
. ~·I 
.. '' .· 
.,.-, 
:::. ~ ,. 
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Given an estimated annual p~oduotion (for 1973) of 140 million tone, monthly 
~roduction would amount to 12 million tons. Stocks (18.8 million tons of 
coal and coke) would thus exceed. monthly production by 6.8 million tons. This 
difference is th~ amount tor which aid can be granted upder the prov~sions of 
Art. 8 of Decision No, 3/71. 
134• According to NCB estimates, supplemented in part by the Commission, the costs 
of build.ihg ru·1.~~ transporting stocks and of interest amount to ~/per ton for 
coal and ~2.10 per ton for coke. The Br1tish Government provides aid of ~.72 
per ton for coal and t:rl.03 per ton for coke towards meeting these costs. On 
the basis of the stocks tor which aid can be granted (5.8 million tons of 
coal and 1.0 million tons of coke) the amount of aid can be calculated at 
~4.2 million for coal and Ll.O million for coke - a total of t:r5.2 million. 
It is clear from the above that the measure conforms to the criteria of 
Art. 8 of Decision No. ~/71• 
g) Q._overage of NCB t s expeoted. operatinp; losse
1
S 
135. Operating losses incurred by the NCB for the period 1 January 1973 to the end 
Qf March 1974 are covered by means of th!9 following aids: 
~ Writing off of operating losses in the first qu~rter 
of 1973 ,. 
- Payments to cover operating loss~$ ;irl. th¢ ti:Qa.ncial 
year 1973/74 ····:.9 · · ;.. ,J ·J '' 
- Aid for power station coal . \ 
. . \' Total 
ir23.5 million· 
·. ' 
ib56.o mi~l~on 
Ll4.0 million 
136. Cumulative operating losses tor ·the' JoB in the financial years 1971/72 .and 
1972/73 totalled ~174.6 million. It is estimated that 1,23.5 million of these 
losses '1-rere incurred in the fi:r·s.t quarter of 1973, which tnust be included ·,in 
these calculaticns as the United Kingd~ has been a member of tae-Euro~ean 
Community since 1 Janua;;ry 1973. Under .t.he Co.a,l Industry Ao~ of 1~73. the ~CB 
was authorizEJd b~ .the .Bri, tish Government to write off .thi~ cun1ula,ti!'e deficit 
and to reduce the publi_o funds borrowed from the Government .by the s~e amount • 
.' ~ • : ' • • • • ,v 
137• The ope;rating losses to be covered in the financial ye~ 1973/74 are the 
losses sustained on ourrent produoti.on. Provision has been made in the Coal 
Industry Act for the allocation ol ~ ~~ .not exceeding l:t210 million for this. 
purpose in the financial years 1973/74 to 1975/76• 
• 
• 
• 
138. 
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The b56 million payment is the first instalment made available • 
The aid for power station coal is granted to the NCB under the Coal Industry 
Act of 1973 for extra coal supplie~;:~ delivered to British Power stations. 
In the Coal Ind"Q.stry Act of 1973 a maximum of L50 million has provisionally 
·.been allocated for this aid for the period 1973/74 to 1975/76• In exceptional 
circumstanoes,only this maximum allocation may be increased to ~100 million. 
The !:tl4 million payment is the first instalment for 1973/74• 
..... •· 
Under Art. 9 of Decision No. 3/71 the above aids for the purpose of covering 
·.'losses must be examined in the light of the follo\·dng cri te:ria: 
Prevention of serious disturbances in economic and social conditions 
in the mining regions in which sufficient opportunities for re-employment 
do not yet exist (Art. 9 7 § 1, Sub-para. 1); 
- The aid may not exceed the difference between the average cost of coal 
prQdU.~tion ~d the average r~venue available (Art .• 9 7 § 2). 
e::t) ~lith respect to the regional and social problems in the British mining 
regions: it should be noted that the 1973 increase in production over 1972' 
(about 20 million tons) was not caused'b:f the'grant of aid to cover losses 1 
but by a "recovery effecttt as there had been a sharp drop in production in' 
1972 as a result of strikes. 
139• The Commission has been informed by the .British Government that in' 1973 ·. 
17 small pits with an annual capacity of 1.3 million tons will cease 
production. About 8,000 workers will be affected by the closures. If one 
adds the 8,000 :meri vlhO are expected to be made. redundant through r'atfohal-
ization of curre'ntr production, the total cuts would amount· to 16,ooo iricn • 
.. 
·~he British --Government poini.s out in VEley .ge:nqra..l terms that other regions 
• ,'1 
besides ~ large part ·.of the mining a:req,s have weak economic structures 
... · 
and that it is not possible to speed up tho redevelopment process. 
~- ; 
t' ·' '.' 
'' 
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Redevelopment has been carried out as far as resources allowed, but only 
j' 
limited funds are available. 
It is clear from this situation that if the NCB had :to close down and over 'It 
3007 000 workers . current~ employed b;y the NCB were suddenly to be made 
. ' 
redundant, insuperable regional and sooial problems would arise. It is 
. . ' . ' ; 
thus obvious that payments to cover operating c~.sts are consistent with the 
provisions of.Art.9,§ 1, Sub-para. 1, as they serve to 'prevent a drop in 
.... .. 
p:toduction dictated by market forces, with the serious disturbances of 
social and economic conditions which would result in many areas in which there 
are not sufficient short-term opportunities for the re-employment of such 
a large labour :force. 
g2) The ~ollowing criterion is applied in ca.lctrlating the :e.roposed amount of 
aid to covert the difference between the average cost of coal production 
an~.revenue obtained. Given an anticipated production of 140 million tons, 
(including open-oast production) the losses incu:r:red in coal proauct:.on may 
. be estimated at '122 million (i.e. W.87/t). For the assessment of this 
figure the calculations of the British Government, which were restricted 
to the losses incurred in underground coal workings,were suplemented by 
those Of the competent department of the Commission, with the inclusion of 
opep.~cast workings, which normally operat$ at a profit, . so th<;:vt an average 
• ' ,. • I ~ 
figure could be obtained\ for total production. 
,. I_', 
It is clear from th~ figures quoted. abQve tha:t the proposed aid t~ cover 
operating losses of ~93·5 million (i.e. ~0.67 per ton) will be lower than 
tbe difference between the' average ~ost of coai produ6tiori and the'• revenues 
of· the collieries, and will·thus be consistent with·Art. 9, § 2 of· 
Deoisi.on No. 3/71· 
3• Qom2a~~bil~ty of the British aids with the proper functionin5 
of the Common Market. 
140. In assessing the compatibility of the British aids with the propor functioning 
of the Common Market, (Art. 3, § 1 of Decision No. 3/71) it is necessary 
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to consider not only the aids governed by these Decisions, but also ail. 
other measures to assist the British coal mining industry (Art. 3,~'2 of 
Decision No. 3/71). 
For purposes of comparison with other Community countries the relevant 
figures have been .sh·o~~ in a summa~y table ( cf.~ Table' 9) • ' It is dlear from 
the ·calculations--that total British .. aids, including payments exceeding the 
limits .. set in Art. 4 of Decision No. 3/71 1 will amount to !,147•7 million. 
(= 295·4 million u.a~ = 2.11 u.a.jt). In comparison with all oth~r community 
countr~es the aids proposed for the British coal mining industry give the 
lowe~t;~ate ~f aid per ton produced. 
. ' ~ ! 
141. The following remarks may be made with regard to the compatibility of the 
·· British .. aids .a-s a whole. with .the, p~oper functioning of the Common Market:. 
'·.~ ·!. 
a) The consistency. of the tonnage forecast:s f'or th~ Bri-bi~h coal mining 
industry for 1973, with .:!1egard ta ·-the· Communi ty•,s overall supply of coke 
.. and coal, is in accordance with the provision,s of Art. 31 § 1 1 Sub-para 1 
of Decision.No. 3/7i. 
'J.•. ·~ • 
b) The development of intra-C,ommlf1~"ty 1;rade in coal sh'ows that the United 
~ ;_r., .. ·• , ~in,gdom·.:.:rioes .v.ot ·import -any significant quanti ties of coal from other. 
· .. 'com~~i ~~ ;~-;n'ri~-s {~r. ·Appendix·,· Table 10), It is anticipated, on 
the other hand~ that in 1973 exports of British coal: to other Community 
countries will· increase in comparison with 1972; s.team, coal accounts for 
most of the exports. This development i-~ exp.:+ainod at .least in part,. by 
•'· - . . 1 .'· 
.... ·~·.;·a ''recovery effect••., .. a.s 197? ~:x;po:c.ts were 
.. • •.;, I • 
affected by the British miners' 
strike. 
· !t ist however, ·p:robable that .. the increase .in exports. is, e;plained :g;artly 
. ~.._ ' .. ·. ' : ;.. .· . :' 
by the greater competitiveness ·of Bri t:ish coal •.. ThJs point is dis9ussed 
in detail in Chapter I of this Memorandum. This examination reveals that 
the competitiveness of British coal in 1973 h~s been greatly strengthened 
by the decline in value of the British ou:rrency. The British aids, which 
are the lowest per ton in the Oommu:ni ty1 do not contribute significantly 
to the superior competitiveness of British coal. This applies only to the a.:~d.t:::, 
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It is not yet possible to determine whether other factor~ affectit.g the 
competitive position of British coal and coal from oth~r Communi~y countries 
must be trucen ~nto consideratio~, e.g. the differences in social costs 
me~tioned in paragraph 24 of Chapter II. The Commission is aware that 
. .. 
institutional factors may cause distortions of competition as their effect 
on production cost.s varies from country -to country. This question cabnot 
be examined until comparable cost figures are available. 
142. On the basis of the aids granted no distortions of the trade in coal between 
the. United Kingdom and the rest o:f' t.he Community is anticipated for 1973 
(Art.3, § 11 Sub-para. 1 of Decision No. 3/71). 
,·~· . •' 
''')· : .. , .... · ..... , 
c) The Commission has not as yet been notified of any price alignmeht of 
~ British coal with other Community pro4uocrs (cf. Appendix, Table 11). 
d)" As a :result of the accession of the United Kingdom to the Community, 
. . " ,, .. . ' . (:: 
the NCB published list prices as required by the rules of the :rose Treaty. 
Seventeen price lists giving pit-head prices for steam ana.·coking coal were 
established for each of the .seventeen NCB .. areas.· · · 
The steam coal price takes into account the calorific value of the coal and 
also the following factors:-
- ReO,uotions for ash content .. 
- Surcharge at various rates depending on grade 
-Reductions or,surcharges for sulphur content. 
• ' .. J... w •••• 
/The coldng coal prioe .. is also base.d on·the calorific va1ue; the price is 
~justed to take .a.cco'lint of. ·several 'facto:rs 1 ·e.g~' el:s:h :dO:ntent 'of:·'the coke, 
K factor, grade, sulphur content. 
143· The price levels for the individual area·s 'vary 'according to the production 
costs in these areas. 
,. The prices in all seventeen areas eannot be given here in detail. ' In 
. broad outline the system is as folltrt-o"s: 
.~. - 1 .... ,' 
•,.· 
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In the low-cost coalfields of the Midlands .steam coal prices on 1 January 1973 
ranged from $12 to $18/t (1), while in the other areas they were over $20/t. 
· ·It may'be taken that ·in· the· first· half· of 1973 the 35 million tons of c-oal 
df;llivered to powGr. Fltation~ __ py the NCB were sold at an average pit~head price 
of -about $15/t. When allo1-vance is made for the price increase of 7. 5% 
..... j.p:t:r9dUP.9<l i:r.~-. :tP..e 's~r.n();r. of 197.3 i ~ .if'!_ ~ikoly t~a~ :tf1e ?V_erage pi ~-?e~d price 
for the· -f'urther 35 ·r.-1illion tons to be ·delivered to power stations in the 
' 
second half of 1973 will be of the order of $16/t. If transport costs are 
added the resulting delivery.prioes1 according to the power station operators 1 
are higher in all cases than the equivalent prices for fuel oil or natural 
gas, especially if the differences in the operating costs of coal- and oil-
fired power stations are taken into account. 
On 1 January 1973 pit-head prices for coking coal in tho Midlands ranged from 
$18 to $25/t, while in the other coalfields the prices were as high as 
$26 -27/t. These pri~es, .toot w.ere i~c;ea~~d on ~v~rago···by 7·5% f;r.om··' ·~·--_·_· 
1 July 1973. If transport costs are added the resulting delivettdprices to 
steel industry coking plants are marginally higher than the ;cif prices 
for imp9rted US C?king coal,. which amount· t·o about · $25-26/t~·, ··· 
indirect aid to the coe,J.. consumers. 
Art •. ~.3:,: ·~§ 1 1 Sl+b~p~~?-•., 2:. . .... ... . 
Ther~. h<;ts be.~n no .~nfringeme:qt of 
e) The prevention of serious disturbances of economic: and ··soci.al i conditions 
·: ' ·. i.n: .th~ Br,,i ti,s~ min{~g .a~e,a~ _(Ar~.~- ).t§ t, .. sub-:p~ra.-/ .:i':,~~ ~'E;c\~~on No. 3/71) 
has already been discussed. 
f) It is clear from these observations thq,t the Bii.ti'sh: aids' to the coal 
mining industry a.;e' ·co~p~t'ible vli th the proper 'fu.rictioning of the 
Common Market. 
. . ' .. 
(1) at the rates of exchange obtaining at that time. 
s~ 
-~e following table shows tho direct aids to the British coal mining 
indt\stry proposed under Decision No. 3/71 for the financial yea~ 197 3/7 4: 
I I Relevant I Total amounts · per t produced i Article of 
Decision Measure ~ million··· I, 
t 
U•F!r-t No, 3/71 million u.a. . .. 
' 
, A.rt. 6 - Payments to cover expend..;. 12.5 2,.0 0.09 d.l8 
iture on p~nsions 
- Severance and retraining 1o.o 20~0 0.07 0.14 
.... Premature retirement 5 .. 0 10~0 '0.04 0.07 
I .. - Concessionary COcvl 0.3 0.6 o.oo o.oo I Art. 1 Adaptation and stabilization 
l of personnel 3·1 1·4 0,03 o.os I ~ -. 
!Art. 8. Aid f·or holding of stocks 5.2 10.4 0~04 0.07 I. 
f. 
!Art. 9 -· Operating losses carried I over from the first qu8.l"t 0 r- I 
of 1973. 23.5 I 47.0 b.17 . I 0.34 ' ~ - Other operating losses for I 
' the !'inancial ycar.l973/74 ;6.0 f o.ao I, 112.0 0.40 p 
I • Aid to power station coa~ 14•0 ·28.0 0.10 .. 0•20 .. ,..; ., ... : .. ,l... . 
Tot~l. under Arts. 6 - 9 of 130•2 ., .260 ._4 ; •.. :0•9-3 .. • 1.86 
4 
Dcc1s1on No. 3L7l ================-=============F======================~===============~•==== 
. p!,'O memoria;~ 
. Ai.9- ~.o. c~l_<ing, oqa_l under Deci~ion No.· 3/71 ·-'"'• 
~ 11 million 
22 million u.a. 
f ' 
I 
• 
.. 
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146• This report has reviewed the financial measures proposed by the Iviember States 
of the .enlarged Community ·to assist the coal mining industry ;i~ 1973• The 
COJ:1Sistoncy o:f the$e measi.lres vvith 'the prbvisions o:t Decision No. 3/71 lvas 
,P:x:o.m~c;;d.~;t·.or ~ach :i-ndividual colintry~· To thi's endt the Commission c'on-
ducted sp5iqial studies of the position as regards prices and competi ~ion 
amc;mg. t.h?SJ!i po.:~J;.··. p:f.od.ueing countries·; i~ which the si ttli{~i'on Eleems Complicated 
I .. • ·, ·,. ' 
. by. the wid;~?l¥. va~y~g amC)iiDtS of aid granted. It . emer~kd frcni1 this investigation 
that the aids pl~~~d py the governments of the Membe~ State~ for l973 do 
not. impair the p~<).P~I,' functioning of the· Common Mark~t in coal. 
In view of tho acces.s~on of the United Kingdom to the. Common Market a special 
. ~ .. f: 
chapter has been devoted to an overall comparison o~ the British coal mining 
• ~ r 
indu.at:r..y with those of the Community of the Six. 
147 • .As rega:rds tho s:i.e~ of the. c·~al market, the coal production of the o.J:llarged 
:. Cocimrmity :Ln 197.3 wil~'~i~e by-abo~t 13: millio~ to~s in. co~parison 'llvith 1972. 
This increase is explained by the rise in British production which is some 
2~ million tons higher, as' a 6'ertain· recovery ''eff;ct has made itself r'el·( 
. . ' 
ip. ~1973 as_ compared, with 1972; vlhen"th~re was·· a ~harp drop in production as 
~ result qf s\lirikes. In the -other ,community count~i:e~, prod~6ti:o~·~ ha~:' 
declined by 9 million tons as compared with 1972. 
In 1973 coal imports by the enlarged Community from third countries are 
expected to show no sig.nificnnt change from the prev~ous year, 
For 1973 a slight increase in coal consumption is forecast as a result of 
d.~v61o~~e:q~s. 'in_ ,the Untte~King~.qm,. -,A. .comparison .of .. supply ana. ·d€4mand · 
·' ·:.; . . .. ·:. . ' ...... 
indl.cates •that a fairly rapid build-up of stocks·can'be expocted in the 
Federal,,'.;Republic of Germany and the United Kingdom, 
j, ,.· '· .·"· .. 
,'\ . '• 
I : 
:'·,~ L , _, ' ',, 
',,,I 
;'•t 
.. , { . 
. : '--1. ;, . ·' ;' i.t· 
~ • ; '< .·.\., _.;to . ~-
·~.;~· 1 . * 
'' 
·: . ~· i " .,. .:., .. ·;.. '· ~ .. . . 
~ ~ ·:,•, \ t.' ;; j: .. : :I ;:.. .. jo' I,; 
! ' 
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I' 
Tho above.trends apply to the situation until Ootober/Noy~mber, 1973 i,.e. 
until· the advot1,t of tho oil supply c;risis1 It is possible that this 
crisis will cre~to .an entirely new situa·t~on with regard to the assessment 
of coal mining activities~ The .effect on t~e coal mining indust;ry in 1973 
will, however,: p~ slight Gl.S the l -. 2 ;remaining months· of the year are too 
sh?~t a period f.or any measures taken to have a signif~oant effect on·the' 
\ . . 
figures for th~ first ten months~ 
lfl-8. The f;i.nancHtl p~~~tion of ·the Community coal mining industry iri 1973 may 
be d~'scribed! S:s extremely difficult. Wage increases in all Community· 
couptr+es greatly. exceeded increases in productivity, ;'~di·~~ices for mihing 
mate:ria.ls h.:tve al~o increased in line with the general rise in prices. 
These ~wo f~ctors alof,le cause.large increases in production costs which 
cannot. be covered b;>&ncorrespondi:q.g rise in re~en-q.ea. Cone3equently colliery 
losses have increased, as have the s~b'sidies-. 
149.• Af3 rega1·ds the financial measUJ:'eS ·to qcrver q.efici t s ·incurred through. the 
finanqing of welfare.benefits .in ~bcordanoe with Artr 4 of Decision No. 3/7lt, 
sums paid in 1973 will total almost 1 1900 million u.a. (of, page II/44)• . 
' \ . . . 
Tb.@ inorea.ae over 1972 is of the order of 21•7% and is thus gre~t·er t}lan th~ 
inc;rea$e in 1972. The increase is explained in part by alt·Q'ra.tions in the 
e:x:chang~ rate of the unit of account against thG national currencies, In pa~t 
too, the increase is aocounted for by the ~teady growth of the finanpial 
d~:fioit~ ;i.ncm·~'l. ·tlu-•.:mgh the financing of welfare benefit~, as the ratio of 
oont:t~~t.~.rS to recipie~ts of be~efits ~as been :progressi~~ly reduced, The 
ittiattci~~:measttres taken under Art~ 4 of ~oision Not 3/71 are, not directly 
related to current production, aa these are costs arising out of the past. 
150. As was ~~,e~tioned at various points ;n Chapters V and VI the list of direct 
a.nd. indirect aids considered in this Mem9r~nqum is still incomplete. Nonethe-
le&Sf'·· the total spent on aid in the Community of the S;i.~ in 1973 arno1mts to 
.ov~r, ~ r'dll~op 'Q.ta•' 1~·4% above "\;he c~rrespop.ding figu.:re fo:r the prevlmw 
year.' T:p_e i.ncl,.'\AQion ~f the United Kingdom in the caloulationf.ll bpings the 
to~~i to over l,~o -~iliion u.a.. As the rate of aid per ton of co~l prochl.ced 
ie;;, however, lower in 'he llru.,"'& u:..A--ertom than in .. $loll th~·c01-ltlt:~ies of· the 
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forme~ Community of the Six, the rate of aid per to~ for the enlarged 
Community in 1973 (i~e. 3.89 u.a.) is lower than the rate of aid per ton 
in the Community of the., Six in 1~72 (i.e. 4•81 u .. a./t). · 
Totals for direct an.d indirect aids 
(Totals expressed in million u.a. ) 
C omrnuni ty of the Six ~nited. Ki11gdom Enlarged Community 
-
'1971 1972 1973. 1973 1973 
1. Direct measures under I 
' Decision No·.: 3/71 414.3 s5s~s 529.6 260.4 790.0 
2. Aid to coking coal· 45o'5 . '71"~'4 .. 204.3 
.. 226.3 22.0 
3. Indirect • 91·9 100.0 79•4' . .79·4 .. me~,:~.sures 
-
,. 
............ 
'· 
To-tal 551.7 . 729.9 813.3 282.4 1.095·7 
======~=====:;::= ===::=::: ~====t::r===== i:::;.r====:::ri:======== 
Change from I I previous year + 9·4% 1 +32.37 +11.4% • • •• 
i 
Aid per ton produced 
I 
~ I (in u.a.) 3·35( 4.81 5·75. 2.02 ! 3.,89 l I 
The table shows that significant increases occurred, particularly in respect 
of coking coal. The explanation is that the gap between the production costs 
for Community coal and the price for coking coal from third countries became 
much wider in 1973 as a result of currency movements; on the basis of 
Decision No. 73/287 this difference may be partially offset by production or 
marketing aids. 
151. Of the total amount of direct aid for which provision has been made in 1973 
(i.e. 790 million u.a,) 559 million u.a. (or 70%) are allocated to aid under 
Art. 9 of Decision No. 3/71 and 231 million u.a. (or ~9.~) to aid for 
rationalization and holding of stocks4 (Arts. 6- 8 of Decision No. 3/71). 
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Million u.a. 
I 
Aids Total 
Art,6 + 7 I Art. 8 I Art. 9 
.• 
I 
Federal Republic of GermEmY 123'!0 i 
- 17·7 140·7 
fBelgium 5.6 
-
134·8 140·4 
fF:rance 27.9 
-
210.3 238 .. 2 
Netherlands 1.1 
- I . 9.2 10.3 
United· "Kin~ om . .. . 'J • • d ~ • 63.0 . '· 10.4 1~7.0 260.4 
··,. 
'• ..... 
Total·· 220.6 10.4 1 559.0 . 790.0 
• .. 
. . · 
;: .. 
., 1 
·~ .·:· ."· •; .. ·• .• . , . 
~ ·' "l' . 
\ ,',1, . ~ . 
=-·- ..:- ~: .. 
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STATISTICf.~.L APPENDIX 
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NOTES ON TABLES 1 to 8 - .• 
Tables 1 to 8 summarjze the data submitted to the Commission by 
Member States for the purposes of the tonnage forecasts under 
Art. 2, § lt sub-para. 4 of Decision No. 3/71. Tables 1 to 4 
contain forecasts for the development of coal productich, imports 
and exports and sales.- Tables 5 to 8 contain the same data for 
coke. 
A number of }.~ember States expressed their estimate figures in 
.. 
the form of an upper and a lower bracket. In the summary tables 
a mean value had to be taken, lying midway between the two figures, 
for if the upper and lower limits for production, imports and 
exports were taken into account the calculation of the s~les 
o~ supply totals would be unduly complicated. 
• 
• 
IJ:'altle 1 
--
A'!!!~~t of Co~~i-Y,;y:,.~f!al 1'!~1!L~I..E.!>.!.lfiel2!! 
(~n million t~nnes; fieu~es tr~m national eourees) 
1,. ~_!.dora.! Ret!t?-!>~io of' \1~~!!-I 
lttlllr- . . . ~· .... , . ~· .... _-~,.-~. 
Sa.o.r 
Aa.ohen · · ,. 
Lower Sa.xOny' ... , 
Smail collieries · · 
Total 
4• l'Tet.:tlerl~:~.nds 
-... -~
. 
Limb~rg 
5• Na}i! . 
Suloio 
6. ft£l!l~l1!J~j;~-of the Si~ 
7 • Un:i.ted' Kin!!:dom 
---~-
Undert:i:ronnd lrorki:n~ · · 
~--·...,- $ .......... _.,....-.-
I 
NCB Collieries 
r ..icensed collieries 
Q.E.en-ea.at. work:l.~ (.UCJ) 
Other proo.u,,-aon 
Total 
8 .. ~!11 
9• Enlarged. Comttn.m:i. iy 
(.. 11,,5 
11,1 
~ 
... 
. 
134,8 
. ..
.... 
... 
' ... 
-
.... 
f· 
'· f.'i 
,. 
... 
•• 
• •• 
-
100,6 
•• 
8. United KinFd0111. 
Production · 
+ imporls 
-exports ·. 
.. ftl!M J •. , .... 
>\ ~ • ...JIItJeM3 tt Atmtarus ••1ea u·~ ~~~ · . • · · 
(la !llillf.oa -'"• -lol-ta1. tip~• boa Jia.Ucmal •~"••). 
... . ' . ·.. 4 ,._, ,,., 
i2. ~si- . . 
· coking plata ·· 
~ atatioau·(4) 
Kouaehol4 oonaumpltoa 
other oon.u.ora · . 
'!'Qtal AOIIIflfJti~:ul;ti· 
) • J"rancct 
Cold.ng pl&rlb · 
Povcl,. ata:u. Ol:la .. · .. . ·: 
Efl'llsehold eo111Rilap1;f.Oil. 
othe,.. oea'IIUIIIa_,. · ·. · ·· 
. Mal. dome:trtb) aaleli"::: > 
,9• fr'tllan~ 
· ·.Coldng Jlllilt& 
"Pot.re:r at-.Uone 
Eouehold ~·onSU~Jptton 
Othol" con~e". · 
· · - 'foiAt dcilll.,eUc imle~; 
_10. ~1!~4~d~i:..t;! . 
· · ·· Coking plnnifs 
. rr:nter n·tQ. t~ on a . . .. 
ttouol\Ol.d ¢~neU!l!ption 
~h:Gl" ecnwn!!%'1J <:_ ... 
.. _ .. 
..- .. ' 
. •" . . 
. . 
-tf!!_ef,~ :. 
'~·· ·. _, 

Stoelwl'ke ooking PlM1 •• 
Colli~ coking·tlanta 
Ihdependant cokin~ ~lants 
' ' 'l'oto.l ooke 'P:t'OduotiOJ!. 
Steelvorke coking plante 
·~ollictl ookin~ plants 
Ind•pendM.t coking plonte · 
'!'otcl coke p'r.odu~tien 
Urd. ted Kht&!om 
Stoeluorka coking p1ante' 
Coll1er.t ook:ing plJnb 
Independent cokin.g plan.ta 
Tot£11 coke p-rOduction 
.. 
. . . 
'Aff'~:·.; 

1· I!l>.:nmll.rk 
S'l;eol industry . 
Houeehold conaumptioQ 
. ot}ltor CU$WII11Jl'S . 
Total dom&etio aa1••· 
8, Tfnitfl.d Rind()a 
. . I 
Sted induatr,r 
Household, oonaum~tioo 
other conW!IIere 
0,1 
0,1 
:tQtal' 's!l!l!lY~:.....!U!~......,------~----------t--=--""--t--..:~:;....-+--o=.a.J--+_....~:-:....-+ 
9• ~!:!Jim~ ~ ; ... 
' . 
i.!.a.!I , , . · ·· · · . . 
I<!lj;C.:'hl rl·om Cc;nniuni t;y C0ttn1:1'iea 
Inlporia frm t~rd countries 
',;.'r.rtal broris 
~('J::1;s ~o Col!'.::!!Ul'li't;y ccll.ntrtu 
E:tporto to tnir:i oo,mtrieo 
(-.-.~----~T~o~~~"~-~~?~rt~B----------------~~--~~~~r---~~~--~~~~~--~ ..... ~~~~--~----~~--~ 
. E.. kl'..~"1.~2ll~'i . . . 
.!~!'t>l·to from Ce:r.mnity ecuntriea · 
In:::.,rts frel!l third countries 
• Total l!::,porle . 
b:pcrts to Cor;-Jnuni t;r cOt!ntrtea 
.. :txpo::te to third e01mtriea 
'l':Jti'Ll I!!XOC:ri:S 
r•$UW;__-,,~,-'_" ~\, - a.~m~~y . . • . .JelG~ ... , ·~ .. 
...:.i:-:"~~~1:?::::::X,;';:iloi30l'tt ' .. ,_,1212 {._!2.7 2 I 197l 
• --France-·-·· 
197:! I !!t:U 11:112 l 
~'le p..Ovi!llona 
4} 
Art. 6 
Art. 1 
. Ai:i:.'8 
9 
• <';-'J 
~;!'1 z:~!u:ced 
f "'.i.d ttnd~;;r 
:r~~I3/28! 
fotal c..'ioun~s 
t'nl pr.¢!~0:!)1" 
;i'llion~ (3. 7) 
: . 
! " 
• 
It 
7 
u.a. 
.. 
•• 
I I 
... ... I(:J,'l) . ~ 1 (U,Ii) (13,0) ... 
I 
.~~--~~~~4-~~~~+-~~~~-
'"r" I· •• 1. 226.~-
• z Q_.f.l) 
' 1.015,) 
.. I , . 3,61 
p=.~&A* I tc'taa..~~ 
::~<:-P~~-=:d . , -r----r ~ t 
':" .. •c, ''"' .. , 
:1~~ t1~ .dd. • .. • • 
·t ;,1 ;~dueed *- • • 
S.,.;.., a . ·• ":': • ' 
(I-' . !!'!;lu;iing aida £:~1'-~j.~lira~ vocational training ~ · · - · ... · .. . . • __ , . 
. (2~. · I_n~lu.Ji:lg the. st::':l ~n_.~::rces~ of the limits sat in Arf; 4. c:f' Decision No. l/71 _ --~ _ ..... ·· 
(3 ... !!i'lltvlin;t ai_J. t?. lo,w~~ thfl ra.te· o~ ~nte~~.s.~.-pe:J.n>t.t~t! .. Ch~li<?itt'laJreli.d!._~~- -·-.:.· .. -·· . *'. 
';. 
-·····.·.··f~i~tijlOriittt oomrtn-.l~~fin:n;~t".y: 1972--· -r-. -.l:-:;:3-:;:UMI"'"T.o~-4~~....,.........,~.,_,'="...+~~..,.,;;;T'-hrli<'M~~~r..;;::;;:;:-+-~:i=~=H~;:;;"'--+..:e'f*¥~~-r-;~~~rn:::.; 
A~:ll'i •. IL_~ . · ·. . · · 
r eo~ 
. !•tg,itllll. 
I 
I 
.} 
-1.110 
~.8(6 
1.412 
).189 
u''·· 
I ... 
2.,45 
379 
2.905 
fl1 
U.9l5 
3 
tr.lazul· 9 
lhdted ~- !00 
Eillvpa ~~u;r 13.702 12.247 
· ... (.1}.1912 t ·JJ"Vi. aion,.ai n.cu- : 
·(2} 191) t e.UlltaU• · 
. .,. I tfi) 
2.483 ! ... 
5~6:!5 . 203 
615 12 
2.500 ... 
270 22 
u. •J70 500 
. '* I • 
. 30 I. .. 
100 . ... 
11.600 I 500 
l7l 
229 
10 
29 
641 
-
-
.. 
641 
4'(6 498 
i.C]$ 180 
.. ... 
... .. 15 
&4 liB 
15 39 44 
390 792 76S 
.. .. 
.. 
.. ... 
390 792 765 
440 
140 
15 
.50 
5 
3661' 590 622 ·.· 6)2 
410. ))li 
)i 1 
lll 6 
30b i.l25 1.461 
450 3.52$ ).357 
300 . 6.459 '· 4;4 
404 
296 
1.040 
).050 
6.000 
630 
290 
.. I 
t.,a6 
ti6 
466 
1.900 2.611 2.521 2 •. 940 
60·· 3.594 ).3&9 ).110 
6.925 '-'") ..... . 
~J . 1.509 524 -
.~ ).619 2.964 2.~ 
.. - 231 296 2JG 
,, ! 1.43111.,,, .r 1.050 116.246 ~4-906 
·--*--~---+· __ ,._......,.......,_ ........ 
.. .. 
... 24 
' 
39 ll 
•. 300 100 261. 600 
650 1.555 1,889 1.1ss t6.s.e9 15.542 111.795 a.~ .. 11.201 16.130 
~~-~ ~ ,_ ,;•:~·h<~~M•d-'•~~ '-'') 
German· 
·COal 
:Belgian 
coal 
French 
eoa;l 
·Dutch 
coal 
British 
·coal 
•* 
Produetio 
t = t 
116.798 
11.362 
37.321 
4·545 
" 
N·•··~•hfl'c•-~''''''' '"'''""''''''"'·'''''''''''' •... ,:;, .. ,oC 
.. 
• 
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Table 11 
DeveloJ!!!ent of !rice ali~e~wit!L!,!SJ)ect to ~~~.ty .coal (1) 
{excluding Italy, tuxemeourg and Denmark) 1.000 t 
~11 1 1n2 
hport;-to Quantities : ·Productio Exports to l Quantities . 1 Productio.~Exportsto lGua:ntities 
other Com- 'to which J t = t other Commu- to which . t = t other Commu-
munity coun- l'rice align nii:y coun- · price align- nity coun-
tries ment !iJ.Jlplie~ · · tr"""1~· as..--~ii!U...s.Wo~..~l...! 
2 
11.646 1.673 116 .. 885 9.968 638 8.813 936 
-
552 478 10.960 10.500 r 612 
.. 
529 32.980 
. . . ,, 
.29-740 693 925 689 . 156 ":":'i~~ -: .. 
1.510 13 3·795 .1.418' 2a907 1.558 . '~. 
- -· 
-'"--.,~.---·---··-~·~-"-=WW1.2!Bt .,__ 
(1). Price a.li.a.;nrnent~with ·community eoa.l only; excluding price alignments under Decision No. 70/1 
: 
(2} ·Price alignment mth respect to quan.tities suppliea to users in the producing country and other 
Community countries 
~ ~· 
~· f. .............. ·~ ..... -... ~. 
$_u!mnary table showing rationalization and concentration of production (1) 
,, --
' 
Production per shif~ Coal production. No. ·ot pits ·e.t end ot Total employees 
• in mderground workings year ' . '. 
'" '"' ... '> .; ' 
·. 
c'' 
?-. ;., .. 
'.· l 
'in.ltg fo change fo change million t t .. t • %_change 
. 1971 1972 197111972 n 1971 1972 1971/19'72 1971 1972' . 1971/1972 
t' .. Grou:e A. (2) 
~ 
·. 
! 
Lorraine 4-387 4.445 + 1,3 1 6 
-
1 11,5 _10,9. - 5,.5 
aub.r 4.137 4-354 + 5,2 54 49 
-
5 96,4 88,9 - 8,4 
Saar 3.792 3.Q45 + 4.0 6 6 
-
10.7 10,4 - 2,9 
Group A. total 4.126 4.320 + 4,7 67 61 
-
6 118,6 110,2 
- 7,6 
_Group :B (3) 
Limburg 3.348 3.240 
-
3,3 4 3 
-
l 3,8 2,9 - 31,0 
·, ·· Cam:pine 3.037 3.076 + 1,3 5 5 0 7,3 7,3 + 0 
r·· Aachen 3.263 3 .. 664 + 12,1 5 4 
-
1 6,~ 6,5 -: 6,2 
Centre-Midi 2.611 2.703 + 3,5 18 17 
- l 6,9 6,2 - 11,3 
Nord/Pas-de-C. 1.997 2.024 + 1,4 20 17 
- 3 14,5 12,6 - 15,1 
,._. ~th Belgium 2.060 1.98; 
-
3.8 17 15 
- 2 3.7 3,2 - 15,6 
Group B total 2.479 2.551 + 2,9 69 61 - 8 43,1 38,7 - 11,4 
•. 
3.514 3.661 + 4,2 136 122 - 14 161,7 148,9 - 8,6 
,___.,__ _ _. 
(l \ .. Includes only those .coalfields which provide the Commission with data. on· costs and revenue 
{2~ Coalfields with higher production _per sh~ft than the Community. average 
{3J Coalfields with lower production !Je'r shift than the Community average • 
•• 
-
.·· . 
1.000. 
. l911 1972 
25,0 24,0 
195,1 175;4 
26.6· 24.6 
246,.7 224,0 
22,3 19,6 
21,3 20,1 
17,6 15t6 
21.7 19,6 
62,6 55,9 
15.9. 14.3 
161,4 145,1 
408,1 . 369,1 
·-~ •. cha.rtgl!l 
. ·. 
1971/1972 
. 
- .At2 
- 11,2. 
- 8.1 
- 10,1 
- 13,8 
... 6,0 
- 12,8 
- 10,7 
... 12,0 
..;. 11,2 
- 11,2 
-- 10,6 
· !ee.itle 13 
l>evE:~lopment of' aids by Menliler States llllder Arts. 3-5 of Decision No. 3/65 and Arts. 6-9 of Decision .No. 3/71 
iri million u.a.. 
in u.a../t 
·coMMUNITY OF THE SIX 
. in million u.a.. 
· inu .. a../t 
OOTEn KINGDOM 
.. - ' .-- -- * 
3607,7 
72,2 
.0 
3873,9 
11,5 
2 
•-·· 
•• 
... 
•• 
•• 

116,8 
37,3 )3,0 
11,4 ll,O 
5,8 I 4,5 3,8 
180,7 I 176,5 I 170,0 I 164,7 1151,7. 
J.M6 ~ t 1147,1 
314,6 
